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The present study is part of a more comprehensive prOJect, whose obj<'ctivP 

is the development of techniques of evaluation o f weather modification a1tainnwn1 s, 

based on streamflow. The difficulty in this evaluation can be traced tu two ma1n 

causes: 

(1) The natural variability in the hydrologic cycle far exceeds the expected 

range of the increase induced by man, and 

(2) The inaccuracy of the flow measurements may be of the same ordel' of 

magnitude as the i nduced change. 

Relatively little, at least in the restricted and more stringent context of 

weather modification evaluation, has been done to date with respect to the reliability 

of flow measurements. Tne present paper offers an initial objective approach 

towards the estimation of the accuracy of discharge records. As a result it 

contributes to the development of techniques for evaluation. Its value extends, 

however, beyond the scope of weather modification evaluation. 
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this study was to analyze the error s that may be incurred in 

discharge determinations made on mountain streams. The possible sources of 

error were carefully considered, a nd a classification of these sources, including 

notations on the nature of the resulting errors, was prepared. A mathematical 

e rror model for a single di scharge measurement has been hypothesized, and 

methodology presente d for the evaluation of daily, monthly, and annual dis charge 

estimates. 

An exhaustive literature review was undertaken regarding both the qualita

tive and quantitative aspects of t he topic. This material was sorted in an attempt 

to divide the total error in a discharge determination into various component errors. 

Each component was analyzed separately , and with respect to the others , in order 

to yield information about the random or systematic nature of the error, and about 

possible functional relationships which might be involved. This information has 

been summarized in the form of a classification of errors. 

Upon the foundation developed in the fir st phase, a hypothetical error mode l 

was developed for a single discharge measurement. No attempt has been made to 

render this model a practical working tool. Rather, it was essentially a qualitative 

undertaking to reveal the manner of combination of the various component errors, 

and to clarify the nature of some of the errors. T he expected value and variance of 

the model were studied in order that inferences could be made regarding the signifi

cant error terms . 

Finally, consideration was given to the errors arising from use of an estimated 

rating curve. A mathematical representation was given to the stage- discharge rela

tionship and found to account for virtually all the variability in sample data for nine 

mountain stream-gaging stations in Colorado. The concept of a divisive discharge 

value was introduced to separate the rating curve into t wo portions: one along which 

the relative error was virtually constant; and the other along which the absolute 

error remained constant. Both confidence and tolerance limits were established for 

the estimated curves, and used for inferences regarding th e error bounds on daily 

discharge estimates and future discharge measurements. After consideration was 

given to the correlation between errors in single discharge estimates, conclusions 

were drawn regarding the magnitude of the error bounds on monthly and annual 

discharge estimates. 

vii 
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ACCURACY OF DISCHARGE DETERMINATIONS 

D . k " I by W. T . 1c mson 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Subject Matter 

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, 
published volumes of st reamflow data have served 
extensively as a basis for planning the comprehensive 
utilization of rivers and for various research studies. 
The value of these hydrological investigations is 
largely determined by the degree of accuracy of the 
determinations of runoff from natural sources. In 
recent years, due to the increased demand for water, 
more attention has been focused on thc> quality of hydro
metric work. 

What is the dc>gree of accuracy available? In 
an attempt to delineate the error in its streamflow 
records, the U. S. Geological Survey has classified 
the accuracy of single streamflow measurements to 
be within two to five percent depending on whether 
the measurements are excellent or good. The average 
error of published daily flows has been estimated by 
the same agency to be less than five to ten percent 
for the better stations. It must be noted, however, 
that these values have been obtained from subjective 
evaluations of stage-discharge relationships. 

The immediate problem is not just to insure 
correct measurement of discharge, but rather to be 
able to estimate as objectively as possible what is the 
error in a set of discharge estimates. It would be of 
great value if the error in a particular period ~f 
record for a given gaging station could be readily 
determined for selected degrees of confidence. This 
estimation requires an understanding of the potential 
sources of error in the data acquisition system and 
knowledge of the relative magnitudes of the component 
errors. Then possible modifications, if required, 
may be advanced for improved streamflow records . 

1.2 Approach 

For a consideration of errors, two basic ap
proaches can be taken: one is a~alytical, and the . 
other experimental. The analytical approach consld
ers in detail the potential sources of error, and ana
lyzes the nature of the component errors inv?lved, by 
use of previous research results and theoretical con
siderations. On the other hand, the experimental 
approach involves extensive C()mparative field studies, 
conducted by several groups of individuals employing 
various methods of gaging at the same site: If river 
reaches are used where the discharge can be con
trolled, the experimental approach affor ds an eval-

uation of the global or total err or in di schar ge meas
urements. A combination of the two approaches, in
volving experimentation based on analytical results, 
would yield the maximum infor mation. For this pre 
liminary study, only the analytical approach has been 
considered. 

1. 3 Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to: (i) consider 
in detail the potential sources of error in the present 
methodology of determining streamflow, (ii) prepare 
a classification of errors , (iii) derive a hypotheti cal 
mathematical error model for a single discharge 
measurement, and (iv) present an objective procedure 
for evaluating discharge estimates. 

1.4 Scope 

T he pri me concern of the study was to gain 
knowledge of errors in streamflow records to be used 
for the evaluation of weather modification projects . 
Therefore, characteristics of only those records of 
gaging stations which might be used in such a program 
were considered in detail. The immediate interest 
was in river stations in mountainous watersheds, and 
primarily in the smaller upper basins. 

The advantage of considering these records is 
that the gaging stations are characterized by a stable 
control section for relatively long- periods of time. 
Since the bed is usually composed of coarse gravels 
and boulders, a true stage-discharge relationship 
tends to exist between occurrences of high flow. 

In the discussion of the potential sources of 
error in streamflow records, those sources which 
are minimized or magnified for a mountain river
gaging station have been noted. Only those of _major 
importance were considered for the mathematical 
model. The records from the above-characterized 
stations should be of relatively high accuracy when 
compared generally with those from stations in much 
less stal>le regimes. Therefore, this study considered 
the accuracy of the better streamflow records. 

The methodology studied is that employed by the 
U. S. Geological Survey. It has not been outlined in 
this presentation because it has become very familiar 
to workers in all aspects of hydrology and has been 
considered in numerous references. The most au
thoritative descriptions have been given by Grover and 
Harrington ( 194 3}, and by Corbett et al. ( 1961) in the 
U. S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper 886 . 

1 Assistant Professor, School of Agricultural Engineering, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada 



CHAPTER II 

SOURCES OF ERROR 

2.1 Possible Sources 

An evaluation of record accuracy i nvolves a 
consideration of errors and the nature of such errors. 
This section is devoted to a discussion of possible 
error sources, includes information containe d in the 
literature, and summarizes the topic with the author 's 
classification of errors. 

Errors may be incurred during three phases of 
the development of a record of streamflow at a r-iver 
station. Initially, there are errors introduced by 
measurement instrumentation and technique in a single 
stream-gaging observation. The establishment of a 
stage-discharge relationship invol ves those errors 
which cause the relationship to be non-unique in nature. 
The last phase, involving the use of the rating curve, 
incorporates stilling- well and stage-recorder errors, 
and those introduced by the methodology of calculating 
daily di scharge values. The various sources within 
these categories are outlined below in an attempt to 
separate the areas giving rise to systematic and ran
dom components of error. 

2. 2 A Single Stream -Gaging Measurement 

2. 2.1 A single discharge measurement 

Errors inherent in a single discharge measure
ment at a stream-gaging station affect each point 
plotted for the establishment of a rating curve. Each 
source contributing to this error, such as the velocity 
meter, flow turbulence, and the sampling of velocity 
in both time and space, must be considered regarding 
the nature of this component of error. 

The use of a current meter introduces a number 
of potential sources of error into the determination of 
the now velocity. The precision of the meter itself 
is the most basic and straight forward oi these 
sources. Velocity measurements close to the water 
surface, the bed, and the banks, have revealed that 
boundary effects influence the meter. Also, the three
dimensional and unsteady nature of the flow gives 
rise to particular conditions affecting the meter reg
istration. Considerable attention has been given to 
the effect of turbulence on current meters . Variations 
in the direction of the velocity vector are considered 
under the topic obliquity of flow, whereas variations 
in velocity magnitude are referred to as pulsations 
in the flow regime. The effects of flow obliquity on 
the accuracy of measurement are consider ed with 
respect to the meter. 

Other sources of error in a single discharge 
measurement are independent of the meter. The 
effect of the above-defined pulsations will be consid
ered as a problem of sampling velocity in time. There 
is also the effect of sampling velocity in the vertical 
and horizontal directions. 

(a) The current-meter still-water calibration 
curve 

2 

The experim entally determined mean still-
water calibration curve for a particular current meter 
defines a relationship between the number of revolu
tions of the meter rotor per second and the corres 
ponding velocity of the meter through st ill water. Cer
tain characteristics of this curve describe the meter ' s 
preci?ion. These characteristics are: (i) the starting 
veloc1ty V s . determined by the velocity at which the 

meter begins to rotate, (ii) the measur ing range, 
determined by the starting velocity and the maxim urn 
value of the velocity at which the meter may operate 
without damage to .its measuring qualities, and (iii} 
the shape of the curve in the measuring range and its 
accuracy of indication. 

The above characteristics of the meter-calibra
tion curve depend on a number of factors . Firstly, 
the magnitude of the starting velocity varies directly 
with the magnitude of mechanical resistances of the 
meter. An upper limit of the measuring range is es
tablished by the t ype and the shape of the meter rotor, 
and the accuracy of indication of the curve is deter
mined by the precision available for rating the meter. 

Variation o f a meter' s calibration curve , with 
time, may be caused by accidental changes in the rotor 
shape or by variations in the mechanical resistances 
of the instrument. Many researchers have observed 
that a slight bend in the blade or cup of a meter rotor 
has a marked effect on the meter-calibration curve . 
The constancy of mechanical resistances depends on 
the degree of wear experienced by the instrument, 
which in turn depends on the meter design, construc 
tion materials, and the machining and assembly of the 
components . 

It has been suggested by Hogan ( 1922) that the 
ideal current meter might operate such that the 
meter rotor would turn through the same number of 
revolutions per unit length of water irrespective of 
the velocity of the meter relative to the water. The 
calibration curve for such a meter would be of the 
form, 

V c = C 1 wt 

where wt is the time rate of the meter, in revolutions 
per second of the rotor; V is the velocity of the c 
calibration car; and C 1 is a meter constant. The 

same curve could also be expressed as, 

where w1 is the distance rate of the meter, in revo

lutions of the rotor per foot of water; and C 2 is a 
constant. 

In practice. however, current meters experience 
the effects of fluid friction on their blades and of bear
ing friction, causing considerable slippage at low 
velocities. The amount of slip decreases as the 



velocity increases, a nd at a certa in value of velocity 
t he revolutions per unit distance of flow become a 
constant and independent of velocity. For accurate 
velocity measurements, the number of revolutions of 
the meter rotor per foot of fluid should be very close 
to this constant value for th e velocity measured. 

T he response of current meters at low velocities 
has been considered often in the literature with regard 
to either the starting velocity of the meter or the lower 
limit of accurate velocity measurement. Murphy 
( 1904) concluded, from his experiments at the Cornell 
Hydraulic Laboratory, tha t the s m allest velocity that 
meters could measure "with a fair degree of a c curacv" 
was 0 . 3 fps for both a large Price meter and a Haskell 
meter, and 0. 22 fps for a small Price meter. Barrows 
was '0. 3 fps fo r both a large Price m eter. Barrows 
( 1905) found the small Price meter to be unreliable 
below 0.4 fps and Hoyt ( 191 0) felt that errors were 
negligib le for velocities greater tha n 0. 5 fps. 
Troskolanski ( 1960) has suggested that modern types 
of meters begin to rotate at flow velocities of approxi
m at ely 0. 2 fps and that an approximat e relationship 
between the lower limit of accurate velocity, V min' 

and the start ing velocity, Vs , m ight be Vmin = 3Vs. 

The r esearch of Fortier and Hoff( 1920) is one of the 
best substantiations of most subjective and experi
mental observations . Figure 1 reveals a number of 
comparative curves and illust rates clearly the a dvan
tages of the small Price meter in having bo th a low 
starting velocity and a very short interval in which to 
reach a constant distance rate. 
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The upper limit of the meter measuring range 
ha s not concerned stream- gaging r esearchers, a s 
very little str eam- gaging work approaches that end 
of th e r ange. Troskola ns ki ( 1960) s uggeste d that the 
m easuring range lay within limits of V . ; 0.6 fps 
and V " 18 fps . mln 

m ax 
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T here have b een m any s ubjective estimates of 
the precision and variability of a current - meter cali
bration curve in the literature, but relatively few con
crete values have been computed. For example, 
Murphy ( 190 2) recorded that t.here was an uncertainty 
in observed velocity of one to two percent due to 
changes in the meter constants; both Rumpf ( 1914) 
and Groat ( 1914 - 19 15} concluded from more than 1100 
runs that the calibr ations of both a Fteley and Stearns 
meter and a Haskell meter were more consistent than 
those of a large Price meter. Wood ( 1 !:144) noted th at 
calibratio ns made by t he National Bureau of Standa rds 
for small Price meters were accurate to within one 
percent. In order to further check the accuracy of 
some experiment al mete rs, Anderson ( 196 1) calibrated 
them at the David Taylor Model Basin and at Colorado 
State University in addition to the original calibrations 
at the National Bureau of Stan da rds . He observed the 
deviations for any one meter to be less than one per
cent. From the same data, Carter and Anderson 
( 196 3) computed that t he maximum difference in ve 
l ocity given by the National Bureau of Standard's 
equation and another calibration was 0. 7 percent and 
the mean differen ce for 16 values was 0. 34 percent. 
Troskol anski ( 1960) has suggested that the relative 
errors of vane and helical current meters, within the 
limits of thei r measuring range, ought not to exceed 
the values expressed by, 

v;30 - 2Y.._ 
· Vmax 

and those of cup- type current meters, 

wher e 

v ; 3. 5 - lV 
Vmax 

v - v c 
v ; -V-- X 10 Oo/o 

c 

is the percenta ge error, 

V is the true velocity, 

V c is the velocity of the calibration car, 

V max is the upper limit of the measur ement 
range of the meter. 

In order t o establish a n e r ror distribution due 
to the nature of the current-meter calibration curve, 
dat a from Hogan ( 1922), and Carter a nd Anderson 
( 1963) have been plotted along with th e s uggestions of 
Troskolanski ( 1960) i n fig . 2. A suggested di stribution 
is here proposed. From the previous discussion, it 
seems r easona ble to assume that the g r eate s t per
centage errors are experienced at the lower vel ocities 
in the region where the meter revolutions per di stance 
of travel have not r eache d a constant value. Ho wever, 
as the velocity increases, the percentage error de
creases rapidly and then levels off, perhaps approach
i ng some minimum value asym ptotically . There is 
little data to support t his error distribution, and 
further investigat1on is necessary to adequately define 
it. 

(b) P roperties of the fluid 

Char <.cteristics of the water, such as den s ity 
a nd tempe r ature, h ave been found to h ave no a pprecia
ble effect on the curre nt mete r and its calibration 
cur ve. Schubauer a nd Mason ( 1937) foun d that d ensi
ties greater than t hat of wat er have little effe c t on the 
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meter performance, except at very low velocities . 
They concluded that changes of density occurring in 
field use could cause no appreciable error, except 
where very large sediment loads hampered meter 
oper ation. With regard to temperature effects, Robson 
( 1954) found that within the limits of accuracy of the 
ordinary current -meter calibration tables, that is fps 
and rps to two decimal places , there was no indication 
of change in calibration with variation in water temp
erature over a range of 36.9 to 62. 5° Fahrenheit, with 
a velocity range of 0.1 5 to 7.0 fps . Therefore , it may 
be concluded that neither temperature nor density al
ter the field performance of a current meter. 

(c) Boundary effects 

The geometric boundaries of streamflow cause 
a current-velocity meter to respond differ ently than 
its still-water calibration curve would i ndicate. Evi
dence of such boundary effe cts has been gathered in 
the literature by comparing, for a singl e meter, the 
calibration curves which have been developed at dif
ferent regions of a stream cross section. 

The effect of the water ~urface on a current 
meter has appeared to be a function of the type of 
meter, th e distance from the measuring point to the 
surface, and the velocity. Rumpf ( 19 14) observed 
that a Fteley and Stearns meter increased its regis
tration while a Price meter decreased when both 
were rated within s ix inches of the surface. Disagree 
ing w:i.th Rumpf, Scobey ( 1914) found a cup-type meter 
to react slightly faster for all velocities at a depth o f 
one foot . Pierce ( 1941) obtai ned results similar to 
those of Rumpf for a cup- type meter, and the action 
of the meter was retarded in the vicinity of the water 
surface. Rohwer (1933) found the effect to be a func 
tion of velocity, with t h e meter tending to under- regis
ter at velocities greater t han five feet per second. 
Oltman ( 1954), and Chamberlain and Ham ( 1958) made 
similar observations at natural str eam sites and in 
still-water tanks, particularly for now depths less 
than one foot. 

The effect of the channel sides and bottom has 
been a function of the above-mentioned par ameter s and 
of the roughness. Near the sides, Rumpf (1 91 4) found 

4 

a Fteley and Stearns meter to increase its registra
tion, while the Price meter increased on one side and 
decreased on the other. The cup- type meter used by 
Scobey ( 1914) regi st ered correctly when close to the 
one -to- one s loping concrete sides, but was 0.06 Ips 
slow over the entire velocity range near the bottom. 
Pierce ( 1941) obtained variations i n the calibrati on 
curves of a cup-type meter when placed in the prox
imity of the bed. The action seemed to be affected by 
the distance to the bed and by irregularities i n the 
boundary s urface . Pierce's table of coefficients for 
adjusting measu rements made in depths less t han one 
foot are used as standard practice by many agencies . 
Godfrey ( 1958) found the proximity to the floor of a 
flume to have only minor influence on the calibration. 

Hogan ( 1922). in comparing calibrations made 
in the Froude T ank with those made at Imperial 
College, observed discrepancies particularly arising 
at high velociti es when there was a corresponde nce 
between the velocity o~ translation of disturbance 
waves in the channel a nd the velocity of towing the 
meter. He assumed the calibrations i n t he larger 
channel to reflect the true effect, and observed that 
the interference effects caused by the nearness of one 
wall or by wave action always resulted in negative 
error and too l ow a velocity. Rohwer ( 19 33) obtained 
results which could be explained in the same way. 
Using both a lo ng rectangular tank and a circular tank 
for calibrating, he found meters to x·un more slowly 
in the circular tank. Also replicate calibrations of 
Price meters made at the rotary station did not agree 
as closely as those at the tangent station. 

From th ese experimental findings, it is appar
ent that the flow boundaries can exhibit effects on a 
current-meter registration. Further, the largest 
effects occur i n instances wher e the velocity distri
bution is rapidly changing in the space over which the 
current meter is integrating. Therefore, near very 
rough boundaries and in flows of shallow depth, the 
meter may be expected to respond erroneously , but 
no general qualitative or quantitative statements can 
be made regarding the errors. In most mounta in 
stream-gaging, the vel ocity is normally sampled at 
points sufficiently distant from the boundaries t o avoid 



effects. An exception to this statement occurs during 
winter flows . 

(d) Oblique currents 

For flow either vertically or horizontally 
oblique to the axis of the hydrometric section, the 
absolute value of the local velocity, V 

0
, is of no con-

cern; but rather the component in the dir ection of the 
channel axis, V = V 

0 
cos a . Since a determination 

of the rate of flow consists of computing the volume 
of the solid of velocities, limited by the envelope of 
axial velocity components, current meters are re
quired which measure accurately in these oblique 
flows over a large variation of the angle a . As the 
characteristics of the general types of current meters, 
cup- , screw-. and propeller-type, are importa nt in 
a study of this effect, the di scussion will be centered 
around each type. 

Cup-type mete rs, including primarily Pri ce 
meters and their variations, tend to register the 
magnitude of the maximum velocity vector regardless 
to what direction they are oriented in the flow. How
ever, the position of the meter yoke, particularly with 
respect to obliqueness in a vertical plane, may cause 
additional discrepancies. Rumpf ( 1914) observed 
different velocity registrations for horizontal inclina
tions to the right and to the left of the channel axis, 
but noted that the mean value was virtually the maxi
mum velocity at the point. The differences in regis
trations were attributable to the effect of the yoke of 
the meter on the flow. Brown and Nagler ( 1914-15) 
found that vertical oblique flows had more effect than 
horizontal obliquities. For a large Price meter tilted 
above or below the horizontal, the revolutions in
creased to a maximum when the angle of tilt corres
ponded to the angle of the cups. Better r esults were 
presented for a small Price meter. Rohwer ( 1933), 
Addison ( 1949) , Kolupaila ( 1957) , and Tros kolanski 
{ 1960) , to mention only a few, agree that except where 
the frame or yoke interferes , cup-type meters con
sistently give large results whenever oblique curre nts 
are prese nt i n the channel. A numbe r of the experi
mental results have been summarized in fig. 3 and 
Table 1. 

On the other hand, screw- and prope ller-type 
meters tend to record a ma.ximum number of r e vo
lutions when the axis of the meter iS parallel to the 
flow direction and the number constantly decreases as 
the angle of obliquity increases . Expressing it alge
braically, 

v = c v c 0 0 

i s the velocity registered by the meter, 

is a coefficient dependent on the obliquity 
of the flow, and decr eases from unity as 
the angle a increases , 

is the true local velocity. 

Unfortunately, d>(a) does not always correspond to the 
desired cos a , but rather underestimates the cosine 
component of the local velocity. This underest imation 
has been observed by Stearns { 1883). Rumpf ( 1914) , 
Brown and Nagler (1914 - 15) , Rohwer (1933) , Addison 
( 194 9) , Kolupaila ( 195 7) , and Troskolanski { 1960). 
However, some of the more modern scr ew-type 
meters do ass ure the correct component up to a cer
tain critical obliqueness. For example, Kolupaila 
{ 1957) r eferred to t he auto-component Ott meter which 
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Fig. 3 The effect of oblique currents on cur rem
meter registration 

registered correct axial components for angles up to 
45 degrees in either a vertical or horizontal direction. 

If the mean oblique angle during the period of a 
single measurement can be accurately measured, a 
correction corr esponding to the cosine of the angle 
can be applied to the results of a cup- type meter. 
This procedure iH recommended by most organizations 
involved wit h stream-gaging work. However, it is 
both difficult and awkward to obtain a measurement 
of horizontal obliquity and virtually impossible to get 
a measure of ve rtical obliquity. 

In summary, the axperimental results have 
indi cated that for currents of small obliquity, it is 
possible to register the correct axial component of 
flow with a screw-type meter. Use of a cup- type in 
such flows invariably leads to a system atic over
estimation of the flow which is proportional to the 
oblique angle; use of a propeller-type leads to an 
under estimation of the axial flow. Three err or func
tions , suggested by Kolopaila ( 1957), have been 
superimposed on f1g . 3. These functions are sub
sequently used in the error model to describe the 
effect of obliquity. 

(e) Micr oscale turbulence 

Even for velocity measurements wher e the 
mean flow is in the axial direction of the channel, 
there are minor relatively rapid random variations 
in both the magnitude a nd dir ection of a poi nt velocity 



TABLE 1. THE EFFECT OF OBLIQUE CURRENTS ON VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS 

Author Meter Type 

Stearns (1883) Fteley and Stearns 

Rumpf (19 14) Price 

Fteley and Stearns 

Brown and Nagler ( 1914-15) Small Price 

Ordinary Price 

Fteley and Stearns 

Hogan {1922} Stop pani 

Amsler 

Sendtner 

Rohwer {1933) Cup 

Propeller 

Addison (1!J49) Propeller 

Kolupaila ( 1949) Ott {autocomponent) 

Troskolanski ( 1960} Screw 

vector during a measurement. These variations 
about the mean microscal e condition m ight be t ermed 
microscale or general turbul ence. Researchers have 
observed that such turbulence often causes a current 
meter to respond differently than it nor mally would 
in either a steady flow regime or a still-water rating 
tank. 

Turbulent effects may arise from the failure 
of the meter to respond instantaneously to sudden 
changes in the velocity vector and to continuously 
pres ent the corr ect vel ocity component in the axial. 
flow dir ection. The first cause relates to the inerhal 
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Results Noted In The Liter at ure 

The correct cosine component in the horizontal 
plane was underestimated. 

Different velocities wer e registered for left and 
right inclinations, but the mean value was close 
to the maximum velocity existing. Stream lines 
through the yoke of the meter had an effect. 

The cosine component was underesti mated. 

Except where the frame interfered, the maximum 
velocity was registered. 

When tilted above or below the horizontal, the 
meter yielded an error which increased to a m axi-
mum when the angle of tilt corresponded to the 
angle of the buckets, the positive bias reaching 
25 per cent . 

The error (negative) at 40 percent obliquity was 
about 11 percent. 

T he maximum negative error was five per cent 
at 30 degree obliquity; the maximum positive 
error was three percent at 45 degree obliquity. 

The meter registration was in e rror -24 percent 
at 30 degrees, and - 13 per cent at 45 degr ees . 

The error was -25 percent at 30 degrees, and 
-75 percent at 45 degrees. 

All meters over-registered the cosine component . 

All meters under-registered the cosine component. 

The meters under-estimated the cosine component. 
The error increased as the angle incr eased, was 
greatly influenced by the shape and type of pro-
peller, and was sometimes affected by the 
velocity. 

The correct cosine component was assured for 
angles up to 45 degrees. 

T he discrepancies increased negatively as the 
angle of deviation increased. 

influence of the current-meter rotor, and the second 
to the meter response to oblique flows in t he m i cr o 
scale. 

Failure of a current meter to respond to 
sudden changes in the magnitude of velocity is gener
ally considered to be of minor import ance, particu
l arly with modern- day instruments. Ya rnell and 
Nagler { 1931), conducting experiments at the hydrau
lic laboratory of the State University of Iowa, found 
that disturbances caused by general turbulence wer e 
not caused to any marked degree by the inertial in
fluence of the m eter. rotor. 



The second effect of general turbulence appears 
when a current meter fails to present the correct 
mean axial component of velocity from an integration 
of the instantaneous axial component in time. As 
might be expected, this effect parallels that of macro
scale obliquity and is highly dependent on the meter 
type. The m ajority of the literature on the subject re
flects that a cup-type meter shows a tendency to over
register in tur bulent water while a propelle r-type 
~eter. t ends tounder- register. Further, theover- reg
lStratlOn of a cup-type meter is invariably greater 
than theunder- registrationof a propelle r - type. Re
searchers s uch as Murphy (1902) , Groat (1913) , 
Horton (1916) , Yarnell and Nagler (1931). and Kerr 
( 1935) have observed this effect. 

Groat ( 1913) further suggested that it was fair 
to suspect that the still- water rating curve for a cup 
meter was a line of the minimum number of revo
lutions for such a meter. When the water was dis
turbed t o any degree , the number of revolutions for a 
particular velocity was always i ncreased. Similarly, 
he suggested that a still-water rating curve for a 
propelle r mete r was a line of the maximum number of 
revolutions for such a meter. From extensive tests 
with P rice and Haskell meters on hydraulic turbines 
of the Saint Lawrence River Power Company at 
Messena, New York, Groat ( 1913) observed a Price 
meter to be affected to the extent of six percent while 
a _Haskell meter was affected by less than one percent. 
E1ther meter, however, gave uniform r ecords in equal 
times provided the times were sufficiently long. When 
the meters we re run s imultaneously, the dispar ity be
t ween the velocities det ermined from the still-water 
calibrations we r e considered as a basis for cor rec
ting the discrepant velocities . The two mete r s were 
then rated i n diverse conditions of turbulence, and 
the H.askell _m e.te_r never varied by more than one per
cent 1n a ny md1V1dual observation, and its curves for 
different calibrations differed by only 0 . 2 or 0. 3 per
cent at the greatest. The Price meter exhibited a 
much greater range of variations, it being five to six 
percent up to velocities of five feet per second. Fi
nally, several types of meters were used simultane
ously on a network of mountain streams. In all cases 
of turbulent water, the cup meters were accelerated 
considerably while propeller meter s were retarded 
slightly. Again the errors of the cup meters, based 
on still-water calibration curves, were fr om three to 
six times greater than those of the pr opeller type and 
in the contrary sense. 

The only reference in the literatur e which did 
not obser ve a turbulent effect was the paper by 
Schubauer and Mason ( 1937). They calibrated two 
small P r ice cur rent meters in the National Bureau of 
Standards ' calibr ation tank and in a wind tunnel. Two 
degrees of turbulence were used in the wind tunnel, 
and evaluated by t he relatiGnship, 

100~ 
v 

where~ was the turbulence expr essed i n terms 
of t~e root-m~n-square value of the vel ocity fluc
tuations; and V was the mean velocity of the fluid. It 
was observed that the rates of the two meters were 
the same for both degrees of turbulence in the wind 
tunnel and for the flow in the flume, suggest ing no 
turbule nt effect. Although these results do not corres 
pond to the rest of the literature, they have been used 
by Ander son (1961). a nd Carter and Anderson (1963) 
to infer that t he e rror due to stream turb ulence at 
m easurement sites is small. 
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Recent studies performed by the International 
Current Meter Group [Fischer ( 1966) , Bonnafoux 
(1966). Vahs ( 1966). Morel (1966)] have emphasized 
that the effect of turbulence on the registration of a 
met~r is particular to the meter and cannot be gen
eralized. Furt~e.r, it was pointed out, that a proper 
means of descr1bmg and measuring turbulence is re
quired before t he effect can be adequately determined. 

It may be concluded that turbulence can have a 
sig~ficant effect on a current - meter registration, 
parhc~larly if the meter is of the cup type. Further, 
there 1s strong reason to expect that such an effect 
is systematically positive in nature. In mountain 
streams, where there is often considerable turbulenc e 
this s~urce of error must be recognized as a major ' 
potenhal contributor to bias in a single discharge 
measurement. However, until more research has 
been conducted on both the measurement of turbulence 
~n? th~ r_-elatio nship of turbulence to m eter r esponse, 
1t 1s d1ff1cult t o make meaningful quantitative esti
mates of the error caused by turbulence. 

{f) Pulsations in the flow regime 

Large scale velocity pulsations, determined by 
the dimensions and geometry of the streambed up
stream of the metering section, contribute another 
possible source of error. These pulsations are to be 
differentiated from small-scale pulsations, deter
mined by the viscosity of the fluid and fluctuations of 
much s ho rter dur ation than the velocity me asurement 
at a point. T he existence of pulsations presents a 
problem of sampling velocity in time . Questions are 
raised regar ding the length of tim e required for 
measuring the velocity at a point in order to obtain a 
rep:esentati:-e mean velocity, and ul t imately the length 
of time required for measuring at ea ch point in a 
stream cross section to obtain a representative dis 
charge value. 

The order of magnitude of the period of large
scale pulsations must be taken into account in deter
mining the optimum duration of velocity measurements. 
Henry ( 18 7 1) observed fluctuations having periods of 
five to t en mi nutes; Proskuryakov* ( 1953) , noted 
t welve minutes; Linford (1949), five t o t en minutes; 
and Dement ' ev ( 1962) found a disti nguis hing property 
of mountain s t reams to be the pr esence of pulsation 
waves with per iods fr om 1.5 to 3. 0 minutes to several 
tens of minutes . 

The first general conclusions regarding the 
nature of velocity pulsations in rivers of the plai ns 
were drawn by Garlyakher* (1881), on the Elbe River, 
and by Lauda* ( 1897) , on the Danube. These investi
gations established that: (i) pulsations in the s a me 
vertical incr eased with depth and were greatest near 
the bottom; {ii) in the transverse profile velocity pul
satio~ increased from midstream to th~ banks; {iii) 
pulsat10ns i n the ve rtical increased with an increase 
in velocity; a nd {iv) pulsations increased with an in 
crease i.n rou~hne.ss . Many invest igations, pr im arily 
by Russ1an sc1ent1sts, have gener ally confirmed the 
above conclusions, and are ably summarized by 
Dement ' ev ( 1962) . His paper has been used exten
sively for the pr eparation of Tables 2 and 3, which 
serve to summarize some of the results presented in 
the literature. 

*Reference t aken fr om b ement 'ev ( 1962) 



TABL E 2. EFFE CTS ATTRIBUTED TO VELOCITY PULSATIONS IN THE LITERATURE 

Length of Type of Position of 
Mean Va riation Maximum Variation 

Additional Author (~ of longer (%of longer per iod Measurement Measurement Measurement 
period mean) mean) Comments 

Unwin (1882) on 1600 revs . of the Velocity at a o. 5 metre depth -- +8. 3 to -6,0 
the Thames River m eter rotor point 6 metres depth -- +16.1 to -37. 4 --

2100 revs. of the Vel ocity at a 0. 5 metre depth -- 12.0 
m eter rotor point 6 metres depth -- 36.7 

Mackenzie ( 1884) Simultaneous 
0. 09D -- +3. 6 to -6. 9 

Relative depth was 
on the Mississippi -- obs ervation measured from the 0, 83D -- +9.9to- t1.1 River 5 meters surface. 

2 consecu live II 0. 09D -- 6 
I minute periods 0.83D -- 12.5 

Hogan ( 1922) on 60 seconds Velocity at a 
2 to 4 

speculation Point -- --
!Sokolov• ( 1 009) 2 minutes Velocity at a Near surface, at 

0,8 Variation was expr essed 
and point midstream -- as the avera ge error of 

Shafalovich* (I 909) Near b ed, at 
4. 3 -- the velocity measu rement. 

on the Zee River midstream 
Near surface, by I , 2 to I. 3 --bank 
Near bed, by 

5. 3 to 6, 0 --bank 
Bliznyak and 2 minutes Velocity at a Near s urface, at 

2. 4 3. 8 The s tandard duration was 
I Ziring• ( 1911) on point m idst ream selected as 12 minutes. 

00 

the Yenisey River 0. 2D 
1. 1 2. I The relative depth was 

at midstr eam measured from the sur face. 
0.6D 1. 5 3.6 

at midstrea m 
Near bed, a t 

3. 3 7.1 
midstream 

~okolnikov* ( 1932) 
Total 

The variatio n was 
-on mountain 80 seconds -- 2 5-6 expressed as probable 
streams 

di scharge 
error. 

-on the Neva 
2 minutes 

Total -- 2 --
River discharge 

1, 5 minutes 
Total -- 2. 2 --

discharge 
Mexheraup* ( 1933) 5 minutes Veloc ity in a At midstream 

5 to 8 -- The deviation was th .. mean 
on the Luga River vertical variation from a number 

By the bank 6 to 12 -- of runs. 
Kalinske• ( 1943) on -- Velocity at a -- -- 7-24 --
the Mississippi point 

River 

Prochazka• (I 955) 2 minutes Velocity at a o. so too. 950 -- 4. 6 to 9 . 6 Relative depth was 
on the Danube, point measured from the 
Vaga, and Vltava surface. 

Rivers 

Koplan- Diks•( I 9 57) 100 and 120 Velocity at a -- 3 -- These were deviations or 

on the Polomet seconds point the average ~int velocll.l:· 
River Near bottom -- 8 This was the greatest 

deviatton. 

• Reference taken from Dement 'ev (I 962) 



TABLE 3. METER EXPOSU RE TIME REQUIRED TO OBTAIN A PRESCRIBED ACCURACY 
FOR A POI IT VELOCITY MEASUREMEKT 

Author Exposure Time, in Minutes, Required for 2% Accuracy 
Surface 

Sokolov'' (I 90 9), and Shafalovich'~ ( 1909) --on the Zee River, in open water 
I3li:>.nyak and Ziring'·' ( 19 1 .t), on th~ 
IYenisey River, i n open water --
I!Vl oyseyenko'·' {1J11J , ---on the Chusova River, in open water 

- on the Sylva River, in ope n water --
!l"olupaila'·' ( 1914 - 16). 
- on the Western Dirna River, in open 1.5 

water 
- on the Western Dirna River, in icc 3 conditions 
So kolnikov•:• ( 193l) , on the Neva Ri vcr 1.5 in open water 
))<;:ment 'ev (1962), 
-on mountain streams with l:ltone beds 1.5 

- in mid stream 
- at banks ide 2 

- on largt plains r ivers, 1 
-at low water 

- at high water 1.5 

*Refcrcnc€'s taken from Dement ' ev ( 196 2) 

In addition to the above observations, Kolupaila* 
( 1925) fou nd pulsations to decrease from the surface 
to 0. 2 depth and then to increase with depth to reach a 
maximum n0ar the bottom. With ice cover, tht i n
crease from 0. 2 depth to the surface was us ually morP 
pronounced, as is reflected in Table 3. Further, 
Proskuryakov(• ( 1953) found velocity pulsations to 
correspond to water level pulsations with a slight un
clear shift of phase. Regarding the nature of the pul
sation!:i, Blumberg* ( 1933) observed on the Neva River 
that the pulsation at a point was of a random nature 
and followed Gauss ' law of normo.l distribution. 
Kalinski' ( 1!14 5) and Dcmc:nt' cv (1962) noted the samt 
dh;tri bution and sought to solve the sampling probl em. 

Perhaps the most im portant conclusions regard
ing velocity pulsations in mountain !:itrcams have been 
drawn by Sokolnikov~' (103G) o.nd Dement ' ev ( 1962) . 
Dcm(!nt ' ev ( 196 2) observed tho.t the velocity pulsationl:l 
in small- and medium - sized mountain rivers with 
stable b<'dS and swift currtJnts were considerably 
more clearly expresstJd than, and in magnitude ex 
ceeded, the pulsations obstJrved in plains rivers . Al
though Sokolnikov'-' ( 1936) had recommended an expo
sure time at each point of two minutes, Demcnt 'ev 
( 196 2) concluded that on mountain rivers a 100 to 200 
second exposure time did not e nsure two percent 
accuracy of measurem ent either for the i ndividual 
point veloci ty or for the average vcloci ty in t he ver
tical. Wit h this time exposure, the error of measure
ment of point velocities could reach five to ten percent, 
and the error of the mean velocity in a vertical could 
be four to six percent, as illustrated in fig. 4. 

Ander son (1961) , upon evaluating a sample of 
twenty-three streams, found the error in total dis
charge, for individual velocity measurements over 
forty - five seconds at the 0.2 and 0.8 depth points at 
n verticals in the section, to be equal t o 4 . 3/ n percent. 
This relationship, presented in fig. 5, tends to yield 
error estimates which are l ess than values obtained 
from the results of Dement'ev ( 1962) , .applying sim
plified assumptions to the data for large rivers. 
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0. 2D 0.60 0.8 0 Bottom 

2 -- 8 --
1 -- 2 --

2- 3 -- 5. 6 --
2.5 -- 9 --
1.5 2 4 7 

1.5 1.5 2 5 

2 4 -- 6 

1. 5 3 5 10 

3 6 10 > 10 

1 1 2 3 

1.5 2 3 4 

(g) Velocity distribut ion i n the vertical 

A velocity - area approach to t he computation 
of discharge involves the sampling of velocity in area 
in an attempt to define the distribution of velocity in 
the channe l. The area is sampled at one point or 
several points in each of a number of verticals in 
order to determine the velocity distributions in both 
the vertical and horizontal directions. In this section, 
the possible error incurred in the estimation of each 
mean velocity term from a sample of points in the 
vertical will be considered. 

Geometric curves have been fi tted by resl!arch
ers to velo city data distributed in the vertical. Murphy 
(1 904) , Pardo~ (1916), Vanoni ( 194. 1) , Troskolanski 
(1960) , Kolupaila (1!Hi4), and Matalas and ConovPr 
( 1965), have studied t he goodness of fit of parabolic, 
hype rbolic, clliptit· , and logarithmic curves . If' one 
such curve is asl:lumtd to b1- representative of the 
distribution, then the accuracy of estimation of the 
mean velocity by different point velocity sampling 
methods c an be evaluated. Studies of the parabolic 
distribution by several invl.'stigations led to the adop
tion of the 0.6 depth, and 0. 2 and 0.8 depths sampling 
methods. 

Another approach used for the evaluation of 
vertical sampling techniques has involved laboratory 
and field com parisons among the diffe r ent techniqut-s 
and with weir measur·ements. A fe w of the results 
presented in the literature are gi ven in Tabl e 4. It 
must be stressed that the error terms in the tables 
attributed to mean velocity in a vertical and to total 
discharge may in some instances include more than 
just the vertical velocity distribution effect. How
ever, if the other effects are assumed to be constant 
the comparisons are an aid to obtaining an apprecia-' 
tion of the possible variations . 

Regardless of which theoretical curve is con
sidered to best represent the> vertical distribution of 
velocity, it appears doubtful that one curve m ay be 
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Fig. 5 The standard error in a discharge measure
ment due to velocity pulsations, as a function 
of the number of vertical sections 

valid across the entire gaging section. The distri
butio n has been observed in the literature to be a func 
tion of the ratio of depth of flow to stream width, 
roughness of bed and obstructions, the slope of the 
bed, and the surface wind direction. Hence, studies 
of large samples in the fi eld, such as that undertaken 
by Anderson ( 196 1) of 100 streams, best reflect the 
degree of variation. 

(h) A single depth measurement 

Measurements of flow depth are made across a 
stream-gaging section in order to define the cross 
sectional area through which flow is passing. E a ch 
depth measurement is subject to error and hence has 
an effect on the accuracy of computed discharge . 

Two sources of systematic errors in a depth 
measurement may lead to an overestimation of dis
charge. If the channel bottom is soft, the measuring 
instrument is easily pushed into the bottom r ather 
than resting on the bottom. In instances where the 
bottom is obscured by sediment load, this type of 
error is difficult to avoid. A second source of error 
is that introduced by th e effect of surface tension on 
the shaft of the measuring device to yield a reading 
that is too high. F or a gaging section having solid 
boundaries, a careful evaluation of the depth measure 
ment reduces errors r esulting from t he above
described sources to a negligible level. 

Random errors may result from sampling 
depth on a rock or irregular channel bottom, from 
fluctuations of th e water surface, and from yelocity 
fluctuations when cabl e measurements are made. 
Further, scour may occur at the base of the stand or 
around a weight to cause a shift i n the meter position. 
T hese errors can be minimized by careful selection of 
the gaging section, and good technique. However, 
they must be acknowledged as possible sources of in
accur acies in mountain stations . 
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(i) T he horizontal distributions of velocity and 
depth 

The depth measurements and mean velocities 
in a number of verticals across a section are used as 
horizontal samples of depth and velocity. In practice, 
a distribution is assumed to adequately fit these 
points, or groups of these points, and the discharge 
is computed from the corresponding formul a. A pro 
cedure involving the sketching of equal velocity lines 
for each discharge measurement is employed exten
sively outside the United States. This latter technique 
generally yields the best estimate of discharge, but 
has the disadvantage of requiring more computation 
time than the use of formulas. 

Formulas for the computation of stream dis 
charge from a sample of depth and sectional mean 
velocity values may be classified as either rectilinear 
or curvilinear. In t he rectilinear formulas , the depth 
and mean velocities are considered in consecutive 
groups of two or three ordinates each, based on the 
assumption that the cross section of the stream and 
the horizontal velocity distribution each describe the 
perimeter of a polygon. The curvilinear formulas 
t reat the depths and velocities in groups of three under 
the assumption that the bed of the stream and the 
velocity distribution consist of a series of parabolic 
arcs. Many such formulas have been outlined and 
used i n the literature by Stearns ( 188 3) . Murphy ( 1 904~ 
Barrows (1905). Stevens ( 1908), Young ( 1950). U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation ( 1953). Troskolanski ( 1960). 
and Colby ( 1964) . 

A theoretical comparison of the formulas was 
undertaken by Stevens ( 1908) in an attempt to reveal 
possible systematic errors. His standard or so
called "exact" formula was a prismoidal formula 
based on the assumption that the depth a nd the_yelocity 
averaged over the depth varied linearly from D. to 

l 

Di+ 1 . The formula was, 

Q o ~ {(i\V1 + 0\ + D,><V1 + V,> + D,V,) + 

• [n,v, • <D,. o,llv, • v,> • o, V
4

] •.. } 

where 

was the total discharge, 

was the mean depth of the ith vertical, 
i • 1, 2, ... , n , 

vi was the mean velocity in the ith vertical, 

W was t he constant interval between adjacent 
vertical s. 

The formulas which Stevens ( 1908) comparP.d with his 
standard formula are presented in Table 5. He con
cluded that under good conditions, that is where the 
bed was smooth a nd regular, and velocities were uni
form and undistrubed, all formulas gave satisfactory 
results; under less favorable conditions, the formulas 
subscripted as C, F , and G, gave estimates which 
were too large. Limited fiel d c omparisons revealed 
that the three-ordinate methods could yield results 
with eleven percent discrepancies due entirely t o the 
manner of grou ping the data. Methods B and D gave 
the smallest errors both theoretically a nd in the fie ld, 



TABLE 4. ERROR IN THE MEAN VELOCITY IN A VERTICAL ATTRIBUTED TO SAMPLING 
OF THE VERTICAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 

Author Type of Section Measurement Error in the Error in the Total 
Method Mean Velocity Discharge Estimate 

Stearns (1883) Flume 2, 3, and 4 points -- :t, 1 "/o, as compared 
with a weir value 

Integrating, at a 2:_ 1 "lo, as compared 
rate of less than -- with a weir value 
5"/o of the flow 
velocity 

Murphy (1902) Canals O. 6D -- Mean error was 3. 5"/o; 
greatest departure 
was 2. 6"/o; maximum 
error was 5. 7"/o ; range 
was 4. 7"lo 

Flume A 'fop and bottom -2. 2 to 30. 6"lo A pproxim at ely 20/o, if 
the velocity> 1. 5 fps . 

Flume B Top and bottom -- -1. 13 to -1 . 88"/o 

0 . 60 -- :t, 2 to 6"/o 

0. 640 -- Maximum error of 
+ 2. 5"/o 

Integration -- + 1 to 9"/o 

Murphy ( 1904) Broad, shallow Top and bottom +2 to 8"/o 
streams 

Mountain streams, 0 . 6D -- :t. a permissible 
378 measurements amount 

!Stevens (1 911) Streams with depth 0. 60 :=, I. 8"/o, as 
< I ft compared with --

5 point value 
Harding ( 1915) Canal, 96 0. 2 and 0. 80 +0. 73o/o, as 

measurements compared with --
6 point value 

o. 60 +4. 80"/o, as 
compared with - -
6 point value 

Canal, 55 Integration +0. 76"/o, as 
measurements compared with --

6 point value 
Rohwer (1933) Flume 0. 6D -- Consistently positive 

Integration -- Consistently negative 

0. 2 and 0. 8D -- Consistently good 
results 

Pierce ( 1941) Flume with artificial 0. 6D versus -- 0. 6 D results were 
roughness 0.2 and 0. 80 better 

Rouse ( 1949) "Speculation" 0. 6D -- :t_ 5"/o 

0. 2 and 0. BD -- + 2"/o 

!Anderson ( 1961) 100 streams 0 . 2 and 0. 80 -- :t. I. 5%, as compared 
with II point value 

the error of D of being twice that of B and of oppo
site sign. The largest error induced by method D 
was 1.8 percent and by B was 0.9 percent. 

Young ( 1950) compared the commonly termed 
mean- and mid-section methods, that is B and D, 
respectively, by considering 213 field discharge 
measurements. For his estimate of the truedischarge 
at each station, a value was computed from data for 
fou r times the usual number of verticals in the section. 
Both methods B and D were applied, and velocity 
measurements were made using cable, bridge, and 
wading procedures. Young 1s results are presented 
in Table 6. The majority of the measurements yielded 

discharges which were smaller than the assumed true 
discharge, and the average error for the mid-section 
method was smaller and nearer zero than that of the 
mean-section method. It was suggested that the cable 
measurements seemed m ost accurate because the 
c ableways were situated at the best cross sections. 
Further, Young observed that the mid-section method 
had a positive difference for the velocity component 
and a negative di.fference for area; while the mean
section method had negative differences for botb. 
Consequently, the components tended to compe nsate 
in the mid-section approach, but increased negatively 
in the mean- section one. It was also statistically 
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TABLE 5. A COMPARISON OF DISCHARGE FORMULAS 

Formula Descr iption of Formula Difference Between F ormulas 
Comments - (Assuming 

"Exact Formula" is Exact) 

'Exact formula" [stevens (1911)] 

~A= ~(DI VI+(DI+D2)(VI+V2)+D2 V2 A prlsmoidal formula applied to 
each prismoid in which the mid-

+ .. ·] area is obtained by averaging 
homologous dimensions of end 
areas. 

Ra= w[~F~:v2)+(Dz;D3~P,) A right prism of length W and 

QA-QB = ~2~Dl-D2)(VI -V2)+. · .J 
It usually gives too small results, 

cross-sectional area equal to (since the difference is positive 
the mid-area of the prismoid is as long as the factors have the 

+ .. -] 
substituted for each prismoid. same sign). 
(Mean -Section Method) 

= [(D1+2D2+o3)\-1+2V2+V3} 
Two consecutive prismoids are 

w [t usually gives smaller results 
Qc 2w 4 4 considered together, and for QA-QC= li (DI-D2)(VI-V2) than QB, but the result is also 

+ .. ] 

their actual volume there is dependent on the order in which 
substituted a right prism of 

w w the notes are considered. 
length 2W, whose cross- + T2 (D2 -D3)(V 2 -V 3)+B(Dt - 03)(VI-V 3) 
sectional area is the product of 
the averages of the homologous + .. . 

t.> dimensions of the computed mid-
areas of each Prlsmoid. 

[otvt onvn] 
Average end-area or Mid-

QA-Qo=- [~ (ot-D2)(v,-v2)+ · ·-] 

The result is too large; the 
Qo= W -2-+D2V2+ ... +-2- Section Method. error being twice the error in 

QA but of opposite sign. 

QE= ~ [<o1 + 6 o 2 + o3)v2 
Each measured velocity is No usable relationship The answer s tend to be too large 
assumed to apply as a mean to or too small indiscriminantly . 

+ (02 + 6 o 3 + D 4) V 3 + . . ·] 
a partial area extending a dis -
lance W /2 on either s ide of the 
measurin2: ver tical. 

= [(D1+4D2+D3)(V1+4V2+V3) ] 
QA-QF c % [<ot-D2)(V!-V2) 

Different results can be obtained 
QF 2W 6 6 + •.. from the same set of field notes. 

For continual concavity of both 

+(D
2
-D

3
)(V

2
-V

3
) + (01 -D

3
)(V 

1
-v

3
) depth and velocity curves, the 

results are ~arger than QA 

+ 3(D1v 1 -202V2 +D
3

V3)+ . .. ] 
yields; for irregular conditions, 
the results a re too large for one 

QG = 2: [(DI VI+ 402 V2+ 03 V3)+ .. .] QA-QG • - i-~ot-D2)(VI-V2) 
manner of grouping and too small 

A section of width 2W is cons!-
for the other, the range of error 

dered as a single prismoid in 
being quite large 

which the measured area at the 
+ (D2-D3)(V2 - V3) m iddle of the double section is 

assumed to be the mid- area of 
- (D1V1 - 2D2V2 + 0 3V3)+ . . .) I the prismoid. 

I 
--- - --



TABLE 6. A COMPARISON OF DIFFERENCES ·BETWEEN COMPUTED AND 
"TRUE" DISCHARGE VALUES. [AFTER YOUNG (1950}] 

Type of Number Average % Differ ence Average "/o Difference 
Velocity of (Without Re gard to Sign) (With Re~ard to Sign) 

Measurement Measurements Mean-Section 

Bridge 63 1.40 

Wading 80 1. 38 

Cable 70 0.98 

Average 213 t . 27 

verified that the difference in percentage error be
tween the two methods was significantly different 
from zero at the 99 percent confidence level; and that 
when one method was in error, the other contributed 
an error of like sign. · 

There is a conflict between the theoretical 
results of Stevens ( 1908) and the field comparisons of 
Young ( 1950}. Relative to the values computed by 
both the mid-section and mean-section methods, 
Young's "true" discharge values appear larger than 
Steven' s "true" values . The linear assumptions 
underlying the derivation of Steven's "true" discharge 
formula may account for this difference. In reality, 
the .assumptions are valid only as the number of ver
t icals approaches infinity; and, when used with a stan
dard number of sections, they may r ender a formula 
not significantly more accurate than those being tested. 
Young's findings would seem more valid, as all for 
mulas gave virtually the same discharge value when 
applied to his increased number of verticals at each 
site. 

Other investigations t o study measurement 
accuracy as a function of the number of verticals 
used across a channel, have been conducted by Hard
ing (1915}, Eisenhuth and Odell (1937}, and Anderson 
(1961}. A summary of their results is given i n fig. 6. 
Harding ( 1915} considered independently eight verti
cals and four verticals with respect to sixteen verti
cals for a number of lined and earth canals. Eisen
huth and Odell, (1937}. using typical field notes, r e 
computed discharges using approximately one half and 
one quarter of the original information. Anderson ( 1961) 
evaluated the error by comparing the discharge value 
computed from 100 verticals per cross section with 
that computed from the regular number of verticals. 
From fig. 6, it appears that Anderson's results por
tray the most optimistic view. 

From the literature, there would appear to be 
some chance of a systematically negative error i n the 
discharge value due to the use of the common mid- and 
mean-section computation techniques. In addition, 
there is certainly a random error. Both types of 
error are functions of the number of measurement 
verticals taken across the stream channel. 

2.2.2 A single stage observation 

(a) Variation in stage during a discharge measure
ment 
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Mid -Section Mean-Section Mid-Section 

1. 22 -0.97 -0.37 

1. 24 - 0. 66 -0.04 

0.82 - 0 . 54 -0.03 

1. 09 - 0. 72 -0. 15 

During a discharge measurement, the stream 
stage at the measuring section seldom remains con
stant. When the change in stage is 0.1 foot or less, 
it is customary for the arithmetic mean of the stage 
observations to be considered as the mean gage height 
for the observed discharge. If the change of stage is 
greater than 0.1 foot, the observed gage- height read
ings are adjusted to yield a weighted mean stage. 

The most common adjustment technique, Corbett 
et al. ( 1962), makes use of the mean gage heights 
during periods of constant slope on the gage-height 
graph and the co-rrespondi ng partial discharges. The 
computational formula is of the form, 

-' 1 t-- ~- Q'1'H1 + 'Q2'H2 + · · · + Q'T)'HT) 
H : ~Q L QiHi : Q 

i = 1 

where, 

JI' -Hi 

~. 
l 

is the weighted mean gage height, 

is the average gage height during the ith 
time interval, i = I , 2, . .. , TJ , 

is the measured discharge during the ith 
time interval, 

Q' is the total measured discharge, i.e. , 
TJ 

Q·I Q'i. 
i = 1 

This weighting technique is based upon the 
following assu mptions , and the accuracy of the 
weighted mean s tage is dependent upon how closely 
they are satisfied. It is assumed that: (a) the s tage
discharge r elationship for the section is linear over 
the range involved; (b) the stage, and the discharge, 
increases or decreases at a constant rate; (c) the 
horizontal distributuion of discharge is symmetrical 
with respect to the center line of the stream; (d) the 
horizontal distribution of discharge is invariant over 
the range of stage and discharge involved. The mag
nitude of possible errors arising from deviations from 
the a bove conditions appears to be unknown. 

Another technique, suggested by Eisenlohr 
(1937), involves the adjustment of the partial dis
charges i n order to obtain a computed discharge cor
responding to a selected stage. In this method, the 
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Fig. 6 The error in a discharge measurement as a function of the number of vertical sections 

discharge is multiplied by the ratio of the total dis
charge at the selected stage to the total discharge 
corresponding to the stage of the partial dischar ge. 

* Q is t he discharge from an assumed or previ
ously obtained rating curve correspond
i ng to the selected st age, 

T) 

Q1 = 2: ~ = 
i = 1 

] 
is the weighted total discharge, 

is the weighted partial discharge, 
i = 1, 2, .. . • T), 
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is the discharge fr om the same rating curve 
corresponding to the observed gage he ight 
i n the ith time interval, 

is the partial discharge measured in the 
ith time interval. 

Besides the limiting conditions placed on the first 
t echnique mentioned above, this method presupposes 
the rating curve which the measurem e nt is m eant to 
define . Such an assumed curve may be an additional 
source of error whose magnitude has not been 
evaluated. 



In many stream channels, a given percentage 
increase or decrease in the total discharge is not 
accompanied by the same percentage change in each 
partial discharge, and the horizontal distribution of 
velocity is not always symmetrical about the center 
line of the channel. Boyer ( 1937) suggested that the 
most precise method of adjustment involved an analy
sis of the distribution of discharge across the section 
and of the percentage changes in partial discharges 
per unit change of stage for a series of partial widths. 
Although this type of analysis is impractical for rou
tine stream -gaging work, it is required in or der to 
properly estimate the accuracy of the mean- stage 
det e r mination. 

(b) Stability of the control and datum 

Provided that both the gage datum and the con
trol section of a gaging station remain stable during a 
discharge mea surement, a gage reading is indicative 
of a true stage-discharge relationship for the existing 
conditions. However, if instability in eit her of the 
above exists during the measurement, an err or is 
introduced into the stage value. 

The staff gage or reference used as a basis 
for all measurements at a stat ion is seldom prone to 
inst ability. It is usually an easy task to have it es
tablished firmly, and the datum can be easily checked 
periodically with some other bench marks. !f the 
stability of the gage datum is virtually ensured, no 
err or is introduced into the record. 

A more difficult problem is involved if the con
t r ol section of the st ream is unstable, an d a true 
stage-discharge relationship does not ex.ist for the 
particular gage. A measure of the error introduced 
into a stage value by such instability alone is not pos
sible. However, in rocky stream-channels, charact
eristic of upper mountain watersheds where the chan
nel and control are usually ver y stable, it may again 
be assumed that the error introduced by this source 
is random and relatively small. 

(c) The sensitivity of the station 

The refinement of a stage reading affects the 
data to a degree dependent on the sensitivity of the 
station. This sensitivity is indicated by the magnitude 
of the change in stage accompanying a given change in 
discharge; that is, the slope of the stage - discharge 
r e lationship. Grover and Hoyt ( 1916) suggested that 
the limiting requirement should be a change in stage 
that is readable for a change of one percent in dis
charge. This criterion has been adopted by the U. S. 
Geological Survey. The errors introduced by lack of 
reading refinement will usually be compensating, but 
may be cumulative when the stage shows very small 
fluctuations during an extended period. 

2. 3 The Establishment of a St age-Di scharge 
Rel ationship 

2. 3.1 The natural stage-discharge relationship 

A basic premise for the development of a river 
gaging station is that there is a unique relationship 
between stage and discharge. This uniqueness is sel
dom realized in practice since nature is invariably 
altering conditions at the gaging sit_e. E_ow_ever, a . 
high degree of stability in the relahonsh1p 1s sought 1n 
establishing gage sites, since discrepancies from a 
truly singular relationship introduce inaccuracies _in 
the flow record. The instability of the natural ratmg 
curve may be caused by the following: (a) instability 
of control, (b) conditions cou nteracting the effect of 
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control, (c) hysteresis effects caused by the rising 
and falling stages of a flood wave, and (d) hysteresis 
effects caused by changing bed characteristics. Each 
of these topics will be discussed separately below. 

(a) Instability of control 

The control section at a gaging station may be 
st able, or may be unstable in either a r andom or a 
systematic manner. A stabl e section is one which 
does not change during a relatively long period of 
time; such as during the inter val between one flood and 
a subsequent flood which might again cause some 
changes in the channel. On the other hand, the con
trol section m ay vary in time as silting a nd scour alter 
the channel characteristics in a seemingly random 
fashion, or as either progressive silting or scour 
cause a systematic change. For a station \vith a sta
ble control, the accuracy of the rating curve is de
pendent upon the accuracy of the individual discharge 
and stage measurements; for unstable control con 
ditions, additional variation is introduced depending 
upon the degree and nature of the inst ability. Only 
an increased frequency of discharge measurements 
can better define the instability. 

If the stream channel and its control section 
are stable, ampl e opportunity is provided for obtain
ing dischar ge measurements at various stages and a 
well-defined rating curve may be obtained. A single 
rating curve which tends to average the measurements 
is assumed to be more accurate than any individual 
discharge measurement itself. Spacing of the meas 
urements on the rating curve, and the extent to which 
t he curve is actually defined by measureme nts, are 
some of the details to which the engineer must give 
consideration in assigning the final accuracy. The 
probable error of the rating curve, reflecting meas
urement errors, can then be defined by a least 
squares approach, if a suitable mathematical expres
sion can be found to repr esent the curve . 

The accuracy of the discharge record for a 
station with an unstable control section is less than 
that for a stable site and is considerably more diffi
cult to define. If it can be shown that the instability 
is of a random nature, t hen the probable error of the 
rating curve, reflecting both measurement and insta
bili ty err ors, could be com puted as above. However, 
if there is a systematic var iation of the control, it 
must be defined, and either a shifting rating curve or 
a time-dependent correction term developed. Three 
such approaches will be ·refer red to under the section 
dealing with conditions counteracting the effect of 
control. 

Artificial controls tend to improve accuracy, 
but it is not correct to assume that records for sta
tions having such structures are always more a c<:u 
rate than records for stations having only natural 
controls. 

(b) Conditions counteracting the effect of control 

Stream- gaging stations are often affected by 
backwater caused by vegetative growth or ice forma
tion. Although the contr ol section may be quite s ta 
b le , these effects may introduce a systematic varia-
tion into the s t age-discharge relationship. These 
conditions are usually seasonal, and a number of 
techniques have been developed in an attempt to de
fine the systematic nature of the rating curve varia
tion. Liddell (1927). and the U.S. Geological Survey 
( 1936) have outlined the following as methods of shift
ing ratings. 



The Stout method regards the rating curve as 
only approximate. The differences between gage 
heights, as actually observed and as found from the 
rating curve to correspond to measured discharges, 
are plotted on a graph as ordinates and the times as 
abscissas. A smooth curve is drawn through the 
plotted points and gage- height corrections for inter
vening days are read from the graph. These correc
tions are applied to the observed gage heights, and 
the discharge values are obtained from the rating 
curve. 

For the Bolster method, one or more standard 
rating curves are drawn through points plotted in 
chronologically consecutive order. The measurements 
may extend over an entire year and there may be sev
eral groups of points which will define their own rating 
curves. These curves will be used for all gage read
ings made between the first and last days whose gage 
heights were used in constructing the curve. For in
tervening days, the position of the curve may be found 
by joining the points representing consecutive m eas
urements by a line, and by dividing the line into as 
many equal intervals as there are days intervening. 
The rating curve may then be raised or lowered 
parallel to itself until it passes through the point of 
division of the line. 

When a correction may be justified by winter 
conditions, a factor may be applied to the discharge 
value rather than to the gage height. The open-water 
rating is first applied to the gage height and then the 
value is corrected by applying a coefficient which 
changes during the seasons. 

It is important to realize that the Stout and 
Bolster methods assume individual measurements to 
be more accurate than the standard or average rating 
curve. For stations where the error, introduced by 
conditions counteracting the effect of control, is much 
larger than t he error in an individual discharge meas
urement, this assumption may be justified. However, 
these techniques should not be employed at stations 
where the control is relatively stable and conditions 
counteracting the effect of this control are minor. In 
these latter conditions, the average rating curve re
mains better than any single measured point. 

(c) Hysteresis effects caused by rising and falling 
flood-wave stages 

The discharge past a stream section is not only 
dependent on the depth of flow and the shape of the sec
tion, but also on the water surface slope and the fric 
tional nature of the section. It has already been 
argued that the degree of stability of the shape of the 
section has considerable effect on the accuracy of the 
rating curve. In this section the effect of changing 
slope is considerea, whereas that of a variable fric
tion factor is left for the next topic. 

Under natural conditions, the s lope of the 
water surface at any section does not remain constant 
when the discharge undergoes rapid variation. In the 
case of a rapidly .rising river, the slope is steeper 
than the steady-flow slope, and the actual discharge 
will exceed the steady-flow discharge at any given 
stage; while on a rapidly falling river, the slope is 
less than that for steady flow, and the actual discharge 
will be less than that for steady flow. A continuously 
changing s l ope, a s occurs during the passing of a flood 
wave, causes the corresponding stage- discharge re
lationship to describe a hysteresis loop rather than a 
single curved line. The loop is characterized by the 
rate of change of the water surface slope. Since this 
rate of change is a function of the partfcular flood 

hydrograph, no single hysteresis loop may be used to 
describe all unsteady flow sltuations at a given site. 
Rather, each flood wave results in a particular effect. 

The errors arising from the hysteresis effect 
are systematic in nature but they tend to cancel each 
other if the rating curve is defined everywhere fo r 
the steady-flow slope. In practice, there is a tend
ency to obtain more of the points defining the rating 
curve on the recession limbs of flood waves than on 
the rising limbs. There is, therefore, a large chance 
that the rating curve is defined for a slope or slopes 
less than that for steady flow. use of such a curve 
would systematically underestimate discharge. 

In order to take the hysteresis effect into 
account, one must have a record of the water surface 
slope. This necessitates the use of two, rather than 
one, gaging stations along a reach of the channel. If 
such information is available, the technique outlined 
by Jones ( 1915) may be utilized to study the possible 
error. An approximate correction method has been 
outlined by Ionides ( 1934) which does not depend on a 
second gage in the reach. As the Jones' method is 
.rather well known, it is not outlined here. However, 

. Ionides' approach is briefly considered below. 

Ionides ( 1934) suggested the following approxi
mate simple method for finding the steady-flow rating 
curve. If a series of stage and correspondi ng dis 
charge observations on a rise and fall are plotted ver
sus time, they are out of phase, with the discharge 
leading the stage. If the discharge is plotted against 
a stage observed somewhat later, the lag is to some 
extent compensated for. Inaccuracies will occur. for 
example, at the peak discharge which is usually plotted 
against too low a stage. If the rate of change of stage, 
dH/ dt, is estimated for the time of observation, the 
discharge may be plotted against HT+ T L dH/ dt, where 

HT is the gage reading at the time of observation, 

and T L is a time lag factor which may be assumed to 

be constant. 

When the river is steady, dH/ dt is zero, and 
the discharge is plotted against the actual gage read
ing at the time of observation. If it is rising, dH/ dt 
i s positive and the amount of the correction T L dH/ dt 

depends upon the rate of change of stage. A rapid 
rise gives a large positive correction. When the 
river is falling, dH/ dt is negative and the observed 
gage reading is subject to a negative correction. 

A trial and error procedure has been suggested 
by Ionides ( 1934) for determining T L . When dis-

charges are plotted against uncorrected gage readings, 
the rising and falling stage points tend to be grouped, 
the former closer to the discharge axis, as has been 
mentioned previously. A few well-defined rising and 
falling points should be selected and various time fac 
tors used until the best T L is found. This factor 

should then be applied to all observations. If it is 
correct, there should be no tendency for the above
mentioned grouping. 

One method of evaluating the relative magnitude 
of the hysteresis effect caused by unsteady flow. in
volves the computing of the term, llS/ S, where 4S is 
the maximum difference between the rising and falling 
slopes, and S is the channel slope. If this term tends 
to be negligible, no significant errors due to unsteady 
flow are incurred in the record. If, on the other hand, 
this term is large, one of the above techniques should 
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be employed to reduce the variation in the stage- dis
charge data. For mountain watersheds, where the 
bottom slope is particularly large, and the difference 
in slope is not correspondingly great, the hysteresis 
effect du e to unsteady flow has been found to be 
negligible. 

(d) Hffisteresis effects caused by changing bed 
c aracteristics 

The recent studies of Simons and Richardson 
( 1961) have revealed that the form of an alluvial chan
nel stage- discharge relationship is closely related to 
(i) the regime of flow, (ii) the form of bed roughness, 
and (iii) the rate of change of discharge with time. In 
the range of shear, where ripples and dunes develop 
on the bed, the stage-discharge curve for the rising 
stage is usually quite different from that for a falling 
stage, presenting a special type of hyster esis effect. 
Like the hysteresis effect caused by unsteady flow, 
this effect gives rise to curves that are valid only for 
conditions upon which they are based and no general 
solution is possible. On the other hand, in the range 
of shear which develops plane bed, s tanding sand and 
standing water waves that are in phase, and antidunes, 
the rising and falling stage curves coincide and hold 
for all values of discharge associated with these forms 
of bed roughness. When the e ntire range of bed forms 
may exist in a section as the discharge varies, a dis
continuity in the stage-discharge relationship occurs 
when the dunes wash out. At this point there is a 
large reduction in resistance to flow and a resultant 
reduction in depth even though discharge is increasing. 

It is interesting to note that Boyer (1936) ob
served the above effect but could not adequately ex
plain the phenomenon. He suggested that the rating 
curve above a certain point, which he called the "point 
of divergence, " did not shift on sandy channels except 
under the influence of major floods; the curve below 
this point varied within well- defined limits in such a 
manner that a series of curves could be drawn, 
assuming a fan-shaped appearance. It was, therefore, 
termed a "fantail rating. " 

It is not yet possible either to predict this 
hysteresis effect for an actual gaging station or to 
define it for a flood occurrence other than by on-the
spot, continuous gaging. Further, as found by Simons 
and Richardson ( 1961), even a determined effect at a 
site cannot be generalized for other occurrences. 
This effect, is, therefore, a major source of error 
in records of alluvial streams. However, in upper 
mol.lntain watersheds, it can generally be neglected. 

(e) Summary of variations in the stage- discharge 
relationship 

The sources of variation in the natural stage 
discharge relationship can be seen to give rise to 
errors that are very difficult to specify. A qualita
tive description, as has been offered, is relatively 
easy; however, a quantitative description is very dif
ficult. Fortunately, on many streams, the errors 
arising from such sources are random in nature. As 
a result, there may be a large scatter of plotted 
points about the rating curve, making a good plot of 
the stage-discharge relationship difficult. When the 
errors are definitely systematic in nature, some 
attempt to adjust the discharge or stage values 'is 
necessary if large errors in the records are to be 
avoided. 

Gaging stations in upper mountain watersheds 
largely escape variations from the steady-flow rating 
curve. In other words, the assumption of a unique 
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stage-discharge relationship, at least for relatively 
long periods of time, is reasonably valid. The control sec
tion, usually in rock or gravel, is very stable; there 
is a minimum amount of channel vegetation; the natu
ral channel slope is sufficiently steep that the hystere
sis effect due to changing surface slope is virtually 
negligible; and the absence of alluvium in the channel 
bypasses the effect of changing fric tion factor. There
fore, in the subsequent analysis, it has been assumed 
that the major variation of points from a fitted stage
discharge relationship is caused by errors in single 
discharge measurements, and not to any great extent 
to conditions causing the natural relationship to be 
unstable. 

2.4 TheUse of a Stage-Discharge Relationship 

2.4.1 The record of stage 

Once a stage-discharge relationship has been 
established for · a gaging station, a record of stage 
at the station can be translated into one of discharge. 
This phase of the development of a discharge record 
may introduce further sources of potential error . 
These sources include the procedure used for sam
pling the stage in time and the nature of the physical 
installation and its inherent limitations. 

(a) Stage sampling in time 

There are many methods for obtaining a river
stage measurement. However, each method yields· 
either a record of discrete stage values, further or 
less apart in time, or a continuous time series of 
stage. The error introduced by the use of discrete 
values to approximate the continuous record is a func 
tion of the potential range in stage, and of the rate of 
change of stage in relation to the time interval between 
readings. For example, once or twice daily readings 
of stage on a large river may better describe the con
tinuous record than hourly readings on a flashy moun
tain stream. The trend in recent years has been to 
obtain a series of discrete stage values with a very 
s hort time interval between successive values, a s 
such a series can be readily recorded on a digital 
recording unit. 

The errors arising from the use of a series of 
discrete values can be evaluated only by a comparison 
of this series with the continuous recor d for a sample 
period for each stream. If the time interval between 
readings is sufficiently short, the errors may be con
sidered to be random and tend t o cancel. For the 
purpose of this study, it 'has been assumed that a con
tinuous record is available such that this sampling 
error may be neglected. 

(b) Installation errors 

Installations for the purpose of continuously 
recording water-level fluctatuions can introduce 
errors into the flow records. Such errors, dependent 
on the type and condition of the particular installation, 
will be considered with regard to both float- and 
pressure- operated instruments. More detailed 
accounts of the various types of instrumentation and 
of their inherent errors have been presented by 
Stevens ( 1919- 20), Liddell (1927), and Learmonth 
(1964). 

The errors involved in the records of properly 
designed float-operated recorders are generally too 
small to be of great importance. However, as equip
ment either poorly designed or improperly maintained 
may introduce significant errors, it is well to r ecog
nize the sources of errors. The sources have been 



given the following names in the literatur e: (i) float 
lag, (ii) line shift, (iii) submergence of the counter
poise, (iv) temperature and saturation, (v) humidity. 
Each source is defined below. 

( i) Float lag: If a float performs any mechanical 
work such as turning gears, moving an index hand or 
a recorder pen, or operating a totalizer or an elec
tric switch, there is always a lag of the index behind 
the true water level. The force required to move the 
mechanism must be supplied by the float and can be 
supplied only by the pressure of the water on the float. 
The lag varies directly with the force required to 
move the mechanism and inversely as the area of the 
float. Although, it cannot be entirely eliminated, this 
float lag can be made very small. 

(i i) Line shift: With every change of stage, a por
tion of the float line passes from one side of the float 
pulley to the other. This change of weight alters the 
depth .of floatation of the float, causing the stylus to 
deviate from the true water height by an amount de
pendent on the change in stage since the last correct 
setting, and on the weight of the line. 

(iii) Submergence of counterpoise: When the 
counterpoise and any portion of the line becomes sub
merged, the tension i n the float line is reduced and · 
the depth of floatation increased. This error is al
ways positive and tends to compensate for the error 
of line shift. 

(i v) Temperature and saturation: Differences in 
thermal expansion from temperature changes of the 
stilling well and float line may cause significant 
errors if the well is very large. However, for nor
mal stream -gaging installations, this error is negli- · 
gible. If a wooden well is used, saturation of the 
wood will lift the recording instrument. Only in very 
deep wells need this source of error be considered. 

(v) Humidity: All paper is affected to some extent 
by humidity changes. In extreme cases, Stevens 
(1919-20) has noted an expansion of two percent. Al
though the paper might expand two percent, it does 
not follow that the stage record is in error by that 
amount. The actual error depends upon the stage and 
the position of the neutral axis of expansion. When 
extreme accuracy is required, strip charts are avail
able which are equipped with check points. 

Since a float-operated recorder is used in 
conjunction with a stilling well and an intake pipe, 
errors inherent with these installations will be con
sidered with those contributed by the recorder itself. 
Sources of errors in such an installation include: (i) 
a lag of the water rise in the well behind the actual 
stream use, (ii) silting effects, and (iii) a drawdown 
in the well due to high velocities past the intake pipe. 

(i) Lag of the water rise in the well: The purpose 
of a float well is to avoid oscillations and surging of 
the float that would otherwise occur and result in an 
obscured record. With a similar purpose, the intake 
is kept relatively small. Although the above purpose 
is justified, the use of a stilling well and intake pipe 
may, in fact, cause a water rise or fall in the stilling 
well to lag sharp stream fluctuations. This source of 
error has neither received much mention in the litera
ture nor been evaluated for various sizes of intakes 
and stilling wells. 

(ii) Silting effects: If the stream carries consid
erable sediment, silting of the intake may reduce its 
capacity and cause an even more serious time lag of 

the record. Most float-operated installations are de
signed to either avoid severe silting or allow desilt
ing maintenance. 

(iii) Drawdown in the well: It was observed at 
recording installations during the 1930's that the pas
sage of high flow velocities by the inlet to the intake 
pipe caused a drawdown effect on the well; that is, 
the level present in the stilling well was lower than 
the corresponding stream level. The U. S. Geological 
Survey ( 1937) presented their findings from a study of 
this drawdown effect in flume experiments. The maxi
mum difference in the well of - 1.75 feet occurred 
when the intake was at right angles to the current. 
T his difference was exactly equal to the velocity head 
of the flow past the inlet. The minimum difference 
was + 0. 25 feet when the leg was turned upstream at 
30°. If a deflector was used on the end of the intake 
pipe to eliminate velocity and velocity head at the in
take, the differences were minimized. The U.S. 
Geological Survey ( 1937) also referred to a study 
undertaken at the National Hydraulic Laboratory which 
revealed that fins protruding one and one-hall times 
the pipe diameter were most effective in reducing 
drawdown in the well. 

The effect of the drawdown is a function of the 
position and condition of the inlet. If both factors re
main constant in time, then the drawdownis constant 
for the same flow conditions , and no error i s intro
duced. The discharge is merely referenced to a set 
of drawdown-stage values. 

The bubble- type pressure system commonly 
called thebubble-gage, eliminates the need for a still
ing well and intake pipe. It usually consists of a 
specially designed servo- manometer, a transistor 
control, and a gas-purge system. The mercury 
manometers used by the U.S. Geological Survey, 
Buchanan (19661 have a sensitivity of ±0.005 feet and 
can be built to record ranges in stage in excess of 120 
feet. 

Learmonth (1964) considered the sources of 
error in pressure systems in great detail under the 
headings: {i) gas compression in closed systems, (ii) 
leakage of gas from closed systems, (iii) temperature 
errors in closed systems, (iv) insufficient flow of gas 
in open systems, ( v) friction loss in feed line in open 
systems, (vi) temperature and regulator errors in 
open systems, (vii) blockages, (viii) leaks in open 
systems, (ix) temperature errors in transducers, (x) 
meniscus errors, (xi) friction and backlash. As in 
the case of float-operated instrumentation, properly 
adjusted equipment gives rise to negligible e rrors. 

2.4. 2 Computation of mean daily flow 

Streamflow records are usually presented in 
tables of daily :flow values. Each daily flow value is 
obtained by applying the mean daily gage height, usu
ally estimated by eye, to the rating curve. The error 
arising from this procedure is dependent upon the 
curvature of the rating curve and the daily range in 
stage. 

It was suggested by Grover and Hoyt ( 1916} that 
a maximu.m allowable error for translating mean daily 
stage to mean daily flow should be one percent. The 
U.S. Geological Survey continues to use this criterion. 
The amount of daily range in stage allowable for a 
given mean daily stage, in order that errors due to 
curvature of the rating curve shall not exceed one per
cent, can be found graphically. A chord is constructed 
to the rating curve such that the horizontal distance, 
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measured by the discharge scale, from the midpoint 
of the chord to the curve equals one percent of the 
discharge at the corresponding stage. The difference 
in stage values at the ends of the chord is the allow
able daily range. 

The errors resulting fr-om the application of 
mean stage values to the rating table are generally 
cumulative, and therefore may contribute to a sys 
tematically positive error in the estimated discharge 
values. This error can be controlled by the type of 
technique mentioned above. 

2.5 Additional Sources of Error 

2.5.1 Winter records 

Ice conditions in the stream during the winter 
present major difficulties to obtaining accurate flow 
records for this period of the year. The normal open
water stage-discharge relationship is altered by the 
presence of ice in its many forms, and the relation
ship continues to change as the ice conditions alter. 
Further, it is virtually impossible to maintain a con
tinuous stage record unless very elaborate and ex
pensive equipment is installed at the station. As a 
result, the accuracy of winter records are highly de
pendent upon the number and distribution of the dis 
charge measurements made during that period. 

Individual discharge measurements made under 
ice conditions are, in general, less accurate than 
those made in open water. The vertical velocity curve 
under ice cover is drawn back further in its upper 
position, and the shape of the curve is largely depen
dent on the roughness of the under-surface of the ice. 
Buchanan {1966) has recommended that the 0.2 and 
0.8 depth method be used for effective depths {total 
depth of water minus the distance from water surface 
to bottom of ice) of 2. 5 feet or greater, and the 0. 6 
depth method was recommended for effective depths 
less than 2.5 feet. By considering 352 vertical 
velocity curves under ice, Barrows and Horton ( 1907) 
found the average coefficient for obtaining mean vel
ocity from 0.2 and 0.8 depths was I.OOZ, varyM\g from 
0.98 to 1.04. A coefficient of about 0.92 must be 
applied to the 0.6 depth velocity, or one of about 0.88 
to a mid-depth ve locity. In addition, the presence of 
ice crystals or floating ice may clog the meter; the 
meter parts themselves may become frozen when the 
meter is moved out of the water between velocity 
readings; it is difficult if not impossibl e to properly 
sample the section; and the hydrographer's physical 
discomfort does nothing to enhance an accurate 
measurem ent. 

Rating curves may be constructed according 
to gage heights to the surface of the water or to the 
bottom of the ice. The curve as constructed with 
gage heights to the bottom of t~e ice, in general lies 
to the left of the open-water curve, but tends to ap
proach it in its lo.wer portion. This observation has 
led to the derivation and use of so-called winter back
water curves. With gage heights to the surface of the 
ice, the rating curve is approximately parallel to the 
curve determined by stages to the bottom of the ice. 

It is not uncommon for ice to form in or com -
pletely block the intake pipe or stilling well at · 
recorder installations. Such events render the record 
completely unrepresentative . 

In the final analysis, available flow measure
ments, a special rating curv.e, and data of general _ 
climatic conditions are cons1dered, and a large~y ~ub 
jective estimate of flow is made. As a result, mdt-
vidual daily flows during winter conditions ma:x be 
grossly in error. However it may be assumea that 
such flows are so small reiative to the remainder of 
the flow during the year, that the ~nnual disc.harge 
value is affected only slightly. Thts assumpt10n .~ay 
not be entirely justified in spring break-up cond1t10ns 
when accurate estimates of flow are difficult to ob
tain and the flow volumes may be large. In mountain 
watersheds, where major runoff volumes usually 
occur during open water at the gaging stations, the 
assumption is shown to be reasonably valid in Chapter 
IV. 

2. 5. 2 Human subjective errors 

Subjective errors are those made b~ the hydro
grapher in reading the instruments, countmg meter 
revolutions, making computations , and in making 
biased observations by consistently reading high or 
low. Factors such as weather conditions, traffic, 
mental attitude, training, and morale contribute to 
such errors. These errors cannot be controlled but 
t hey can be minimized. Except for gross errors 
which are usually self evident, human subjective 
errors cannot be evaluated. They are considered to 
be random in nature and small. 

2.6 Classification of Errors 

As an aid to s ummarizing the foregoing dis
cussion, a classification of sources of errors has 
been prepared . The type of error resulting, its 
possible functional relationship, and some relative 
magnitudes ar·e presented. The classification is 
given in Table 7. Besides its usefulness as a sum
mary, it is hoped that this classification can serve as 
a focal point for attention and discussion regarding 
the topic of err ors in streamflow records. 

TABLE 7. A CLASSIFICATION OF ERRORS IN DISCHARGE DETERMINATIONS ON 
MOUNTAIN STREAMS 

Source of Error Type The Error Is A Function Of: Relative Magnitude 

lA. A Single Stream-Gaging 
Measurement 

1 . A single discharge 
measurement 

a) Velocitl considerations 

i) A single velocit:z::: 
determination 

( 1) The current-meter Random Precision of the calibration pro- For velocity > 1 fps: :.!:. 0. 50/o 
calibration curve cedure; meter characteristics For velocity< lfps: >>0. 5% 
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TABLE 7- continued 

Source of Error Type The Error Is A Function Of: Relative Magnitude 

(2) Proper ties of the Systematic Climate or region; sediment load; For normal conditions, the 
fluid (eg. viscosity, meter characteristics error is negligible. 
density) 

(3) Boundary effects Systematic Meter characteristics; depth and For depths> l ft: negligible 
relative roughness of section; 
velocity distribution 

( 4} Oblique currents Systematic Meter characteristics; obliquity For cup meter: positive 
of flow For propeller meter: 

negative 
For screw meter: + 

( 5) Micro-turbulence Systematic Degree of turbulence and its For cup meter: positive 
variability; particular meter For propeller meter: 
characteristics negative 

For screw meter: !(meter 

(6) Time measure- Random Precision of time-piece and :!. negligible 
ment methodoloe:v used 

ii) Sameling in seace 

( 1) Velocity distribu- Systematic Difference between true and + 1. 5 to 5. Oo/o 
tion in vertical assumed distributions. 

(2) Robustness of ver- Random The error in placing the meter Effect on total discharge 
tical sampling at the correct depths 
technique 

(3) Velocity distribu- Random Difference between tru e and + 5% effect on total 
tion in the assumed distributions; the num- discharge 
horizontal ber of verticals used 

iii) Sameling in time 

( 1) Pulsations in the Random The distribution of point velo- > + 2% effect on total 
flow regime cities in time; the effect of posi- discharge 

tion and roue:hness 

b) Area considerations 

i) A single measurement 

(1) Measurement of Random Measuring instrument and :t. negligible 
depth technique 

{2) Measurement of Random Measuring technique :!_ negligible 
width 

ii) Sameling in seace i 
( 1) Depth distribution Random Differ ence between tr ue and :t: negligible 

in the horizontal assumed bed configurations 

iii) Sameling in time 

( 1) Depth distribution Random The distr ibution of depth at a ±. negligible 
at a point in time point in time 

2. A single stage 
measurement 

a) Sur face tension. effects Systematic Measuring instrument and - negligible 
technique 

b) Sampling stage in time Random Stage fluctuations in time :_ negligible 
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TABLE 7 - continued 

Source of Error Type The Error Is A Function Of: Relative Magnitude 

B. Establishment and Use of a 
Stag:e-Discharge Relationshie 

I . The natural stage -disch~e 
relationshte 

a) Instability of control Random or The control 
Systematic 

b) Conditions counteracting Systematic Reach of river + a small random error 
the effect of control for mountain watersheds 

c) Hysteresis effects of Random or Water slope and flashiness of 
flood waves Systematic the stream 

d) Hysteresis effects of Systematic Bed material and range of bed 
bed characteristics forms 

2. The r ecord of stage in time 

a) Sameling stage in time 

i) Point measurements 

( 1) Measurement Random Measurement device and method Omitted since only 
technique recording installations 

(2) Sampling stage in Random or Deterministic and stochastic 
are being considered 

time · Systematic variability of stage during mea-
sur ement intervals 

ii) Recor ding 
installations 

(I) Lag of water rise Random Fluctuations of river stage :t negligible 
in well 

( 2) Draw down effects Systemati'c The installation and velocity - negligible 
on the well J>ast intake _pipe 

{3) Temperatur e and Random Variability of climate and the :t negl.igibl.e 
humidity effects installation 

( 4) Stage- recording Random Instrumentation ! negligible 
mechanis m 

3. Fitting of a rating curve Random Fitting procedure and scatter of 
points 

4 . Mean dail::z: discharge 
determination 

a) Mean daily stage Random Variation of daily stage ! negligible 

b) Mean daily discharge Sys tematic Daily range of stage and < 1% -linearity of curve in th.at range 

k:;. Comeutat ional Procedures 

I. Monthly discharge Random Dependence among daily values 

2. Annual discharge Random Dependence a mong daily values 

to. Other Sources 

I. Human subjective errors Random Personnel involved 

2. Winter r ecords Random The climate, site, and now 
characteristics 
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CHAPTER III 

AN E RROR MODEL FOR A SINGLE DISCHARGE MEASUREMENT 

3.1 Method of Approach 

In order to analyze the manner of combination 
of the component errors discussed in the previous 
chapter, a hypothetical error model has been estab
lished for a single discharge measurement at a ga.glng 
station. Whereas error models have been prepared 
by Prochazka ( 1960}, and by Carter and Anderson 
( 196 .3) to be practical working expressions, this 
model has been designed as an analytical tool for a 
better understanding of the factors involved. At such 
time when sufficient data has been studied for a 
meaningful evaluation of ea ch term in the model, its 
practical application could be considered. 

The approach employed i n this study involves 
the derivation of a general expression for the error 
in a discharge measurement in terms o f the compon
ent e rror functions. Then the mean and variance 
of the basic model are considered in terms of hypo
thetical means and variances of factors involved in 
the components. Further studies involving the pos
sible nature of these components are included. There 
has been an attempt to define the order of magnitude 
of some of the terms, where possible, but no 
attempt to evaluate all te rms. 

3, 2 A Gene ral Model 

The discharge past a measuring section in a 
river may be defined as the integral over the cross
sectional area and over the measurement time of the 
velocity vector perpendicular to the section. That is, 

T 

Q ~ J J J V(x, z, t)dxdzdt 

(x,z)t = O 

where 

Q r epresents the mean discharge over the 
time interval T , 

(x, z) are the coordinates defining the meas 
uring section, 

V(x,z ,t) r epresents the velocity vector perpen
dicular to the section. 

If the cross section is divided into n vertical 
sections, the above relationship may be expressed as, 

where 

n 

Q =\ A.V. L 1 1 

i= 1 

A. is the. time-average area of the ith vertical, 
1 

i s the time- and area-average velocity of 
the ith vertical. 

In practice, the discharge is estimated by, 
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.....,. Ln ........ c, 
Q = A . V . 

1 1 

i " 1 

where - denotes the quantities estimated by measure
ment. Therefore, the error in a single discharge 
measurement may be expressed as 

n 

q = Q - Q = \ (A. ~. - A. v. ) L 1 1 1 1 
i = 1 

If Ai and ~i are written in the forms, 

A. = A.+ a . , 
1 1 1 

c, 
V. = V. + V , ' 

1 1 l 

then 
n 

q = \ (A.v. + V.a. + v . a. ) L 11 11 11 
i .. 1 

where ai' v1, q are err ors in the determination of 

Ai' Vi' and Q, respectively. 

Since the last term within the summation ex
pression above may be considered to be much smaller 
than the other two terms, it and term s similar to it 
have been omitted from subsequent equations, with 
the assumption that no a ccuracy of representation 
has been lost. That is, 

n 

q "' \ (A. v . + V. a.) L 1 1 1 1 

i = 1 

This is the basic equationforthe error in .a single 
discharge m easurement. 

The error in a vertical s ectional area , ai. is 

considered first. The area in the ith vertical i s 
given by, 

w. 
1 

Ai =-! DdW 

W=O 

W.D. 
l 1 

and an estimate of A
1 

is 

where -wi is an estimate of the width associated! with 
the ith vertical, Wi' 

i s an e stimate of the mean depth of the ith 
vertical, 0 1. 



Therefore, 
,........c-. -

a. : W.D. - W .D. 
l l 1 l l 

As before, the estimated value.s may be written as, 

W. = W. + w. ' 
l l 1 

~ 

D. =D. +d. ' 
l 1 l 

and the error in the ith vertical area expressed a s , 

a 1 "' Widi + Diwi. 

Further, the error in the mean velocity esti
mate for the ith vertical can be cons idered as, 

........ 

vi = vi - vi . 
Following the general approach used above, 

and 

or 

mi 

V = \ {R .. V .. ) 
L 1J lJ 
j = 1 

mi 

~ = L {Rij vij + vp) 

j = 1 

mi mi 

v. = \ (R .. ~ .. + v - R .. V .. ) = \ (R .. v. + v ) 
1 L lJ 1J p 1J 1J L 1J 1J p 

j • I j"' 1 

wher e Rij is the appropriate weighting factor attrib
£!able to e ach time average velocity, 

v 
p 

v .. 
1J 

V . . ; there being m. points selected in 
lJ 1 

the ith vertical for sampling the ver
tical velocity profile, 

is the error in sampling the vertical pro
file of velocity, 

is the error in measuring the time- aver
age velocity at a point. 

The error in meas uring Vij may be expressed 
generally as, 

where 

v c is the error introduced by the current
meter calibration curve, 

v 
0 

is the error caused by oblique currents , 

is the error in sampling velocity in the 
horizontal direction, 

is the error in sampling velocity in time. 

Substitution of the various error relationships 
into the basic equation for the error in a single dis
charge measurement yields, 

q= t, { Ai~l[a,;(v, + v,+ vs + vt) + •p] 
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This expression is a general error model, including 
the error components only in general form. The 
next sections afford a discussion of possible char
acteristics of these components. 

3. 3 The Compone nt Errors 

3. 3. 1 The error i n the area of a vertical section 

This error, ai' can be subdivided into com

pone nts involving the linear measurements of width 
and depth. The error in measuring the depth may 
be considered as. 

where 

d. = dt + d + d 
1 s m 

denotes the error due to sampling the mean 
depth , Di, in time, 

denotes the error due to sampling in the 
horizontal direction, 

dm denotes error due to measurement tech
nique. 

It seem s reasonable to assume that the t hree 
component errors of d . are (i) independent among 

1 

themselves, (ii) can each be expressed as a proportion 
of the true mean depth, and (iii} are normally distri
buted. That is: 

where 

ot = 'N {0, O"~t ) ; i.e., a normal distribution 

with mean 0 and variance cr~t; 

where 

where 

d 6 D . 
s s 1 

6 = N{ 0 ' O'z ) 
s ds 
crz ds is a function of the beQ shape and the 

number of verticals, n; 

d 6 D. 
m m1 

6 = N(!Jd ' O'dz ) m m m 

~-'dm is a m ean bias due to measurement 
technique. 

Therefore, 

d
1
." {6t+6 + 6 )D. s m 1 

or 

where 

/old "' IJdm 

I 



Careful measurement technique can remove the 
bias from this error, and can reduce the variance, 

. due to technique, to a very small value. The remain
ing two components of the variance may be functions 
of depth, velocity, the bed shape, and the number of 
vertical sections selected. These terms have not 
received any experimental attention, and no quantita
tive estimates of them are available. It seems rea
sonable to assume that for a well-selected gaging site, 
the standard deviation, cr d, would be less than one 

percent of the mean depth. 

Then 

and 

6. = N(o cr 2) 
1 ' d 

crd < O.OtD. 
l 

The error in measuring the width of the ith 
vertical can likewise be subdivided into errors due to 
sampling in time, sampling in area, and measurement 
technique. The error due to sampling in area is a 
function of the width of the measuring section and the 
number of verticals. However, for the sake of this 
analysis, the error in measuring W i is considered to 

be negligible, as shown by Prochazka ( 1960). 

From the above discussion, the error in the 
area of a vertical section may be expressed as, 

a.= o. W.D. o.A. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

Further, 

Varh]= Var[oJ At"' cr~ A: 
where cr~ approaches zero as the number of vertical 

sections increases and as the depth increases for 
well-chosen gaging stations. 

3. 3. 2 The error in the mean velocity of a vertical 
section 

This error term involves the error in sampling 
the vertical profile of velocity in addition to the errors 
attributable to sampling the velocity at a point. Each 
of the individual components is discussed below. 

(a) The error in sampling the vertical profile of 
velocity, v p 

Once again, this t erm may be best considered 
as involving two components. One is the error in
curred in the selection of a theoretical vertical pro
file and suitable sampling points with their respective 
weights. A second error occurs when the stream
gager fails to place the current meter at the correct 
sampling positions. 

In order to gain an appreCiation fot the rela
tive magnitude of these errors, the robustness of the 
standard one- and two- point sampling techniques was 
studied with regard to several theoretical vertical 
profiles of velocity. A word of definition regarding 
the term robustness in this context seems warranted. 
Since the current meter cannot be placed precisely at 
the selected sampling points in a vertical, it assumes 
positions on one side or the other of the points de
sired. A question arises with regard to how critical 
it is to the sampling method to place the meter as 

precisely as possibl e. In other words, how robust is 
the s ampling technique? A very robust method could 
tolerate large deviations of meter placement with rela
tively minor e ffect on the estimate of mean velocity 
in a vertical. On the other hand, a method lacking 
robustness would require very precise placement of 
the meter in order to avoid introducing large errors 
into the estimate of mean velocity. 

Two expressions have been evaluated to express 
the robustness of each sampling method as applied to 
each of twelve theoretical velocity profiles. The 
relative bias of the sampling scheme is represented 
by v d /V, where v d is the bias i n the estimate of the 

mean velocity in the vertical, V, due to misplacement 
of the meter. This expression is in terms of the 
variance of the placement error about the correct 
sampling poi nt, the mean error having been assumed 
to be zero. If the variance is assumed to approach 
zero, the constant term remaining represents the 
bias due to the failure of the sampling scheme to 
yield the true mean of the velocity distributuion. The 
second term used to denote the robustness is the 
variance of the error, Var[vd]/V 2

, in relation to the 

square of the true mean velocity. Again, this ex
pression is in terms of the variance of the placement 
error. When the placement variances at the 0.2 and 
0.8 depths are equivalent. the expressions for the 
bias and variance introduced by the sampling scheme 
may be written in terms of the common variance, 
cr~/ 8 , and the corr elation coefficient between the 

errors at the two points, p218. 

The results of the study of robustness are pre
sented in Table 8. In order to illustrate the method 
used to arrive at the expressions, and to clarify the 
terminology, the relationships. jor the parabolic 
velocity distributuion, V = '{ Z%, are derived below. 
The velocity is given in terms of the proportionate or 
relative depth, Z, measured from the streambed. 
The average or mean velocity in the distribution may 
be evaluated to be, 

1 

V =! '{Z~ dZ = 0. 667 '{ 

0 
Further, the relative depth at which the mean velocity 
occurs in the profile is, 

2 

z-y " ( ~ ) " 0. 445 from the bottom, 

or 0. 555 from the surface. 

For the one- point sampling technique, the 
error in the depth measurement for sampling at the 
0.60 depth may be characterized as 

~0. 6 = N (0, cr~. 6) ; 

that is, with a normal distribution of mean zero and 
variance cr2

0.6 . Then, 

~ = y(0. 4 0+ ~ )~ 
0. 6 . 

Employing a Taylor Series expansion, 

~ .. y(0,6325+ 0.7906~0.6- 0. 494·1~0.~ 

+ 0. 6 176 ~0. ~ + . . . ) 
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TABLE 8. ROBUSTNESS OF SAMPUNG SCHEMES USED FOR VERTICAL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTUIONS 

Velocity ' v . f(~) z;; 
o. 6 Point 51UDD1J nil 0. 2 And 0. 8 PointSam_plilll[ 

Di•tribution vd(V var(v.Jiv' vd/V Vo.rh) /V
1 

Po.rabollo o. 667~ o. 555 - (o. os1 + o. 741 .. ~. 8) 1.40h0.6 0. 008- (0. 1310"0. z• 1. 048 cro. a> (o. 113 .. 0. 2+ o. sn .. 0. 8)+ o. 70lp .. 0. 2 .. 0• 8 
v. ~z11z 

or or 

-0.006 - 1.1790"~/8 .. ~ 18(o. a49+ o. 703 p
218

> 

Reversed Parabolic 0. 667~ 0. 571 -(o. o1o+ 1. soo .. 0. 6) 3.Z40rO.S -o. 010. (0. 750ro. z• 0. 750•o. a> (o. o9o .. ~. 2• 1. « o .. 0_8J+o. nop .. o. 2 "o.a 

V • y(2Z·Z1
) 

or or 
(axis at the surface) - o. 010-1. soo .. ~ 18 .. ~18(1. 530+0. 120 Pzt a> 

Reversed Parabolic 0. 700y 0. 593 ·(0. 010+ 1. SOOcrO. 6) z. 2so .. 0. 6 ·0. 012. {0. 882 .. 0. 2 + o. 882 "o. a> (0. 031 "o. z + 1. SZ4rO. al+ 0, 136pO"O. 2 .. O. 8 
V • m< 1. BZ . ,z') or or 

(axis 0. 10 below surface) · 0. 012 ·I. 761r~/a .. ~18(1. 555+ o. oa p218> 

Reversed Pt.rabollc 0. 7Z9y 0. 816 o. 029-2. 143 .. ~. 6 2.35Z..a. 6 
-o. o11 - (1.071 .. 0_2

• 1.011 .. 0_8
> 2. 2510'0. 8 

V • m(1.6Z·Z') or or 

(ax!• o. 20 bel- surface) - o. 011 - 2. 112r;
18 .. ~18(2. 251) 

E lliptic 0. 788~ 0.611 o. 018 . o. &50 .. 0. 8 o. 910 .. 0. 6 
o. oos -<o. 3Ja ... 0_2• 1 •• a .. 0_8

> (o. 011 "o. z + o. no .. 0. 8) + o. zzoP"o . 2 .. o. 8 
V • ~ (2Z- Z')1/ 2 

or or 
(ax! a at tile 1urfaee) 

0. 005 . 1. 811 .. ~/$ .. ;
18

(o. 737+0. 220 p218> 

Elllptic o. 807~ o. 631 o. 030 - 1. 327 "a. 8 o. 845 .. 0. 6 O. ODS· (0. 7010"0. 2+.2. nz .. O. 8) (0. 006 "O. 2+ 0. 725crO. 8) + 0. 131p "o. 2 cr0. B 

V • ...L(1 az - t') 112 
0.9 . or or 

(u:la o. 10 below aurface) o. oo5- 3. 473cri/s .. ~18to. 731+0. 131 Pus> 

Logarithmic z 
0 

• 0. 01 0. 632 o. 023 - o. 867 "o. 6 o_. 181cro. 6 o. o23 - to. 1oa .. 0_ 2+ 1. n1"o. a> (D. 030 .. 0. 2 + o.1a1 .. ~.a>+ o. 240p .. o. 2 ..-o. 8 
z or or V • Clnz-

0 o. 023 - 1. a1z..i
18 .. ; 18(o. 511 + o. 240 Pztrl 

z 
0 

• 0. 001 o. 632 0. OH • 0. 5290"0. 6 o. 179.-o. 6 o. 011 · (0. 066 "'o. 2+ 1. 058 .. 0. a> (o. ou .. 0_2.o.tnr0_8J+o.ogop .. 0_ 2 "o.a 

or or 

o. 011 - 1. 124 ri
18 

.. i 18(o. 190+ o. ooo Pual 

Hyperbolilc « . 0 0 0 0 0 

v • v[v -llcosh<(1·Zl} 

• • l 0.584 ·(0. 028+ I. Gllcro. 6) 2.su,0_6 · 0. 010 - (0. 69lcro. z• o. 909 "o. a> (0. 075 "o. 2+ 1. 457 .. 0. a>+ o. 660p .. 0. 2 "0. 8 

or or 

- o. o1o -1. soz.-;
18 

"~ta(1. 5JZ+ o. 880 P218> 

• • 2 0. 601 o. 001 • 1. 858 "o. 8 2. 399 .. ~. 6 - o. oos - (o. 555 .. ~. 2+ 1. lZJ .. ~. 8> (0. 011 "o. 2+ 1. 486 "~. 8) + o. 514p .. 0. z "o. 8 

or or 

· 0. ooa -,t. 877 "ita .,;18(1.530+0.51 4 Pz/al 

€ . 3 0.625 o. 031. 2. o1sr0. 6 1. 7Z10"~. 6 -o. oo5- (o. 39& .. ~. 2+ 1. sss .. ~.a> (o. o2o .. ~. 2+ 1. 485 .. ~. 8)+ o. H6p .. o. z .. o. 8 

or or 

-0. 005 • 2. 254 "~/8 r~/8(t. 505+0.348 p2/ 8) 
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Therefore, 

:=:: 
v- v"' - y(o. 0342- o. 7906 LJ.

0 6 
+ o. 4 94 1ll. z 

. 0.6 

The bias of the sampling scheme is 

E[~ - v)= vd"' - y (0. 034 + 0. 4 94 o-~. 
6

) 

- l or - V (o. 051 + 0. 741 o-
0

• 
6

) 

The variance of the sampling error is, 

.. E [ v(o. 0012 - o. 0541LJ. + o 5588 ll.z )'1 
0. 6 . 0. 6 J 

- Y
2 

[ 0. 0012 + 0. 0338 o- 2 ] 
0.6 

"' 0. 625 y 2 
O" z 

0.6 

or 1. 406 cr 2 yz 
0.6 

vd = y [o.004- (Oo087 o-~ 02 + 0.699 cr~_ 8)J 

- [ 2 2 J or v 0 0 006 - (0. 131 CTO. z + 1. 048 0'0. a> 

If 11 ~.a = 

vd ,. y (oo 004- 00 1a6 cr2
1
a) 

- z or V(O. 006 - 1. 179 cr
218

) 

the vat'iance of the sampling scheme is, 

- '/(Oo - 00 000111~0 z - 0. 005a 0"~. a) 

,., y
2
[(o. 077 <r~. 2 + 0. 301 cr~. 8) + 0. 313 Pz/Su O. 2u O. 8 ] 

For the t wo-point sampling technique, at 0. 2 
and 0.8 relative depths, the measurement errors in If - ~ . z0 . 2 and z0 .8 may be charactenzed by bo. z = N 

(0, o-2
0 • 2) and b 0 .

8
· = N(O, o-2

0 .
8
), respectively. Further, 

it is assumed that the two errors are bivariate- nor
mally distributed with a correlation coefficient p 

218
. 

Then, 
,... ,... ~ ~ 

:::::: vo.z+V0.8 y(0. 8 +ll.o.2> + y(O.Z + ll.o.8> 
v = 2 ------=~--:::2----~::.......-

• i (<o. 8944 + o. 5590 .c.0 . 2 - oo 1747 LJ.~o 2 + 0 0 0) 

+(Oo4472+ 1.1 180ll.0 . 8- 1.3975ll.~.8 + . .. )] 

= y [ o. 6708 + (o. 2795.c.
00 2 + o. 5590LJ.0 _ a > 

- ( o o oa73ll.~o 
2 

+ o. 69a8LJ.~o a>] 

Therefore, 

v - v., v [ oo oo4 2 + (oo 2795 LJ.
0

_ 
2 

+ oo 5590 LJ.0 _8) 

- (oo oa13 LJ. z + o o 698a LJ.~ 
8

) ) 
0. z . 

The bias of the sampling scheme i s , 
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z l ( "' v u218 oo 378 + o. 313 p
218

) 

-z z 
or v u 218 (0.a49 + o. 703 Pz;a> 

The variance of the placement error should 
approach zero. However, it has been included in 
order to recognize the fact that the meter is virtually 
never placed at exactly the correct sample point. 
Rather, it takes positions scattered about the correct 
point in a somewhat random manner. 

This analysis of robustness may be considered 
from two viewpoints to estimate the relati ~ magni
tude of v . If the vertical profile of velocity at. a 

p 
given section is known, from detailed analysis, to 
correspond well to one of the theoretical profiles con
sidered, the mean error and variance can be deter
mined for a reasonable range of placement error 
variances. If such information is not available, but 
it is reasonable to assume that the vertical profiles 
lie somewhere within the family of theoretical pro
files, a general indication of the mean and variance 
of v p may be obtained. 

For example, considering the second viewpoint 
above, it might be reasonable to assume that the 
mean error in sampling the vertical profile is zero. 



This could be reasoned from some of the distributions 
yielding slightly positive biases, and others slightly 
negative ones. Further, cons ideration of the variance 
terms for placement error standard deviatio ns, in the 
order of 0.01 to 0 .05, reveals coefficients of variation 
for the 0.6 depth s ampling of from 0.004 to 0.09, and 
for the two-point sampling scheme of from 0.001 to 
0 .07, assuming p to be zero. The lowest values 
were obtained by considering the logarithmic distri
bution, for which the sampling schemes are very 
suitable; and the upper values were determined from 
the rever sed parabolic dist ributuions. 

(b) The error in sampling velocity at a point, v .. 
lJ 

As has been discussed in the previous chapter, 
and represented in the general error model at the 
beginning of the chapte r, there are several possible 
sources of error in sampling velocity at a point. 
Error introduced by the use of a current - meter rating 
curve, e rror caused by oblique currents , e rror i n 
sampling the horizontal area, and error in sampling 
velocity in time are considered. 

(i) The error of the current- meter calibration, 
v c : From a consider ation of fig. 2 in Chapter II, it 

would appear reasonable to express this error as an 
exponential function of velocity, decreasing quite 
rapidly and levelling off at approximately o ne foot per 
second. In other words, the percentage error of the 
calibration can be very large at velocities below one 
foot per second, but tends to be in the order of ± 0.5 
to 1.0 per cent at higher velocities. For the purpose 
of studying mountain streams, where the mean 
velocity in a vertical is rarely below one foot per 
second during summer flows , the lower range of 
velocities and the inherent errors have been omitted 
from the model. Considering only velocities greater 
than one foot per second, the error of the current
meter calibration can be represented as, 

v = v (v.j + v + v + v > c c 1 0 s t 
where 

vc N(O , cr 2
) 

VC 

CT = 0 . 007. vc 
Recognizing that v , v , vt are one or two orders 

0 s 
of magnitude smaller than V .. , 

lJ 

E[vc)=O 

Var ( vc) = 0.00005V~j 

(ii) The error caused by oblique currents, v 
0

: 

This is perhaps the most difficult error component to 
describe adequately. It is caused by the failure of 
the curr ent meter to recor d the correct cosine com
ponent of the mean velocity vector and its angular 
fluctuations in the direction of flow perpendicular to 
the stream cross section. As the true nature of the 
effect of oblique angles and their fluctuations o n 
curre nt m eters is not yet fully understood, the func 
tional relationships hypothesized here are meant only 
to yield approximate estimates of the error term and 
not to fully describe the process. 

In the case of the cup-type meter, it has been 
suggested in the literature that the major effect of 
obliquity is reflected in the failure of the meter to 
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yield the correct cosine com ponent of the velocity 
vector. Rather, the maximum velocity is registered. 
Under these assumptions, the error i n an instantane
ous velocity measurement due to obliquity .could be 
represented as, 

v' (cup)= (1- cos a . . )V 
0 lJ ij 

or the error in a time- averaged velocity measurement 
as, 

v (cup) 
0 - cosa . . )V .. dt 

LJ lJ 

Considering the suggestions of Kolupaila ( 1957), 
the error caused by using a propeller or screw meter 
in oblique currents may be represented by either, 

or 

vo' (prop. 1) = cos a . . (cos a .. - 1) vl·J· • 
l J lJ 

v ' (prop. 2) 
0 

cos a . . (cosz a .. - 1) V . . ; 
lJ lJ lJ 

or v' (screw) • v V .. 
0 0 lJ 

for the auto- component or screw- type meters, where 

v = N(O CTZ ) 
0 ' vo . 

In other words, for cup- and propeller-type 
meters, the error in velocity registration due to 
oblique currents has been assumed to be a function of 
the instantaneous oblique angle and its variability. 
For the propeller- and screw- type meters, it is 
doubtful that the above functions adequately describe 
the situation. Rather, each meter shoul d be studied 
as an individual. However, it is felt that the relation
ship for the cup meters is reasonably representative. 

Before the nature of such error functions can 
be further studied, certain assumptions must be made 
regarding the nature of var iation of both a ij and V ij' 

Both variables have been assumed to be Gaussian 
processes, with stationary time series, and the 
variables are assumed to be independent. Under 
these assumptions, the mean and variance of v 

0 
have 

been computed below for the cases where v is a 
function of both a . . and V. . . 0 

l] lJ 

The mean error caused by obliquity may be 
expr essed as 

E {'h/<l] Vij(t)} 

E {r hj (t)J}E [vij (t)J 

I 
i 

I 
I 
~ 

I 



or, in words, the mean error is equal to the mean 
value of th e function of a .. multiplied by the mean 

lJ 
velocity value . Now it is of interest to consider the 
mean values of the three functions of a ij given 
above . They are 

1 z 
- - 0' 

2 a 
1 - c cos a . . 

l J 

E ['cos a . . (cos a . . - t)] 
lJ lJ 

2 ;_ . + 1] 
lJ 

I z 
- -0' 

2 a 
-e cos a . 

lJ 

-4. 50'' 
E(cosaij (cos'aij - 1)]= ~ e acos3;ij-e 

- .!. cr' 
2 a 

cos a .. 
lJ 

in terms of the mean angle a .. . and the variance of 
lJ 

the angle. The particular aspect that should be noted 
is that the mean of each function does not go to zero 
as a .. goes to zero. Rather, the value remai ns a 

lJ 
function of cr1 • The above expr essions have been 

a 
evaluated for values of a .. and (J" ranging from zero 

lJ a 
to t wenty degrees, and the results are presented in 
Table 9. For example, if a cup-type meter is em
ployed at a point where the mean obliquity is zero, 
and the standard deviation is four degrees, then a 
bias would result in the velocity measurement amount
ing to 0.0024 V... As t he mean angle and/or the 

lJ 
variance of the angle increase, the bias increases at 
an increasing rate. 

T he variance of the error, 

may be evaluated to be, 

2'V1 •. Var[f (a .. )] -X T 
V ar [ v ) = ll lJ ( 1 + e 1 ) 

0 >._i 
1 

+ 2 f(ai/ Var [Vii] 

>..22 T 

-X T 
( i+ e 2 ) 

where p ·( T) , the autocorrelation coefficie nt of the 
a -x T 

function f [a .. (t)] , has been expressed a s p (T) =e 
1 

; 
~ a 

and Pv ( T), the autocorrelation coefficient of 
-X2T 

been expressed as pv(T) = e 

v .. has 
lJ 

It seem s r easonable to expect that the first 
term is approximately two or three orders of magni
tude larger than the second t erm. Then 

2V 1i . Var[f(a . . )] - X1 T 
Var [ v ] = l ll ( 1+ e ) 

0 X\ T 

The order of magnitude of the variance of the angle 
functions is revealed in Table 10, and that of the 
variance of the velocity magnitude in a subseqent 
section, 

It is again i nteresting to note the parameters 
involved in the expression of the variance. As for 
the mean error, the mean and variance of the angle, 
and the mean of the velocity are involved. Also the 
variance of the velocity magnitude, the rate of decay 
of the autocorrelation coefficient, and the time inter
val of measurement are factors. As the time interval 
lengthens, and the time series becomes independent, 
the variance becomes a function of the variance of 
the angle function a nd of the velocity magnitude. 

(iii) The error in sampling the horizontal area, 
v s: This error arises from the estimation of velocity 

at a given level for a width W. , rather than of the 
l 

velocity at a point, V.. . That is, the estimate of 
lJ --

mean velocity at a point, V .. , is meant to represent 
lJ 

the mean velocity at that level over the width Wi . 

This t erm in the model may be considered t o be pro 
portional to V . . , as 

lJ 

v v V .. 
s s lJ 

where 
v =N (O,crz) 

s vs 

,.' is a fur.ction of n . 
VS 

Although the true functional r elationship for cr~s is 

not known, it may be hypothesized that is is inverse 
in nature, 0'

2 decreasing exponentially, or other-vs 
wise, as n increases . That is, 

[ ] 
z -z 

Var v s = cr vs V ij 

(iv) The error in sampling velocity in time, 
vt: Pulsations or variability of velocity at a point in 
time cause an error which is a function of the length 
of t he measurement interval at the point. Although 
the current - meter registration does not reflect the 
natural frequency of the velocity magnitude flu ctua
tions, it has been assumed that the r egistration is 
merely a dampening of the physical si tuation, with 
no bias introduced. This assumption is perhaps 
more valid for the cup-type meters. For propeller
a nd screw-type meters, there is reason to believe 
that the true fluctuations are not merely dampe ned 
when translated to the meter registration. 

Suitable data was obtained from records on 
the Mississipp i River, Mackenzie ( 1884), for an 
analysis of this error component. T ime series of 
velocity at various relative depths at different points 
of the river was considered in an analysis of th'e 
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TABLE 9. MEAN VALUES OF ANGLE FUNCTIONS USED TO DESCRIBE ERROR DUE TO OBUQUE CURRENTS 

Mean of ( 1 - cos aii) 

Std. Dev. Mean Angle, aij ' Degrees 
CT 

a 
(Degrees) 0 2 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 18 20 

0 0. . 0006 . 0024 . 0055 . 0097 . 0152 . 0219 . 0297 . 0387 . 0489 . 0603 
2 . 0060 . 0012 . 0030 . 0061 . 0103 . 0158 . 0224 . 0303 . 0393 . 0495 . 0609 
4 . 0024 . 0030 . 0049 . 0079 . 0121 . 0176 . 0242 . 0321 . 041 1 . 0513 . 0626 
6 . 0055 . 0061 . 0079 . 0109 . 0151 . 0206 . 0272 . 0350 . 0440 . 0541 . 0654 
8 . 0097 . 0103 . 0121 . 0151 . 0193 . 0247 . . 0313 . 0391 . 0481 . 0582 . 0694 

10 . 0151 . 0157 . 0175 . 0205 . 0247 . 0301 . 0366 . 0444 . 0533 . 0633 . 0745 
12 . 0217 . 0223 . 0241 . 0271 . 0312 . 0366 . 0431 . 0508 . 0596 . 0696 . 0807 
14 . 0294 . 0300 . 0318 . 0347 . 0389 ,0442 . 0506 . 0582 . 0670 . 0769 . 0879 
16 . 0382 . 0388 . 0406 . 0435 . 0476 . 0529 . 0593 . 0668 . 0755 . 0853 . 09 6 2. 
18 . 0482 . 0487 . 0505 . 0534 . 0574 . 0626 . 0690 . 0764 . 0850 . 0947 . 1056 
20 . 0591 . 0597 . 061 4 . 0643 . 0683 . 0734 . 0797 . 0871 . 0956 . 1052 . 1158 

Mean of ~os a . . (cos a .. - 1)) 
lJ lJ 

Std. Dev. Mean Angle, aij , Degrees 
rr 

a 
(Degrees) 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

0 0. - . 0006 -.0024 -. 0054 -.0096 -.0150 - . 0214 -.0288 -. 0372 -.0465 - . 0567 
2 -.0006 -. 0012 - .0030 - . 0060 - .0102 - .0155 -. 0219 -.0293 - . 0377 -. 0470 -. 0570 
4 -.0024 - .0030 -.0048 -.0078 -.0119 -. 0171 -. 0234 -.0307 -.0390 -.0482 -. 051l1 
6 - .0054 -. 0060 -. 0077 -. 0106 -.01 46 -.01·98 -.0259 - . 03 31 -.0412 -.0501 - .0598 

8 -.0094 -.0100 -.0117 -. 0145 -. 0184 - . 0234 - . 0294 -.0363 -.0441 -.0528 -.0622 
10 - .0144 -.0150 - .0166 - . 0193 - . 0231 - .0278 -.0336 - . 0402 -.0478 -.0561 -.0651 
12 -.0203 -.0208 -.0224 -.0250 -.0285 -.0331 -.0385 -.0449 - .0520 -.0599 -.0685 
14 -.0269 -.0274 - . 0288 -.03 12 - .0346 -.0389 -.0440 -.0500 -.0567 - . 0641 -.0721 
16 - .0340 -.0344 - . 0358 -. 0380 - .0412 -.0452 -.0499 -.0555 - . 0617 -.0686 -.0760 
18 -.0414 -.041 8 -. 0431 -. 0452 -. 0481 -.0517 -. 056 1 -.0612 - .0669 -.0732 - . 0800 
20 -. 0490 -.0494 - .0506 -. 0524 -.0551 -.0584 - . 0623 -.0670 -. 0721 -. 0778 -.0840 

Mean of (cos a .. (cos 2 a .. - 1)] 
lJ lJ 
-Std. Dev. Mean Angle, Degrees aij' 

rr 
a 

(Degrees) 0 2 4 6 8 

0 0. -.0012 -.0049 -. 0109 -.0192 
2 -.0012 -.0024 -.0060 -.0120 -.0203 
4 -.0048 - . 0060 - .0096 - . 0154 - .0235 
6 - .0107 -. 0118 - .0153 -. 0210 -.0288 
8 -. 0186 -.0197 -.0230 -. 0284 - .0360 

10 - .0282 - . 0293 -.0324 -.0376 -.0447 
12 - . 0394 - .0403 - . 0432 - . 048 1 - .0547 
14 - . 0515 -. 0524 - . 0551 - . 0596 -. 0657 
16 -: 0644 -.0652 - . 0617 -. 0717 -. 0773 
18 -. 0776 -. 0784 -.0805 - . 084 2 - .0892 
20 -.0907 - . 0914 - . 0933 - . 0965 - . 1009 

relationship between the coefficient of variation of 
velocity, relative depth, and meter exposure time. 
The results, presented in fig. 7. reveal that an equa
tion which represented the scatter of points rather 
well is of the form, 

where 

Cv(Vij) = (0. 015 + 0, 049 zz) T-0. 50 

C)ViJ.) i s the coefficient of variation of 
velocity, 
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10 

-. 0297 
-.0307 
- .0338 
-. 0388 
- .0455 
- . 0537 
- . 0631 
- . 0735 
- . 0844 
-. 0955 
- . 1065 

z 

T 

12 14 16 18 20 

- .0423 -.0568 -.0730 -.0908 - . 1099 
-.0432 -.0577 -. 0738 -.0915 -. 1105 
-.0461 - .0602 -. 0761 - . 0934 -. 1121 
-.0507 - .0644 -.0798 -.0966 - .1147 
-. 0569 - . 0700 -.0848 -. 1009 -. 1181 
- . 0645 - . 0769 -.0908 -. 1060 -.1224 
- . 0732 -.0848 - .0978 -. 1120 -. 127 2 
-.0827 - .0934 -. 1054 - .1184 - . 1325 
-. 0928 -. 1025 -. 1134 -. 1252 -. 1379 
-. 1030 -.1117 - . 1215 -. 1321 - . 1434 
- . 1132 -. 1209 - . 1294 -. 1388 -. 1488 

is the relative depth measured from 
the water surface, 

is the measurement time or meter ex-
posure time in minutes. 

The function is parabolic with respect to relative 
depth, reveals that the velocity is independent of 
time, and that the variance is pr oportional to the 
square of velocity. Table 11 also summarizes the 
results. 

I 
l 

J 
\ 



TABLE 10. VARIANCE OF ANGLE FUNCTIONS USED TO DESCRIBE ERROR DUE TO OBLIQUE CURRENTS 

Variance of ( 1 - cos a ij) 

Std. Dev. Mean Angle, aij , Degrees 
rT a 

(Degrees) 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

0 o. 0. 0 . 0 . o. 0. 0. o. 0. o. o. 
2 0. 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. .0001 . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 
4 0. 0 . 0. . 0001 . 0001 . 0002 . 0002 . 0003 . 0004 . 0005 . 0006 
6 . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 . 0002 . 0003 . 0004 .0005 . 0007 . 0009 . 0011 . 0013 
8 . 0002 . 0002 . 0003 . 0004 . 0006 . 0008 . 0010 . 0013 . 0016 . 0020 . 0024 

10 . 0004 . 0005 . 0006 . 0008 . 0010 . 0013 . 0017 . 0022 . 0027 . 0032 . 0039 
12 . 0009 . 0010 . 0011 . 0014 . 0017 . 0022 . 0027 . 0033 . 0040 . 0048 . 0057 
14 . 0017 . 0017 . 0019 . 0023 . 0027 . 0033 .0040 . 0049 . 0058 • 0069 . 0081 
16 . 0028 . 0029 . 0032 . 0036 . 0042 . 004 9 . 0058 . 0069 . 008 1 . 0094 . 0109 
18 . 0044 . 0045 . 0048 . 0053 . 0061 . 0070 . 0081 . 0094 . 0109 . 0125 . 0144 
20 . 0066 . 0067 . 0071 . 0077 . 0085 . 0096 . 0110 . 0125 . 0143 . 0163 . 0 185 

Variance of [cos a . . (cos a . . -
lJ lJ 

!}l 

Std. Dev. Mean Angle, aij , Degrees 
rT 

a 
(Degrees) 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

0 0 . 0. o. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0. 0 . 
2 0. 0 . 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 
4 0 . 0 . o. . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 . 0002 . 0003 . 0003 . 0004 . 0004 
6 . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 . 0002 . 0002 . 0003 . 0004 . 0006 . 0007 . 0008 . 0009 
8 . 0002 . 0002 . 0002 . 0003 . 0005 . 0006 .0008 . 0010 . 0012 . 0014 . 0016 

10 . 0004 . 0004 . 0005 . 0006 . 0008 . 0010 . 0012 . 0015 . 0018 . 002J • 0023 
12 . 0007 . 0007 . 0008 . 0010 . 001 2 . 0015 .0018 . 0021 . 0024 . 0028 . 0031 
14 . 00 12 . 0012 . 0013 . 0015 . 0017 . 0020 . 0024 . 0028 . 0031 . 0035 • 0039 
16 . 0018 . 0018 . 0019 . 0021 . 0024 . 0027 . 0030 . 0034 . 0038 . 0042 • 0046 
18 . 0024 . 0025 . 0026 . 0028 . 0030 . 0034 .0037 .0041 . 0045 . 0049 . 0053 
20 . 0032 .0032 . 0033 . 0035 . 0037 . 0040 .0044 . 0047 . 0051 . 0055 . 0058 

• . 1 
Variance of cos a .. (cos~a . . - 1), 

. lJ lJ : 
Std. Dev. Mean Anglt, - Degrees 

rT aij ' 
a 

(Degrees) 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

0 0. 0. 0 . 0. 0. 0 . 0 . 0. 0. 0 . 0. 

2 0 . o. o. . 0001 . 0001 . 0001 . 0002 . 0002 . 0003 . 0003 • 0004 

4 0 . . 0001 . 0001 . 0002 . 0004 . 0005 . 0007 . 0009 . 0011 . 0013 . 0015 

6 . 0002 . 0003 . 0004 . 0006 . 0009 . 0012 . 0016 . 0020 . 0024 . 0028 . 0032 

8 . 0006 . 0007 . 0009 . 0012 . 00 17 . 0022 . 0028 . 0035 . 0041 . 0047 . 0052 
10 . 0014 . 001 5 . 0017 . 0022 . 0028 . 0035 . 0043 . 0051 . 0060 . 0067 . 0075 
12 . 0025 . 0026 . 0029 . 0035 . 0042 . 0050 . 0059 . 0069 . 0079 . 0088 . 0097 
l4 . 0040 . 0041 . 0045 . 0050 . 0058 . 0067 . 0077 . 0087 . 0098 . 0108 . 0116 
16 . 0058 . 0059 . 0063 . 0068 . 0076 . 0084 . 0094 . 0105 . 01 15 • 0125 . 0133 
18 . 0077 . 007 8 . 0082 . 0087 . 0094 . 0102 . 0111 . 0121 . 0130 . 0139 . 0147 
20 . 0097 . 0098 . 0101 . 0105 . 0111 . 0118 . 0126 . 0 134 . 0 143 . 0151 . 0158 

Data for one vertical in a Russian mountain 
stream were extracted from the paper by Dement'ev 
( 196 2) and analyzed i n like manner to that of the 
Mississippi River. These points plot in appro xi
mately the same area as the previous data but appear 
to reflect some dependence in time. However, con
siderably more data is required before any inference 
can be made regarding the dependence, if in fact 

relative order of magnitude of the results is the 
same, the above relationship tending to give a more 
optimistic view of the error. 

such exists. 

One cannot compare the r esults directly with 
those presented by Dement'ev (1962) since the statis 
tics evaluated are entirely different. However, the 
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For the purpose of the error mode l, t his com
ponent of e rror will be considered as, 

where 
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Fig. 7 The coefficient of variation of a velocity 
measurement as a function of relative depth 
a nd meter exposure time 

TABLE 11. VARIABILITY OF VELOCITY AT A 
POINT AS A FUNCTION OF THE 
RE LATIVE DEPTH AND THE METER 
EXPOSURE TIME 

Coefficient of Variation of Velocity, Percentage 
Relative Depth Time, Minutes 
(From Surface\ 1 2 5 10 

0. 1 1.53 1.08 0.68 0.48 
0.2 1.68 1.19 0. 75 0.53 
0. 3 1. 93 I. 36 0.86 0. 61 
0.4 2. 27 1.60 1.01 0. 72 
0. 5 2.72 1. 92 1.22 0.86 
0.6 3. 26 2. 30 1.46 1.03 
0.7 3. 91 2. 76 1. 75 1.24 
0 .8 4.65 3. 29 2.08 1.4 7 
0 . 9 5.49 3.88 2.45 1. 7 3 

and 
z 

(J'~ = (o. 015 + o. 049 Z 2
) T-1. 

0 

3.4 The Error Model - Its Mean and Variance 

. Substitutuion of the relationships hypothesized 
w the previous section into the general model devel
oped in section two of this chapter, yields the follow
ing expression. 

{ 

T 
n mi 

q = \ A.\ {R .. l,." V .. + T.1 f r(a .. ) L 1 L 1J c 1J 1J 

i = I j = 1 
0 

V .. dt + v V .. 
1J s lJ 
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+"tv· )} + " A.v. + v. {w. 6. o.}
1 

. 1J p 1 1 1 1 1 1 ( 

) 
or 

n { mi R .. JT 
q • \ A. \ [R .. V .. (v + v + v )+ T1

J f(a .. )V .. dt] L 1 L 1J 1J c s t 1J 1J 

i= 1 j=l 
0 

+A. V.(v + 6.)} 
1 l p l 

This equation represents a model of error in a single 
discharge measurement. The. more meaningful 
terms of the mean and the variance are now considered. 

The mean error in a s ingle discharge measure
ment m ay be deri ved from the above equation as 

q = E (q] = t {Air.i. [RijVijE [ " c + "s + " t ] 
1 = I j = I 

+ R~i / E [r<•,;JY;;] dt] + A1 V, E[• P + ,: ] } 

Using the hypotheses advanced in the previous section 
r egarding the expected values of the component errors , 

This expression defines the mean error or the bias in 
a s ingle discharge measurement. As such bias can be 
estimated only by a detailed study of the role of the 
factors contained in this equation for each gaging site, 
or by the use of a n independent, more accurate, 
m ethod of determining discharge s uch as a weir, it is 
assumed to be zero in pr actice. However, the major 
potential contributors to bias should be recognized 
and steps taken to minimize this effect. 

This mean error is primarily a function of the 
ability of the current meter to respond correctly to 
oblique and turbulent streamflow, and of the robust
ness of the technique for s ampling the ver tical distri
bution of velocity. If the function r~presenting the . 
oblique effect is rel atively constant across the section, 
the bias caused by this effect may be considered to be 
proportional to the total discharge. Until the turbu
lence in natural channels has been adequately de 
scribed and measured, and the function relating t he 
effect on the meter is verified or replaced, the mag
nitude of the bias caused by this factor will be i n 
question. The study of robustnes s presented in a 
previous section also revealed that the present sam
pling techniques do introduce bias when applied to the 
t heoret ical profiles considered. This bias may be 



positive or negative depending on the particular dis
tributuion. There may be reason to believe that this 
bias is negligible, when different velocity distributions 
are present across the gaging section. However, 
proper sampling of those distributuions in the sections 
containing the major part of the discharge is essential. 

The variance of the error in a total discharge 
measurement is the other statistic considered. It 
should be noted that, since the true discharge has 
been assumed to remain constant during the measure
me nt interval, the variance of the error is equal t o 
the variance of the dischar ge measurement itself. 
Beginning with the general model, 

In order to put this expression in a tractable form , it 
is necessary to make a number of assumptions rela
tive to the independence of the parameters involved. 
In most instances, the dependence is a function of the 
bias in the depth and velocity measurements. There
fore. it has been assumed that there is no bias in 
the measurements. This infers that the total dis 
charge measurement is also unbiased. 

If the errors in the discharge estimates in the 
n vertical sections are independent, then 

n 

Var [ q] = L Var [ Ai vi+ vi ai] 

i = 1 

In a previous section it was shown that, 

Also 

m· 

Var [ vJ"' Var [i R;;(vc + v0 + v5 + v1) + vp] 

J = 1 

Assuming the errors in estimates of mean velocity 
at individual points are independent, 

m. 
l 

Var [vi]= L Rtj Var [vc + v0 + vs + vt) + Var vp 

j " 1 
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Then, 

where 

mi 

= \ R~. V~.(a-2 + a-2 + a-2 + a-2) + y2 2 L.. lJ lJ vc vo vs vt i IT vp · 
j = 1 

-z 2] A 2 -V2 · 2 } + V. IT + . , lTd 
1 vp l l 

2 
IT 

vo 

CTZ 
vs 

ITZ 
vt 

"" 0. 00005 for velocities greater than 
one foot per second, 

( -X T) 
2 1 -e 

1 
[ J Xl T Var f (aij) , 

is inversely proportional to n, 

2 

= 
(o. 01s + o. 049 Z 2

) 

T 

CT 1 may be estimated from Table 8 , vp 

2 CT d is inversely proportional to n . 

This model may be further simplified if the variances 
of the error components are assumed to be constant 
for a single discharge measurement, and if R .. is 

lJ 
assumed to be equal to 1/m, where m is the number 
of velocity measurements made in each vertical. 
Then, 

Var (q] "' \ A~ (CTz + CT2 + cr2 + CTz) \ __!j_ n { [ m Vz 
L 1 vc vo vs vt L m 2 

i=1 j= t 

+ V~ IT
2 + V~ CT d1.l } 

1 vp 1 ~ · 

But 

m 'r. var[ v .. ] v~ ~ r+[C~(V;;>l} L: __!.1. - lJ 1 
mz - + m m 

j = 1 

where C (V .. ) is the coefficient of variation of the· 
- v lJ . . h 

m, V .. values. In the above express1on, 1t a s 
lJ 

further been assumed that 



m v .. 
L: .....!l. ::: v. 

m 1 

j = 1 

If the weights were unequal, rather than all equal to 
1/m, such an assumption could also be made of the 
weighted mean in order to arrive at the above ex
pression. Then, 

where 

Q~ = A~ v~ 
1 1 1 

. For the stand?rd tw.o-point velocity sampling 
techmque, the term mvolvmg the variability of the 
two velocity values may be expressed as 

1 + [C~ (Vii)] 

m 
(V0. 2/Vo.slz+t 

[vo_2/ vo.sl + 1] z 

As the ratio of V0 _21V0 _8 varies from t. 5 to 2.5, the 

above expression varies from 0.52 to 0.59. In other 
word~, the effect of average variance in a point 
v~loc1ty measurement is magnified from four to 
e_1ghteen perc~nt due to the variability of the veloci
tles sampled 1n each vertical. 

Further, 

n 

L Qt = n Var (Q1] 

i = 1 

Therefore, 

}{[
1 + cz(Q}~ 2 z v 11 Q2 

+ 0" + O"d vp n 
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A number of important inferences can be made 
from the variance model. 

(i} The standard deviation of the error in a 
discharge measurement, and of the measured dis
charge itself, is proportional to the discharge. Thi s 
proportionality may not be truly constant over the 
range of discharge values, due to the variation of the 
component errors. However, it is reasonable to 
assume that there is a representative coefficient of 
proportionality for discharges exceeding the low flow 
conditions. 

(ii) Ofthe component errors considered, those 
arising from sampling both the ver tical velocity pro
file and th~ depth have potentially the greatest effect on 
the total measurement. As correct sampling of the 
velocity pr ofile is also important with regard to re 
ducing the chance of bias, this phase of discharge 
measurements requires close consideration. 

(iii} The variability of the n sectional dis 
charge values can have a major effect on the error 
i n the discharge measurement. This variability ca n 
be readily reduced by a subdivision of the stream 
cross section into verticals containing approximately 
equal discharges. Although such a subdivision has 
been suggested in stream-gaging manuals, proof of 
its importance for minimizing errors has not been 
given before. As a result, such methodology has not 
been adopted in practice. The variance model clearly 
reveals that the variability of the partial discharges 
s hould be conside r ed. 

(iv) The minimum number of sampling points 
required in each vertical to achieve a prescribed 
level of accuracy is a function of the total variance of 
a point velocity measurement, the robustness of the 
technique for sampling the velocity distributuion, and 
the variability of the sampled velocities in the distri
bution. The inference here is that sampling the 
vertical dis tributuion of velocity at points considerably 
distant in space and velocity magnitude, such as in the 
0.2 and 0.8 point scheme, may give rise to a larger 
variance in the discharge measurement due to the 
greatly increased coefficient of variation term. The 
question arises whether this effect is balanced by a 
significant decrease in G' 2 • • and by a r eduction in vp 
the chance of bias. Improved sampling schemes 
centered more around the position of the mean velocity 
vector might be p referable in order to obtain a mini
mum variance unbiased estimate of the mean velocity 
in a vertical. 

(v) The best measurement technique for a 
particular stream site, involving the minimum num
ber of verticals and sampling points in each vertical 
for a prescribed level of accuracy, can be determined 
only after the relative role of each term of the vari
ance model has been estimated from a preliminary 
study. For accurate research measureme nts, such 
as those required for the evaluation of weather modifi
cation attainments, there seems little question that 
such studies should be undertaken . For common 
mountain stream measurements, it would be difficult 
to j ustify such extensive investigations. However , 
the stream sites could be classified according to their 
flow and geometric characteris tics. Then streams 
exhibiti ng similar characteristics could be sampled 
in one manner; a nd groups of gaging sites varying 
widely in properties could be sampled in different 
ways. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE EVALUATION OF DISCHARGE ESTIMATES 

4.1 General Approach 

At the outset, it was noted that there is a need 
for objective methodology for evaluating the accuracy 
of daily, monthly, and annual discharge estimates. 
Whereas, a hypothetical error model for a single 
discharge measurement has been developed in the 
previous chapter, a method is presented here for 
est imating the accuracy of a single discharge esti
mate from use of the appropriate stage- discharge 
relationship. A mathematical representation is made 
of the rating curve; sample curves are fitted; and 
both confidence and tolerance limits are prepared and 
inte rpreted. On the basis of this representation and 
of a consideration of the correlation between daily 
errors, daily, monthly and annual discharge esti
mates are evaluated. 

4.2 Mathematical Representation of the Rating Curve 

4. 2.1 Basic hypotheses 

Before proceeding, it is necessary to establish 
a number of hypotheses. Firstly, it is hypothesized 
that, for a given stream-gaging station and a particu
lar period of time during which the river control may 
be considered to be stable, there exists a true stage-

discharge relationship, or at least a mean relation
ship about which the true one varies somewhat ran
domly. Secondly, it is hypothesized that for many 
mountain-gaging stations, the period of stability 
mentioned above is sufficiently long so that a number 
of discharge measurements may be obtained, and the 
true stage-discharge relationship may be estimated 
by a simple mathematical expression. Finally. it 
is hypothesized that the majority of scatter of plotted 
measurement points about a mountain stream rating 
curve estimated for a stable period, arises from 
measurement error, and not to any great extent to 
minor incidents of instability or hysteresis effects. 

4.2. 2 Selection of sample data 

A sample of nine stream-gaging stations was 
selected for analysis from those situated in the re
gions of the mountains of Colorado which have been 
deemed to be suitable for weather modification re
search and practice. Descr iptive material regarding 
these stations is given in Table 12, and they are 
located on the map in fig. 8. This information has 
been obtained from U. S. Geological Survey Water 
Supply Papers, and the Station Analyses maintained 
in the Denver Office of the Surface Water Branch, 
Water Resource s Division, U. S. Geological Survey. 

TABLE 12. DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION REGARDING SAMPLE GAGING STATIONS 

Basin Drainage Average Specific Nature 
and Station Ar'!a Discharge Yield of 

Station N arne Number (Squa ,·c Miles) (cis) ( cfs /Sq. Mi.) Control 

Arkansas River 
Arkansas River at 07- 860 4 27 353 0.83 Rock and sma:ll boulder 

Granite riffle. 

Gunnison River 
Taylor River below 09- 1090 245 187 0. 76 Boulder and gravel bar. 

Taylor Park Res. 
East River at 09-1125 295 347 I. 17 Coarse aggregates, 

Almont cobble, and rock. 
Quartz Creek near 09-1180 I 06 54.8 0.52 Rock and cobble bar. 

Ohio City 
Curecanti Creek 09- 1250 31.8 33.7 1. 06 Rock and gravel bar. 

near Sapine ro 

Dolor es River 
San Miguel River 09-1725 308 232 0. 75 Rock and gravel r iffle . 

near Place r ville 

San J uan Rive r 
Animas River at 09 - 3575 55.9 106 1. 90 Rock and gravel riffle. 

Howards ville 
Hermosa Creek 09-3610 172 143 0.83 Gravel a nd c obble bar. 

near Hermosa 
Animas R iver at 09-3615 692 862 1. 24 Low boulder dam. 

Durango 
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Fig. 8 Stream-gaging stations in the Colorado mountains selected for error 
evaluation 

In order to ascertain the relative stability of 
the control sections of the above- mentioned stations, 
and hence the stability of the rating curves, copies of 
the data of all discharge measurements performed at 
each site were obtained. From this information, the 
values of gage height, or stage, and discharge were 
plotted sequentially in time for each station. This 
procedure proved to be a simple manner in which to 
note major shifts in the rating curves. 

. . . It was observed that in the majority of ca s es, a· 
s1gmf1cant shift of a c urve would occur only after the val
ues at. high di~charges had been plotted. That is to say, 
a perlo.d of hlgh now appeared to be required before 
the ra~mg curve would shift noticeably. Therefore, 
the shtfts coul~ be attributed to either a change in 
~he cross-s.ectwnal shape of the channel, or a change 
m the relatlve roughness of the bed. In the firs t case 
scour ac!ion could have altered the gaging site by ' 
degra.d~twn and/ or aggradation. Secondly, the high 
velocttles could have caused the removal of fine 
material from the bed, leaving a coarser armour 
plate and an increased relative roughness. 

A minimum of a dozen points, and more usually 
at least thirty t o fifty points, were available between 
shifts. The dates where the s hifts were observed 
were noted, and the total period of station record was 
thus divided into periods of stability. These dates 
tended to correspond to notations made on the data 
sheets or the station analyses regarding shifts in the 
channel or a complete relocation of the station. 

Although some subjectivity was involved in the 
above procedure, it proved to be an effective way to 
subdivide the period of record at a station into 
lengths when there appeared to be a relatively stable 
stage- discharge relationship. Further, the original 
hypothesis regarding the existence of a stable rela
tionship for a relatively long period of time was 
proven valid for the mountain stations considered. 

4. 2. 3 A rating-curve equation 

In order to represent the stage- discharge rela 
ionship mathematically, it is desirable to choose a 
regression equation that adequately describes the 
relationship with a minimum number of parameters. 
The following equation was selected. 



where 

~· Q is the estimated discharge, 

H is the observed stage, 
;~ ,~ . 
b 1, b

2
, Ho are the estimated parameters of the 

equation. 

This equation has been used by a number of 
persons for the extension of station rating curves. 

* Usually, Ho has been assumed to be zero. However, 
the equation has seldom been employed to fit available 
data, an "eye fit " being deemed to be more suitable. 
Carter and Davidian ( 1965) have recently suggested 
the use of this equation, with a graphical procedure 
for estimating Ho. 

Before a method of fitting the above equation 
is presented, it is worthwhile to note the significance 
of the estimated pa rameters. The first parameter, 
b 1, reflect s the scales being used for stage and dis-

charge; b2 denotes the degree of curvature or slope 

of the estimated relationship; and Ho may be defined 
as the virtual stage at zero discharge . In the physi
cal situation, Ho represents the lowest bed elevation 
at the stream station, or the pond elevation at zero 
flow, t ranslated to the stage scale. This parameter 
could be estimated from a careful study of the station. 
However, it is more r eadily obtained by considering 
it as the third estimated parameter in the e quation. 

4. 2.4 Fitting the rating curve 

The method of least squares is chosen for esti
m ating t he parameters of the selected regression 
equation. Further, the method is employed on the 
loga rithms of discharge, treating the equation in a 
linear form. Justification for this logarithmic trans
formation is given in a subsequent section. The equa
tion considered for the l east squares analysis becomes, 

* * * * lnQ "lnb
1 

+ b2 ln(H -Ho) 

* For ease of r epresentation, the term (H- Ho) is de-
noted as Hr, or relative stage . That is, 

* * * ln Q= lnb1 + b2 lnHr. 

Considering the least squares technique as 
applied to the logarithms , the objective is to mini
mize the squared devi ations between the logarithms 
of the estima ted and observed discharge values, or 
to minimize 

where p r epresents the number of observed stage 
discharge values . The three estimated parameters 
r equired to meet the above objective may be deter
mined by setting the partial derivative oi the summa:. 
tion with r espect to each of the parameters equal to 
zero. The resulting equations are: 

p p 

L lnQi- p l nb1 - b2L lnHr1 : 0 

1 1 

p p p 

[
1 

ln Qi ln Hr i - l n b 1 L ln Hr i - b2 L (ln Hr i) 2 

1 1 

p ....... 
\ l nQi 

L Hr. 
1 l 

p 

* L I -lnb -
1 Hr. 

1 l 

* Lp ln Hri 
- b2 -H- = r . 0 . 

1 l 

Solving the above equations simultaneously for 

* and Ho , the following equations are obtained. 
* equation for estimating Ho is , 

p p p 

)lnQ'. \ 1/Hr.- p \ lnQ./Hr . 'r l'r l ~ l l 
0 . 

* * Once Ho has been estimated, b 1 and b2 may be 
determined explicitly from, 

and 

p p p 

) l nQ. \ ln Hr. - \ lnfJ. ln Hr . 
L-.. tL 1 L 1 1 

b = 1 1 I 
2 p z p 

[ L lnHri] - L (ln Hr/ 

1 

* 

0 

The equation for estimating Ho must be solved 
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by an iterative p rocedure. Manually, this procedure 
would be monumental; by computer, it is readily 

* accomplished. The equation is of the form, f(Ho) = 0, 
and the object of the iteration is to solve for the real 
root of the function. The Bolzano or bisection method 
is a s imple procedure for this determination and can 
be easily prog rammed for the computer. Starting at 

a point ilo that is virtually certain to be larger tti.an 
* the root , Ho is decreased by an increment ho until 

* an interval of width ho is found, such that f(Ho) and 



* f{Ho+ho) have opposite signs. A root. is then known 
• • to fall between Ho and {Ho + ho). The i ncrement ho 

is then halved at every step, with the new interval • • • * 
{Ho, Ho + ho/4) used when f{Ho) and f{ Ho+ho/2) are 

* of opposite signs , and t he new interval (Ho +ho/2, 
* • Ho + 3 ho /4) used when f{Ho + ho/2) has the s ame sign 

* as f(Ho). The root is t hus always approached from 
the left. 

In applying the Bolzano method to the estimation 
• • of Ho, the i nitial Ho selected was the lowest stage 

value of the data minus 0 .01. For data from perennial 
streams, the minimum stage is inevitably more than 
0.01 a bove the root; but it is important to select a 
point below the minimum value to insure that all rela
tive stage values are positive. The iterative proced
ure was performed until the interval ho had been · 
reduced to less than 0.0005. 

4 . 2.5 Justification of the logarithmic transformation 

A basic premise of the method of least s quares 
is that the variance of the estimated variable be a 
constant over the range of applicability of the esti 
mated relationship. From the previously-estimated 
model for error in a single discharge measurement, 
it was learned that the variance of the error, and of 
the measured discharge, is not a constant. Rather, 
the variance may be expected to be proportional to the 
square of the discharge. The logarithmic transfor
mation tends to stabilize the variance whe n it is pro
portional to the square of the discharge , and the least 
squares approach is applicable on the logarithms. 

In order to further verify the proportionality of 
the variance and the square of the discharge, the 
most r e cent rating-curve data for the mountain 
stream - gaging stations was studied. Rating curves 
were fitted by the above-described procedure, and 

* the squared deviations, {Qi - Qi)2, were determined 

and plotted with the res pective estimated discharge 
values, as shown in fig. 9. On this p lot, there is a 
tendency for the most dense grouping of points to 
follow a straight line of s lope t wo. No s ingle line on 
this plot would have much significance, since data 
from the nine sample stat ions were pooled together. 
However, the t endency s uggested above reflect s the 
fact that the variance of a discharge value is appro xi
mately proportional to the s quare of that value. Hence, 
the model presented in the previous chapter is 
strengthened, and the logarithmic transformation is 
further justified. 

4.2.6 The divisive discha rge value 

In order to develop the hypothetical error 
model for a s i ngle discharge measurement, it was 
necessary to restrict consideration to discharges 
which did not involve low velocities and/ or shallow 
depths. At velocities less than one foot per second, 
it was noted that most current meters failed to 
register accurately. Also, at depths less tha n one 
foot, the vertical distributuion of velocity , and hence 
the mean velocity in a vertical, became very difficult 
to est imate properly. Therefore, the error i n a 
s ingle relatively small discharge measurem ent 
occurring under the above conditions may be expected 
to be relatively high, and not abide by the conditions 
of the model. 
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Fig. 9 Squared deviations from estimated rating 
curves versus estimated discharges 

As a result, a "divisive discharge value" was 
established for each stream-gaging site. By defini
tion, this value is that discharge which can be ex
pecte d to exceed all discharges arising from velocities 
less than one foot per second and/or depths less than 
one foot. In other words, the divisive dischar ge 
value, determined on the basis of the above physical 
criteria, divides the discharge meas urement and the 
rating curve for a gaging station into t wo portions. 
The upper , and longer portion of the curve, may be 
expected to have errors of estimate whose distri
butions are represented by the error model. That 
is, along this portion, the standard deviation of a 
singl e discharge is proportional to that discharge . 
On the short, lower portion of the curve, relative 
errors may become quite large, although in absol ute 
value they will be small. The divisive discharge 
values for the nine sample stations are given in 
Table 13. 

It was further observed that the divisive dis
charge values selected essentially divided the mean 
daily discharge estimates for the mountain s tations 
considered into winter and summer flows. For more 



TABLE 13. DIVISIVE DISCHARGE VALUES FOR THE 
SAMPLE STATIONS 

Station Name 

Arkansas River at Gra!".ite 

Taylor River below Taylor Park 
Reservoir 

East River at Almont 

Quartz Creek near Ohio City 

Curecanti Creek near Sapinero 

San Miguel River near Placerville 

Animas River at Howardsville 

Hermosa Creek near Hermosa 

Animas River at Durango 

explicit information on this point, a duration curve 
was prepared for each sample station, and percent 
volume plots were developed from graphical integra
tion of the duration curves. Both duration and volume 
curves are presented in fig. 10. 

The selected divisive discharge values were 
equalled or exceeded, on the average, 4 7. 3 percent of 

Divisive Dischar ge Value, QD 
(cfs) 
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the time, and the range was from 26.5 to 56.0 percent. 
However, the same discharge values and flows below 
them accounted for only an average of 11.2 percent 
of the annual volume, the range being from 3.4 to 
16.0 percent. In other words , although the flows in 
the lower portion of the rating curve occur over fifty 
percent of the t.ime, they account for only about ten 
percent of the volume. 
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Therefore, the use of a divisive discharge value 
assumes several connotations. Not only are there 
physical justifications for considering the discharge 
measurements and the rating curve in t wo portions 
but also statistically the values are consistent for t'he 
mountain streams with regard to both the duration and 
volume aspects. Since the low flows occur in the 
winter months during adverse weather and flow con
ditions, there is further physical justificat ion for the 
errors in low-flow measurements to become relatively 
large. 

4.2. 7 Confidence and tolerance limits 

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, differ
ent criteria are used for fitting confidence and toler
ance limits to the two portions of a rating curve. For 
the upper portion of the curve, the limits reflect the 
fact that t he variance is proportional to the square of 
t~e .discharge; whereas on the lower portion, the 
hm1ts are based on the assumption that the absolute 
error remains constant, with the result that the rela
tive error increases rapidly for small discharge 
values. The limits for each portion are further dis
cussed below. 

For the upper portion of the fitted rating curve, 
the regular statistical confidence and tolerance limits 
are determ ined. Since the curve has been fitted by 
use of a logarithmic transformation, the limits must 
be evaluated on the same basis. In other words, the 

1. . d * * 1m1~s are etermined by the variability of lnb1, b 2 
and Ho. Further, since the correlation between the 
estimated parameters is not known, the limits are 

determined with regard to a fixed value of Ho. That 

* is, once Ho has been estimated, it is assumed to be 
exact, and the confidence and tolerance limits for the 
regression curve are based on the variability of only 

* * lnb1 and b
2

, which are uncorrelated parameters. 

Then the confidence limits for the upper portion 
of the rating curve may be expressed as, ' 

* . 
ln Q - t sQ* < ln Q < ln Q + t sQ* 

p - - p 

* where sQ is the sample standard deviation of lnQ, 

and tp is the appropriate "student" t value for the 

selected confidence l evel. In terms of the absolute 
rather than the logarithmic values, 

exp ( -tp sQ) Q ~ Q ~ exp (tpsQ) Q 

Further, it is of interest to consider the distance be
tween the limits and the estimated value as a per
centage of the estimated value. The upper limit may 

* be expressed as 100(exp(t s":..l- 1]Q , and the lower 
p ~* 

limit as 100 [ exp ( -t s*-l - 1] Q; or the two limits as 
p*~ 

100 (exp (±tp s Q) - 1) Q. The n Q lies between a posi-

tive and a negative percentage of the estimated dis 
charge. 

Similarly, the tolerance limits for the upper 
portion of the fitted rating curve may be expressed as, 

* * ln Q - t sQ < ln Q < ln Q + t SQ 
p - - p 

or 
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or 

where sQ is the sample standard deviation of ln Q. 

On the lower portion of the rating curve, the 
absolute error has been assumed to remain constant. 
The confidence and tolerance limits for this portion 
are, therefore, obtained by using the absolute devia
tions of the limits calculated for the upper portion at 
the divisive discharge value, and extending lines 
parallel to the rating curve from the divisive discharge 
value downwards to the minimum discharge. That is, 
the absolute error at the divisive discharge value is 
considered to be representative of the absolute errors 
to be expected at lower discharge values. As a re
s~lt, the relative errors increase quite rapidly as the 
d1scharge decreases from the divisive value. 

Although the relative errors, reflected by the 
limits, diverge slightly on the upper portion of the 
curve as the point considered departs from the geo
metric mean of the discharge measurements, they 
may be expected to remain fairly constant since the 
measurement range is relatively small. Then the 
relative errors begin to increase rapidly below the 
divisive value. This type of error distribution · along 
the curve would appear to reflect the true situation 
rather well. 

As the limits on the upper portion of the curve 
are fitted on the basis of logarithms, the errors are 
essentially assumed to be log-normally distributed. 
Hence, the relative upper bound is always larger 
than the relative lower one. The error is bounded on 
the lower side of a discharge value, whereas there is 
no bound on the positive side. Therefore, the log
norm al error distributuion seems reasonable. 

4.2.8 Sample stage-discharge rating curves 

The data for each stable period of record con
sidered for the sample stations were fitted by the 
procedure previously outlined with a regression equa-

* * * b tion of the form. Q = b 1 (H- Ho) 2 The values ob-

tained for the three estimated parameters, along with 
the sample coefficient of determination are given in 
Table 14 for each period. The standard errors of 
estimate were determined for each portion of each 
curve, and are listed in Table 15 in the dimensionless 
form of the estimated coefficient of variation from 
regression. The total number of data points, p , and 
the number of points on the lower portion, pL , and 

upper portion Pu , of the curve are also given. 

The ques tion arises regarding how well the 
estimated regression equations fit the sample data. 
The best indicators of the nature of the fit are the 
coefficients of determination and the standard errors. 
Each is considered below, with regard t o the results 
in Table 14 and 15. 

The coefficient of determination represents the 
amount of variability in the discharge values ac
counted for by the estimated rating curve. T he 
values obtained for the periods of record considered 
are all greater than 0.95, with the majority of them 
above 0. 99. Such high values definitely infer that the 
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TABLE 14. ESTIMATED PARAMETERS AND SAMP LE COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION FOR FITTED 
STAGE- DISCHARGE RELATIONSHIPS 

• • Station and Period of Record bl bz 
• H r• 

0 

Arkansas R iver at Granite 
Mar. '38 • May ' 41 137.92. I. 89"0 0 . 8057 0.9932 
May '41 ·June '43 18.410 2.9102 0.612.9 0.9910 
June '43 - June '46 94.791 2.. 1087 I. 3736 0.9922. 
July '46 • Dec. '50 78.993 2.27" 8 1. 2.008 0.9950 
Feb. '51 - June '56 142.. 17 1. 9697 I. 62.30 0.9958 
June '58 ·Oct. '60 186.87 2.. 0582. 2.502.2 0.9849 
AprU '61 ·Oct. '64 16.240 3.2796 0. 1905 0.9950 

Taylor River below Taylor Park Reservoir 
May '39 - July '43 78.499 2.0988 0.4691 0,9972. 
Aug. '43 - Jan. '47 90.242 2..0067 0. 5848 0 . 9974 
May '47 • Sept. '50 92..2.02. I. 9437 0. 5993 0. 9970 
Sept . '50 • Nov. 152 73.661 2..0344 0.5183 0.9964 
Nov. '53 ·Sept. '54 9.6592 2.8879 0 . 7161 0.9948 
Sept. '54 - Sept. '57 40 . 359 2.. 3480 I. 7873 0. 9968 
Sept. '57 - May '62. II. 248 3. 092.8 I . 2.82. 1 0. 9972 
May '62 - Oct. '65 10.745 3. 12.52. I. 272.7 0.99&8 

East River at Almont 
Sept. '35 • June '39 3 1. 012. 2. 8097 ·0. 1067 0.9954 
July 139 · Jan. '44 36.32.9 z . 7896 ·0. 1362 0.972.6 
Feb. ' 4-t - Mar. '48 47.286 2..5356 -0. 2.499 0. 9942. 
Mar. '48 • Sept. '50 35. 941 2.. 6ZG9 ·0. 5087 0.9960 
Apr. '55 • May 58 14.397 2.9401 0.02.38 0.976 1 
May ' 58 - Aug. 61 86.845 2.. 1568 1. t2.60 0.9714 
Sept. '61 • Oct . '65 186.07 I. 7469 I . 4609 0.9942. 

Quartz Creek near Ohio City 
Apr. '38 • July 141 65. 909 2..1968 0.02.91 0.9775 
Aug. ' 4 1 • July '46 0.6876 5. 342.4 ·I. 3969 0,9563 
July '46 - Oct. '50 14. 164 3. 0905 o. 2.315 0 ,9724 
Oct. '60 · May '62 6 . 1207 4. 335 2 0.4316 0.9785 
June '62 • June '65 40.62.1 z. 972.0 0. 9398 0,9918 

Curecantl Creel< near Sapinero 
May '48 - Aug. '52. 2..7988 4 .0839 0. 5110 0.9653 
Apr. '53 ·June '57 8. 2646 3, 6291 I. 2529 0.9952 
May '58 • Jan. '61 3. 1215 4 . 6462. I. 0963 0.9968 
Mar. '6 1 ·Nov, '65 0. 7263 5. 4003 0. 7777 0.9860 

San Mieuel River near Placerville 
Sept. '43 • Dec. 146 13. 088 3. 1663 · I. 3939 0.9837 
Jan. '47 ·Apr. '48 5. z 177 3. 7253 ·1.5969 0,9942. 
June '49 ·May '52. 39,2.24 2.. 6085 -0. 7028 0.9954 
June '52 - Oct. '55 2.1. 439 2.. 912.5 - 1.0454 0.9952 
Nov. '55- Apr. '57 0. 5799 4. 9768 -2.. 0859 0.9964 
Nov. '58 • Mar. '62 o. 0 188 6.0913 -I. 1756 0. 976 1 
Apr. '62. Nov. '64 13.513 3. 1566 I. 0193 0.9809 

Animas River at Howardsville 
Apr. '40 - Apr. '42 I. 6349 4, 512.6 -0.9386 0 . 9960 
June ' 42. - May ' 48 8.9388 3. 62.90 -0.3216 0.9954 
June '48 - Sept. '52 7. 4809 3.683.5 ·0. 392.1 o. 9904 
Oct. '52 • Mar. '56 4,6810 3.8 19<6 -0. 6330 0.9934 
Mar. '56 -June '59 14,649 3 . 2.704 -0. 1863 0.9874 
June '59 ·May '61 8.6052. 3.6338 -0. 312.1 0. 9972 
June '61 • Nov. '64 14. 549 3. 3094 -0. 1014 0.9932. 

Hermosa Creek near Hermosa 
May ' 40 • July '43 15.852. 3.3636 -0. 1344 0.9797 
Aug. '43 -Jan. '48 0.0009 8 . 5814 - 2.. 3477 0.9946 
Feb. '48 - May '52. 23 . 230 3, 538 5 - 0.002.3 0,97 14 
June '52· Apr. '54 36.505 3. 4431 0. 0107 0.9942. 
Apr. 154 -June '57 70.300 2. 6701 0, 2.547 0.9954 
Dec. '60 - Nov. 164 41. 443 2. 6908 -0. 1005 0, 9880 

Animas River at Durango 
Nov. '36 - Sept. ' 46 70.490 2.4842. -0.3450 0.9932 
Sept. 146 - Oct. '53 67.517 2..5608 0. I 239 0.9637 
Oct. '53 ·Apr. '57 37.290 2,91!>6 0. 467 2 0.9759 
Apr. '57 -Oct. '64 2.32.73 I. 922.2 I. 1732 0. 9972. 
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TABLE 15. COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION FROM REGRESSION FOR SAMPLE RATING CURVES 

Station and 
Coefficients ot Variation From 

p PL Pu Regression, u a Percenta~re Period of Record Entire Curve Low Portion High Porllon 

Arkansas River at Granite 
Mar. '38 - May '41 39 10 29 + 9. 6 - 8.8 + 15.8 • 13. 3 + 8. 0 - 7. 5 
May ' 41 - June '43 22 5 15 +10.5 - 9.7 +13. 9 - 12.2 + 10. 8 - 9.8 
June '•13 -June ' 46 28 10 18 +10. 5 - 9.5 + 15.9 -15.7 + 5. 7 - 5. 4 
July ' 46 - Dec. 'SO 45 9 36 + 7. 8 - 7.3 + 15.4 -13. 3 + 6.0 - 5.7 
Feb. '51 -June ' 56 65 22 43 + 6.6 - 5.2 + 9.2 - 8.4 + 5. 3 - 5.0 
June '58 - Oct. '60 34 4 30 + I I . 7 - 10.5 +12.6 - II. 2 + 12. I -10.8 
April '61 -Oct. '64 66 7 ~9 + 6.5 - 6. I + II. 3 - 10.2 + 7. 2 • 5.8 

Taylor River 
below Taylor Park Res. 

May '39 - July '43 42 4 38 + 6.3 - 5.9 + 12.8 - II. 3 + 6. 2 - 5.8 
Aug. '43 -Jan. ' 47 50 9 41 + 6.0 - 5.7 + 6.8 - 6. 4 + 6. 0 - 5.7 
May ' 47 -Sept. '50 43 6 37 + 6. I - 5.8 + 13. I -II. 6 + 5. 4 • 5. I 
Sept. '50 - Nov. •52 28 5 23 + 7.5 - 7.0 + 14.8 - 12.9 + 6.9 - 6.5 
Nov. '53 -Sept. '54 33 5 28 + 8. 7 - 8 . 0 +14. 7 - 12.8 + 8.4 - 7.8 
Sept. '54 - Sept. '57 50 9 41 + 9.2 - 8. 4 + 19,4 - 16. 2 + 7.0 - 6.5 
Sept. '57- May '62 50 24 26 + 9.0 - 8. 3 + 12.4 -II. I + 5.4 - !>. I 
May '62 -Oct. '65 40 14 26 +10.5 - 9.5 + 17.4 -1 4.8 + 6.5 - 6. I 

East River at Almont 
Sept. '35 - June '39 43 21 22 + 8. 8 - 8. I +II. 0 · 10. 0 + 5. 9 - 6,5 
July '39 • Jan. ' 44 40 23 17 +21. 9 -18,0 +29, 3 -22.7 + II. 0 -to. 0 
Feb. ' 44 - Mar. 048 38 20 18 + 9. 4 - 8,6 +13. I - II. 6 + 4. 6 - 4. 4 
Mar. '48 - Sept. '50 29 15 14 + 8.6 - 7.9 + 9. 2 - 8 . 5 + 8. 6 - 7.9 
April '55 - May ' 58 44 18 26 +28.0 -21.9 +38.4 -27.8 +22. 0 -18. I 
May '58 - Aug. '61 42 16 26 + ZZ. 9 -18,6 +38, 4 · Z7. 8 + 12. 2 -10.9 
Sept. '61- Oct. '65 47 20 27 + 10. 3 - 9.3 +14.0 - 12. 3 + 7.5 - 7,0 

Quartz Creek near Ohio City 
April '38 • July '41 41 12 29 + 16. 8 - 14.4 +27. 2 -21,4 +12. 9 - II. 4 
Aug. '41 -July ' 46 34 11 23 + 19. 5 -16.3 +23. 9 -19. 3 +18.8 -15. 8 
July '46 -Oct. '50 H 23 21 + 16. 5 - 14.2 +21. 4 -17.7 + II. 4 -to. 2 
Oct. '60- May '62 3 1 13 18 +13. 9 -12.2 + 17. 9 -15.2 +II. 0 - 9.9 
June '62 -June ' 65 37 II 26 + 8. 6 - 8.0 + 7.9 - 7.3 + 9. 2 - 8.1> 

Curecantl Creek ncar Saplnero 
May '48 - Aug. '52 39 17 u +34. 2 -25.5 +47 .8 -32.4 + 25. 2 - 20.2 
April '53 - June '57 46 24 22 + II. 5 -10. J . + 9.1 - 8.4 +14. 0 - 12.3 
May '58 - Jan. '61 33 16 17 + 9. 4 - 8.6 + 9. 7 - 8.9 + 9. 7 - 8.9 
Mar. '51 -Nov. '55 52 25 26 + 18.5 -15.7 +26. 2 -20.8 + 9. 6 - 8.8 

San Mleuel River 
near Placerville 

Sept. '43 -Dec. '46 36 14 22 +12. 9 -II. 4 + 19.6 -16. 4 + 8. 6 - 8.0 
Jan. '47 • April ' 48 18 8 10 + 7.7 - 7. 2 + II. 7 -10. 5 + 5. 6 - 5. 4 
June '49 - May '52 41 22 19 + 6. 5 - 6. l + 8. I • 7. 5 + 4. 7 - 4.5 
June '52 - Oct. '55 52 23 29 + 7. l - 6.6 + 7,5 - 7. 0 + 7.0 - 6.6 
Nov. '55- April '57 20 13 7 + 6.4 - 6.1 + 6.7 - 6. 3 + 7.0 - 6.5 
Nov, '58 - Mar. '62 46 II 35 +15.8 -13.7 + 10.4 - 9. 5 + 17. 4 -14. 8 
April '62 - Nov. '64 41 10 31 + 13. 9 -12. 2 +33. 6 -25.2 + 5. I - 4. 9 

Animas River at Howardsville 
AprU '40 - AprU ' 42 2 1 9 12 + 7.7 - 7.Z + 6.9 - 6.5 + 8. 8 - 8. I 
June ' 42- May ' 48 62 32 30 + 8. 7 - 8,0 + II . 6 - 10.4 + 4.9 - 4.6 
June '48 - Sept. '52 56 27 29 + 14.2 - 12.5 + 18.8 - 15.8 + 9. 9 - 9.0 
Oct. ' 52- Mar. '56 39 18 21 + 8. 4 - 7.8 + II. 7 - 10,5 + 5.5 - 5.2 
Mar. 156 -June '59 46 20 26 + 17.9 -15.2 +28. 4 -zz. 1 + 7 . 6 • 7. I 
June '59- May '61 28 12 16 + 7.2 - 6. 7 + 7.9 - 7. 4 + 7.2 - 6.8 
June '61 - Nov. '64 42 15 27 + II. 2 -10. I + 18. 4 - 15.6 + 6. 7 - 6.3 

!Hermosa Creek near Hermosa 
May '40 - July 143 39 16 23 +23. I -18.Z +30.9 -23.6 +18.9 - 15. 9 
Aug. '43 -Jan. ' 48 40 16 24 + 8.8 - 8. I + 10.6 - 9.6 + 8. I - 7.5 
Feb . '48- May 152 59 28 31 +29. 7 -22.9 +40. 6 -28.9 +19.6 -16.4 
June '52 ·April '54 32 19 13 + 9.8 - 8 .9 +IZ. 0 -to. 1 + 7.2 - 5.7 
April '54 - June ' 57 56 H 32 + 9. 9 - 9.0 +12. I -I 0. 8 + 8.3 • 7.7 
Dec. '60 -Nov, '64 71 32 39 + 15.5 - 13.4 +23. 6 - 19. I + 5. 9 - 5,6 

Animaa River at Durango 
Nov. '36 - Sept. ' 46 137 56 81 + 9. 9 - 9.0 + 13. 7 - 12.0 + 6.6 - 6. 2 
Sept. '46 - Oct. ' 53 134 55 79 +Z4. 6 -19.8 + 34. 0 -25.4 + 16.9 - 14. 5 
Oct. '53 - April ' 57 68 30 38 +13. 5 -II. 9 + 16.5 - 14. 2 +II . 3 - 10.2 
April '57 - Oct. '64 150 51 99 + 5. 9 - 5.6 + 7.3 - 6.8 + 5. 2 - 4.9 

Average Values + I Z. 4 - 10,8 + 17. 3 - 14, 3 + 9. 37 • 8.40 
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selected mathematical expressions very adequately 
represents the stage-discharge relationships of the 
sample mountain- gaging stations. Further, it can be 
said that the logarithms of stage and dis.c;hyge appear 
to be functionally linearly related. 

An appraisal of the table of coefficients of 
variation reveals that in virtually every case, the 
values for the lower portion are considerably larger 
than those for the upper portion. It was this result 
which was anticipated and led to the est ablishment of 
the divisive discharge value. Further, under the 
original hypothesis that the majority of scatter about 
the curve is due to measurement error, these values 
reflect the relative measurement error. Although 
there are no values with which to compare, the aver
ages of +9. 37 and -8.40 percent appear reasonable for 
mountain discharge measurements. Closer consid
eration of the individual values reveals that for some 
gaging sections, the errors of estimate can be as low 
as ±5. 0 percent. However, they are seldom less than 
this . Such values might represent about the best 
accuracy that can be expected for current- meter 
methodology on mountain streams. On the other hand, 
the values can be quite large, as in the case of 
Curecanti Creek. These latter cases inevitably in
clude considerable minor random instability of the 
basic stage- discharge relationship, which could not 
be detected by the stability check, The mean maxi
mum values for the lower portion of the curve,+ 17. 3 
and -14. 3 percent, are almost double those for the 
upper portion. The particularly large individual 
values are found in cases where the discharge meas
urements become very small. As a result, the rela
tive errors· are large on the lower portion, although 
the absolute errors are very small. 

In summary, the regression equations of the 
form selected can be used very well as ·estimators of 
the true stage- discharge relationships on mountain 
streams. The relationships estimated appear to be 
very stable, and the errors of estimate reflect the 
measurement error to be expected in mountain flow 
measurements. This final statement can only be 
verified by global comparisons of field measurements 
or by evaluation of the components in the error model. 

4.2.9 Fitted error bounds 

Considering the rating curves to be divided by 
the divisive discharge values, both confidence and 
tolerance limits were established. The limits exist
ing at the lowest discharge point, the geometric mean 
point, and the lower or upper end of the upper portion, 
whichever yielded the maximum limits, are given for 
the 80 and 95 percent confidence levels in Tables 16 
and 17. respectively. An illustration is given in fig. 
11 as an aid to visualizing the appearance of the 
limits. This example was selected as being repre
sentative of the average values for the stations 
analyzed. 

The error bounds on a single discharge esti
mate are given by the confidence limits for selected 
levels of confidence. The computed mean maximum 
confidence limits are +2.40 and -2.33 percent for the 
upper portion of the curve at the 80 percent confidence 
level, and +3,82 and - 3. 65 percent at the 95 percent 
level. Although the actual bounds for a particular 
curve should be used, these general values serve to 
indicate the general order of magnitude for the sta
tions and periods of record sampled. Therefore, a 
Bingle discharge estimate can be expected to be very 
aood for these stations, particularly for the summer 
range of flows. 

The tolerance limits yield information regard
ing the region in which a future discharge measure
ment may be expected to fall, assuming the river 
regime to have remained in the same stable condition. 
For the 55 periods of record studied, the mean per
centage tolerance limits at the mean discharge are 
+12. 9 and -11.2 percent at the 80 percent con!idence 
level, and +21.3 and -16.9 percent at the 95 percent 
level. In general terms, a future measurement may 
be expected to be within about ±12 or ±19 percent of 
the corresponding estimated discharge on the upper 
portion of the curve. These limits may appear some
what large to the field worker who expects a new 
measurement to fall within five percent of the existing 
curve. However, for the small number of data points 
usually available, such an optimistic viewpoint is not 
justified, particularly at the higher con!idence levels. 

4 . 3 Accuracy of Discharge Estimates 

4. 3.1 TyPes of estimates 

In practice, single discharge estimates are 
made for mean daily discharge values. A study of 
the error in monthly and annual discharge estimates 
requires further knowledge regarding the corre.l!ation 
between the errors in daily estimates. All three 
types of estimates, daily, monthly, and annual, are 
considered below with a discussion of the possible 
correlation between errors. 

4 . 3.2 A mean daily discharge estimate 

The methodology for obtaining a mean daily dis
charge estimate involves the estimation of mean daily 
stage from stage-time records, and the application of 
this mean stage value to the rating curve to obtain the 
estimate of mean daily discharge. As has been pointed 
out in a previous chapter, the errors inherent in the 
determination of mean daily stage may be largely con
trolled and rendered minimal. Therefore, for the 
sake of this analysis, the error in a single mean daily 
discharge estimate is assumed to be equivalent to the 
error in any single discharge estimate for which the 
stage is given. 

On the basis of the above- mentioned assumption, 
bounds on the error in an estimate of mean daily dis
charge may be determined from the con!idence limits 
fitted to the rating curve. For the stations analyzed, 
the upper limit of discharges to be considered was 
taken to be the maximum discharge measurement used 
for the curve. Then the maximum confidence limits 
are those in Tables 16 and 17. Although it is not 
advisable to extend the curve upwards without more 
measurements, it may be done with the result of in
creased confidence limits and the risk of reaching a 
range of very high flows where more representative 
limits would be even larger than those reflected by the 
model. 

4. 3. 3 Correlation of daily errors 

The correlation between errors in mean daily 
flow estimates determines the nature of the error in 
an estimate which is obtained by the summation of 
daily discharge estimates, such as a monthly or yearly 
value. The situations involving perfectly correlated 
and uncorrelated errors are considered, and the con
ditions for each to exist are discussed. Cases in dis
charge estimation where partial correlation may occur 
are also noted. 

4 3 

If the errors in two mean daily discharge esti
mates, q 1 a nd q 2, are perfectly correlated, then the 



TABLE 16. 80 PERCENT CONFIDENCE AND TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR SAMPLE DATA 

8 0 l'•r cent Lin>itl 
(As A PcreentaRe Of Estimated DiaeharQe) 

Confidence Limlls Tolerance Limits 
Station And Maximum At Maximum Malumum At ~taxi mum 

Per iod of Record For Low Mean For High Fo:r !..ow Mean For HiJI> 
Range !l11ng c R<~nge Ran,o 

Arkanau River at Granite 
Mar. '38 • May '4t + 4 , 21 . 4, 14 +I. 87 ·1.84 >2, 04 ·2. 00 + 21,2 . 20,9 +10, 9 . 8. 80 +10, 9 • 9. 8 3 
May '41 .. June '43 + 5. 8 6 ~ s. as +3. 41 ·3. 30 +3 . 45 ~3. 33 + 28.0 ~ 22 . 5 + 15.3 ~ 1 ). 3 +15. 3 · 13.) 
June ' 43 - June '46 + J. 7 5 . 3, 69 +I. 7Z - i . 68 +i , 79 ·1 . 76 + 16.6 - 15 . 4 + 7. B9 ~ 7. 31 + 7. 91 - 7 .l3 
Jill)' ' 46 • Dec. '50 + z. 36 - z.)) + I. 26 ·I. 25 •I. 30 ~ 1 . zg + 14.5 . 1), 4 .. 8. 04 . 7. 44 .. 8. 04 . 7, 45 
Feb. '51 .. June '58 • I. 90 . 1, 88 +1. 01 ·1.00 +1.08 ·1, 07 + IZ, 7 . 11.9 • 8.95 - 8. 50 + 8. 95 . 6.51 
June '58· Oct, '50 + 3. 52 . 3. 42 •2. n ·2. 66 +2. 84 ·2. 78 + 20.4 . 17. 5 +16. 5 ~ 14, 1 +16. 5 ·HI. 2 
April ' 51 · Oct . ' G4 + I . 22 . I . i 9 + I, 00 - 0.99 '+I. 0 1 ~ 1. 00 + 9. 8 0 - 9. 07 + 8 . 11 . 7. 50 + B. 11 . 7 . 50 

Taylor Rive r below Taylor Park Ree. 
May ' 39. Jllly ' 43 + 5. 12 - 5 . 05 + 1. 26 ·1. 25 +I, 38 · I , 36 + 30.8 ~ 28.4 + 8. 27 • 7. 64 + 8. 29 . 7. 66 
Aug. '43 • J a.n. '47 + 4, 7 5 . 4, 69 • 1. 19 ·I, 17 +I, 27 ·I . 26 + 30, I - 27.8 + 8 . 05 . 7. 45 + B. 06 . 7. 46 
May '47 • Sept. ' 50 + 2, 34 . 2. 32 >1,12 ·1. It +I, 21 · I . 20 + 13,9 . I 3. 0 .. 7, 20 . G. 72 + 7. 22 . 6. 73 
Sept. •so- Nov. '52 + 5. 09 - 5.00 +1,82 ·I. 78 +2,00 · I . 98 + 24,2 . 22, I + 9. 44 • 8, 63 .. 9. 48 . 8,66 
Nov . '53 · Sept . '54 + 9. 01 - 8, 86 +2. 00 · I. 96 +2. 0 3 · 1. 99 + 51.1 . 4 5. a .,.,1. 4. ·10.) +11 . 5 ·10. 3 
Sept. '54 ·Sept, ' 57 +10. 4 .- 1 0, 2 + I . 36 ·1. 35 +1, 5Z - 1. 50 + 65. 2 . 58. 4 + 9 . 29 - 8. 50 + 9. 31 . 8 . 5Z 
Sept, '57 • May '62 +10, 0 . 9. oz +1,)) ·I. 31 ... 35 · 1, 33 + 54,2 . 5, 06 + 7. 25 . 6, 76 + 7 . 26 . 6. 76 
May '6Z • Oct. '85 ~z3. o ·22.6 +1. 62 ·1.50 +1. 66 · 1. 8) +123. · 113. + 8. 85 . 8. I 3 .. 8. 86 . 8. 14 

East River at ,\ lmont 
Sept. '35 · June '39 + 8, 85 . 6. 73 H .86 • I, 83 +I . 88 · 1. 85 + 34. 5 - 31.3 + 9, 45 . 8. 64 + 9. 4 6 . 8. 64 
Jwiy 'l9 • Jan. ' 44 +20, 2 ·19. 5 +3. 36 ·3. Z5 +3, 39 ·), 28 + 92. 5 ~ 80.0 •15. 5 ·13 . • • I S. 5 •I 3. 4 
Feb. ' 4 4 - Mar, ' 48 + 5. 45 - 5. 37 +I. 40 · I, 38 •1. 43 · 1. 41 + 24.6 . 23.0 + 6. 43 . 6.04 + 6. 4) . 6. 04 
Mar. '48 ·Sept . '50 + 8. 67 - 8. 40 +2. 03 ·2. 84 +2. 98 ·2. oo + 35. 6 . 31,7 + 12. z ·10, 9 +12. 2 ·10, 9 
April ' 55 • May '58 +23, 6 ·22. 3 +5. 18 ·4. 03 +5 . 30 ·5. 04 +136. · 114. +30. 6 ·2). 5 +30. 7 ·U.S 
May '58· Aug. '61 + t4. z • 13, 8 +2. 96 -z. 87 +3 , II ·3. 02 + 77. 2 - 66. 2 + 16. 7 · 14, 3 o i 6. 7 · 14. 3 
Sept. '61 - Oct. '65 + 8. 75 . 8. 57 +1.83 · I. 79 +1.99 ·I . 95 + 45. I ~ 41.0 +10. 2 . 9. 28 • 10. 3 . 9. 31 

Quart~ Creek near Ohio City 
April ' 38 • J uly '41 + B. 69 . 8. 44 +Z. 95 · Z. 87 +3 . 07 · 2. 98 + 5, 07 . 43 . 1 • 17.6 · 14, 9 + 17, 6 • L5. 0 
Aug. ' 41 ·July '46 + 8. 77 . 8.40 +4. 75 ·4. 53 +4.75 · 4 . 54 + 48 .3 - 38.3 +26.1 · ZO. 7 +26. I · 20. 7 
July ' 48. Oct. '50 + 7, 82 . 7, 57 +3. I I ·3. 02 +), 13 ·).OJ + 39. 7 - 34 . z +IS. 8 ·13. 7 •15. 8 · ll. 7 
Oct. '60 • May '62 + 10, 8 ·10, 4 +3. 56 · 3. 44 +3, 57 ·3. 44 + 51, I . 43.6 +10.9 • 14. 5 + 16. 9 · 14 , 5 
J une '62 • J une '65 + 5 , 50 . 5, 37 +2. 26 ·Z. 2t +2. 28 - 2. 23 + 30 . 4 . Z7. 0 + I Z, 6 · II . z + 12. 6 ·II. Z 

Curecaotl Creek ncar Saplnero 
May ' 48 • Aug. '52 +52. 5 · 49 . z +8. 42 ·8. 03 +8. 45 ·6. 08 +Z80. ·214 , +35. 6 ·28. 3 •35. 6 ·28.) 
April '53 - June '57 +ZO. 5 · 10. 8 +3. 70 ·3. 58 +3. 7 3 ·3. 60 +1 07. . 89.5 +19. 5 · 18. 3 + 10. 5 · 18. 3 
May '58· Jan. 'Gt +17. 1 · 16, 7 •2. 98 -z. 9 0 +2. 99 ~ z. 90 + 70,9 ~ 69. I + 13. 7 · I Z, 0 + 13. 7 • I Z. 0 
Mar. '61 • Nov. '65 +13. 7 ·13, 4 +2. 35 ·Z. Z9 +Z, 35 ·2. 29 • 78, I . 67, 4 + I 3. I ·II, 6 + l l, I ·11. 6 

San Migue l River near Placerville 
Sept . ' 0 · Dec. ' 46 + 4 . 53 . 4 . 4 2 +2.31 ·2. 26 + 2. 3) ·2. 27 + 23.3 - Zl. 6 +11.8 - tO , 6 + I I . 8 · 10. 6 
Jao. ' 47 • April ' 48 + 4 , 76 . 4, 6:1 +Z.H ·2. 31 +2. 38 ·2. 32 .. 17.0 . 15.8 • 8. 44 . 7 , 79 .. 8. 45 . 7. 7 9 
June ' 49 • May 'st • z. 60 . 2. 51 + 1. 38 · 1. 36 +1. 4 0 · 1. 38 + IZ. 1 . II, 4 .. 6. 46 • a. 07 .. 6. 47 6. 07 
June '52 ·Oct. ' 55 + 7. 86 - 7. 38 +1. 6 4 · I , 6Z +1.66 · I . 63 + 20. ) . 18. 5 + 9 . 50 - 8. 68 + 9. 51 - 8. 68 
Nov. ' 55 • April ' 57 + 8 . 46 . 8. 17 +3, 59 ·3 . 46 +3 , 59 ·3. 47 + 28. 3 . 23.7 + II . Z ·10, 0 +11 . z · 10 . 0 

Nov. '58· M:~.r. '62 + ij, 02 . 8, 73 +3. 57 ·3. 4 5 +3. 57 · 3. 45 + GO. 1 . 48, 4 • ll. 8 • 10. z +23. 8 • 19. 2 

April '62 • Nov. '84 + z. 19 - z. 15 +I. 16 -I . 15 +I. 16 ·I. 15 + 12.8 . 12.0 + 6. 8 4 6, 40 • 6. 84 . 6. 41 

Animaa Rive r at llowardev1lle 
April ' 40 • April ' 42 + 9. 35 . 9. 07 +3. Z7 · 3. 16 +3, Z7 · 3. 17 + 38. 5 . 32. 3 + 12. 8 • II , 3 + I Z, 8 • I I, 3 
J~me ' 42. May ' 48 ... ), 46 . 3, 4Z •1. 1l ·I. 1l +1. 13 · 1. IZ + 19.8 - 18.7 • 6. 55 . a. i 4 + 6. 55 . 6. 15 
June ' 48 • Sept, '52 .. 7, 80 . 7, 62 +Z. 29 ~2. 24 +Z.lO · Z. 25 + 45.5 - 40,0 +13, 4 ·11. 8 +13. 4 • II. 8 
Oct. '52 • Mar. •u + 4. 71 . 4. 6 4 +1. 52 · I . 50 +1. 52 · I. 50 + 23, z . Zl. 6 + 7.50 - a. 98 + 7. 50 - 8. 98 
Mar. ' 56 • June ' 59 .. 8. 93 . 6. 80 + I. 89 • I , 85 + I , 9 1 · I . 87 + 37.7 . 34,3 +10. 4 • 9. 4 1 + 10, 4 . 9. 4 1 
June '56 • May ' 61 .. 6. 87 . 6. 72 +2. 30 ·2. 25 +2. 32 ·2. 27 + 30 . I . 27. 3 + 10,1 . ~. Zl + i O. I . 9. 21 
June '61 ·Nov. '64 + 6. 12 - 6. 0) +1.62 ·1. 60 +1.64 · I . 61 + 33 . 9 . 31.1 + 9. 07 - 8. 31 ... 9. 07 . 8 . 31 

H~rmoea Creek nea,r Hermosa 
May ' 40 • Jul y ' 43 + II. 0 · 10 .• +4. 78 - 4 . 56 +4.90 · 4 . 67 + 59.3 - 47.1 +26 . 3 -zo. 8 +26. 3 -20 . 8 
Aug. ' 43 • Jan. ' 48 + • • 29 . 4,20 +2. 07 -2.03 +Z. 07 -2.03 + 22.. 8 - 20.5 H l. O - 9. 91 + II. 0 - 9. 9 1 
F•b. ' 48 • May '52 +12, 8 ·II, 8 +4,U · 4 .06 +4 , ll · 4 . 14 ~ 77. z • 60.8 +28.11 ·21, I +2a. 9 - 21. z 
Jvoe ' 52 • April '54 + 6. 71 - 6.55 +Z. 56 -2.50 •2. 61 -2. 55 + 2&. 7 - 24,2 +10. 3 • 9. 34 +10.) - 9. 35 
April 154 • J uoe ' 57 + 9 . 81 . 9. 62 +1. B4 · 1. 81 + I . 94 ·I. 90 + 58.6 - 52.6 + II . Z ·10, 1 H I. 3 - 10. I 
Dec, '60- Nov. '64 + 4. 65 . 4, S8 +1. 19 · I . 17 +I, 2Z · I , 20 + 30 , 1 . !7. 9 + 7 . 85 - 7. Z8 + 7. 86 . 7. 28 

Animu Rlver at Durango 
Nov. ' 36 · Se pt. ' 46 + 2. 68 . 2. 6 6 + . 93 . . 92 + . 966 • . 957 + 24 . 8 . 22.8 .. 8. 7Z . 8. 02 + 8 . 7) . 8. 0 ) 
Sept. ' 46 • Oct. ' 53 + 5. 42 . 5. 3 1 +2. za ·2. 23 +2. 37 ·Z. 3l + 52.3 . 42,7 +22. 5 - 18.3 <tZl . 5 - 18. 4 
Oct. '53 • April '57 + 4, 70 . 4,:18 •2. zs ·2. 21 + z. 29 ·2. 24 + 31.3 . 27, I + 15. 2 · I) , z +15. 2 -13, 2 
April '57 ·Oct. '64 + I, 49 . 1, <18 + . 65 . . 65 + . 740 • .734 + 14 .6 - 13.6 .. 6. 71 • 8. 34 .. e. 78 . 8. 35 

Aver lljl& Valuet + 8 . 60 . 8 . 34 +Z. 35 ·2. 28 +2. 40 · 2. 33 + 16.6 - 39. 6 + 12. 9 · I I, 2 • t Z. 9 - II. 2 
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TABLE 17. 95 PERCENT CONFIDENCE AND TOLERANCE LIMITS FOR SAMPLE DATA 

95 Percent Limits 
(As A Percentage Of Estimated DlacharQt) 

Confidence Limits Tolerance Llmlta 
Station And Ma.xtrnom At Maximum Ma:ldmum At Maximum 

Period o! Record For Lo~ Mean For Hiih For Low M~an For Hiih 
Ran A• Range Ran~~ Ranl(c 

Arkanus Rlvor at Grnnite 
Mar. '38 - May ' 41 + 6. 62 . 6. 43 + 2. 94 ·2. 85 + 3. 20 ·3. 10 + 37. I . 31. 7 +17.5 · 14. 9 +17. 5 · 14. 9 
May 14 1 -June '43 ... 9. 43 . 8.94 + 5.49 ·5. 21 + 5. 56 ·5. 27 + 43, 3 . 34.5 +25.5 ·20. 3 +ZS. 5 ·20, 3 
June ••3 ·June '46 + s. 89 . 5. 83 ... z. 7l -2.66 + 2.U ·2. 77 + Z7. 0 . 24. 0 +IZ.8 · II. 3 +12.8 •II. 4 
July ' 46 ·Dec. '50 + 3. 67 . 3. 59 + 1. 97 ·I. 93 + z. 04 ·1. 99 + 23. I - zo. 5 •12.8 •II. 3 +IZ, 8 -II . 3 
Feb. '51 -June '56 + Z,9S - 2, 90 + I. 56 -I. 54 + 1.67 · I. 64 + 19.9 . 17. 9 +10. 9 - 9. 85 +10,9 .. 9. 86 
June '58 -Oct. '50 + 5. 53 . 5. 29 + 4 . 29 ·4. IZ + 4, 47 •4, Z8 + 33.2 . 26. z +ZG.8 ·21. 2 +Z6. D ·ZI. Z 
Apr ll ' GI · Oct, '64 + 2. 17 . 2, 13 + I. 79 • I , 76 + l. 80 ·I. 77 + 17. 9 . 15. 6 + 14, 9 ·12. 9 +14, 9 ·12. 9 

Taylor River below Taylor Park Res. 
May ' 39 ·July ' 4 3 + 8. 00 . 7. 85 + I . 97 ·1. 93 + 2, 02 ·I. 98 + 48. 8 • 4 3. 0 +13. I ·II. 6 + 13,2 · II, 6 
Aur. ' 4 3 ·Jan. '47 + 7. 41 . 7. 26 + I. 85 ·I. 82 + I. 98 ·I. 95 + 47. 8 • 4 2, 4 +12.8 ·II. 3 +12, 8 ·II, 3 
May ' 47 • Sept. '50 + 3.66 - 3. 58 + I. 74 ·I. 71 + 1.89 · I. 86 + 22. I . 19.8 + ll. 4 -10. z •11. 4 ·10. 3 
Sept. 'SO - Nov. '52 + 8. 07, • 7, 81 + 2.88 ·2. 80 + 3.16 ·3. 06 + 39.0 - 33.8 +15. 2 -13. 2 +IS. 3 ·13. 3 
Nov. '53 ·Sept. '54 +14. z ·13. 8 .. 3. 14 ·3. 05 .. 3.19 ·3. 09 + az. s - 69. 5 + 18. 5 -15:5 +18. 5 · 15. 6 
Sept. 'H ·Sept, '57 +16: I - 15. 8 + 2.12 ·2. 08 + 2.n -2. 31 + 102. - 88. 5 + 11. 8 -12.9 114.8 · 12. 9 
Sept. '57 - Moy '62 + I S. 8 · 15, 5 + 2. 09 ·2. 05 + 2. 12 ·2. 07 + 86.4 . 77 . 5 +II. 6 ·10. 4 + II. G - 10.4 
May '62- Oct. ' 65 +36, I · 35. 3 + 2. 51 -2. 48 ... 2. 60 ·2. 54 +197. · 173, + 14. 2 · 12, 4 +14,2 · 12, 4 

Eut R iver at Almont 
Sept. '35 - June '39 +10. 8 ·10 . .5 + 2. 95 ·2. 86 .. 2, 98 · 2. 89 + 55.6 . 48.3 +IS. 3 - I J. 3 +15. 3 ·13. 3 
July '39 • Jan. ' 44 +32. 5 ·30. 8 + 5. 39 ·5. 12 + 5. 43 -5. 15 +154. ·IZZ. +Z5. 7 -20. 5 +25. 7 -zo. 5 
Feb. 144 - Mar. ' 48 • a. 65 . 1 .-48 + 2. Zl -z. 18 + z. 27 -z. zz + 43.5 - 35.9 +10, 4 . a. 4 t +10. 4 . 9. 41 
Mar. ' 48 ·Sept. '50 +11. 0 · 13. -1 + 4. 75 · 4. 53 + 4.83 -4.61 + 59. 5 - 49. z +20.1 ·16. 9 +20. 4 ·16. 9 
April '55 - May '58 +37.3 •H. 6 + 8. 23 -7.60 + 8. 43 ·7. 78 +231, ·152. +52. 0 ·34. 2 +52. 0 ·34. z 
May '58· Aua. '51 +22, 5 · Zl. 4 + 4.67 • 4 . 47 + 1. 91 · 4. 68 +125. . 99. I +27. 3 · 21. 5 +27 . 4 ·21. 5 
Sept. ' 61 · Oct. '65 +13. 8 ·13. 3 + z. 87 -2. 79 + 3, 13 ·3. 04 + 131. - 62. 0 +16, 5 · 14. I +16. n · "14.2 

Quartz Creek near Oblo City 
April '38 ·July ' 41 +13, 7 ·13, 1 + 4, 65 ·4. 44 + 4 . 84 · 4. 61 + 83.0 . 64.4 +28. 8 - z2. 3 +28. 8 -zz. 1 
Au a. ' 4 1 • July '46 +11. 0 · 13. 0 + 7. 57 -7.03 + 7. 57 -7.01 + 81.5 - 56.5 +44,0 ·30. 6 + 44. 0 · 30. 6 
July ' 46- Oct. '50 +12. I · II. 8 + 4. 95 · 4. 72 + 4.87 ·4. 74 + 65.2 - 51.9 +26.1 -20.7 +26. I -20.1 
Oct. '60 • May '62 +17. z ·16. 3 + 5. 71 -s. 40 + s. 71 - 5.41 + 85.0 . 66. 2 +28. 2 ·22. 0 +28. 2 ·22. 0 
June ' 62 - Jun1 '65 + 8. 63 • 8. 39 + 3. 56 ·3. 44 + 3. 59 -3. 47 + 49, z . 4 1.0 +ZO, 3 · 16, 9 +20. 4 · 16. 9 

CurecanU Creek near Sapinero 
May '48- Aui. '52 +84.1 · 76. 5 +10. 3 ·9. 33 +10. 3 ·9. 37 +500. -310. +61. 6 •38. I +61. 6 ·38. I 
April ' 53 • June '57 +lZ. 8 · 30. 9 + 5. 88 ·5. 55 + s. 94 · 5. 60 +178. · 135. +32. 3 ·Z4. 4 +3Z, 3 ·24. 4 
May '58 ·Jan. '61 +27. 5 ·Z6. 3 + 4. 78 · 4 . 57 + 4. 80 · 4. 58 +130. . tO. 6 +ZZ. 8 ·18. 4 +2Z. 6 - 18.4 
Mar. •st - Nov. '65 +21.6 ·20.8 ... 3. 70 -3. 57 .. 3. 70 -3. 57 +124 . ·102. +21.2 ·17. 5 +21, 2 ·l7. 5 

San Mlpel River near PlacOt"VUle 
Sept. ' 43 • Dec. '46 + 7. 17 . 6.92 + 3. 66 -3. 53 + 3. 69 ·3. 56 + 37. 7 - 31. 5 +19. 3 ·16. 2 +10. 3 · 16. 2 
Jan. ' 47 -April '48 + B. 05 - 7.75 + 3, 99 -3. 64 + 4 , 00 -3. 85 .. 29. z . 25. 4 +14. 5 • 12. 7 +14. 5 • 12. 7 
J une ' 49 • May '52 + 4 . 12 . 4 , 02 + 2. 18 ·2. 14 + 2, 22 -2. 17 + 19.5 . 17. 6 +10. 4 . 9. 42 +10, 4 - 9. 42 
June '52· Oct. ' 55 +13, 5 ·ll. 7 + z. 58 · 2. 51 + 2. 60 ·2. 54 + 32.5 - 28. 3 +15. 2 · 13. 2 + 15. 2 ·13, 2 
Nov. '55 • April '57 +14. 9 •14. I + 6. 33 ·5. 95 + 6. 34 - s. 96 + 47.7 - 39.7 +ZO. Z · 16. 8 +20. z -16.8 
Nov. 158- Mar. '62 •14. 3 ·13. 5 + 5. 65 -5. 35 .. 5.65 ·5. 35 +100, - 71. 9 +39. 7 ·28. 4 +39. 7 ·28. 4 
April '62 • Nov. '64 + 3. 41 . 3.35 + I, 82 ·I. 79 + 1.83 ·I. 79 + zo. 5 . 18.4 +10.8 • 0. 83 +10. 9 - 9.83 

AD.i.mu Rlv~r at Howardsville 
April ' 4 0 • AprU ' 4 2 +15. 4 · 14, 6 + 5. 36 ·5. 08 ... 5. 37 -5.10 + 6 1.5 . so. 8 +21. 6 · 17. 7 +21, 6 ·17. 7 
June l42 • May ' 48 + s. 4Z - 5.33 .. I . 76 ·I. 73 ... I . 77 ·I.H + 31, 7 - z8. 8 +10. 4 - 9. 4 2 +10, 4 - 9. 42 
June '48 • Sopt. '52 + 12, 2 • I I , 9 + 3. 50 ·3. 47 + 3. 62 ·3. 49 + 73. 5 . 60. 5 +21. 7 · 17. 8 +21, 7 ·17. 8 
Oct. '52· Mar. '56 + 7. 4 5 . 7, 28 + 2. 41 ·2. 35 ... 2. 41 ·2. 36 + 37. 4 . 33.4 +12.1 ·10. 8 +12. I • LO. 8 
Mar. '56 .. June '59 +10. 9 ..to. s + 2, 97 ·2. 88 + 3. 00 ·2. 92 + 60.9 - 52. I +IS. 7 ·14. 3 +16. 7 ·14, 3 
June '59 - May '61 +II. 0 · 10. 7 + 3, 70 ·3. 57 + 3. 73 •), 60 ... 49.2 - 42. Z +16. 7 ·14. 3 + 16. 7 ·14. 3 
June '61 ·Nov. '64 + 9.53 . 0. 3 5 + z. 55 -2.49 + 2. 58 -2.51 + 5 4.5 - 47.5 +1 4 . 6 ·IZ. 7 +1 4 . 6 -I z. 7 

Hermo.ea Creek near Hermosa 
May '40 • July '43 + 17. 5 • 16. ~ ... 7.62 • 7, 08 + 7,81 ·7. 25 +100. . 69. 6 +44.' •30. 7 + 4 4, 4 · 30. 7 
Aue. '43 • Jan. ' 48 + 6. 75 - 6. 56 + 3. 27 · 3. 16 + 3. 27 ·3. 16 ~ 37. 0 - 31. 4 +17 . 8 ·I 5. I +17 , 8 · 15. I 
Feb. '48 - May '52 + 19. 5 · 18. 3 ... 6. 68 - 6 . 26 + 6 . 82 ·6. 38 .. 129. . 89. 4 +44, 9 - 31. 0 +45.0 -31.0 
J\lne '52 ·Apr)! ' 54 +10, 9 ·10 • • ... 4. 17 · 4. 00 ... 4. zs · 4 . 08 .... 44. 4 . 38. 0 +17. 2 ·1 4, 6 +17. 2 ·14 . 7 
AprU '54 • June '57 +15. 3 -14. e + 2.89 ·2. 81 ... 3. 04 ·2. 95 .. 9 4. 0 • 79.6 +18.1 ·15, 3 +18. I · 15. 3 
Dec. '60 • Nov. '61 + 7. 24 . 7, 10 + I. 85 ·I. 82 .. I. 89 ·I. 86 .. 47.5 - 4Z. 3 +12. 4 ·II. I •12. 5 ·11.0 

Animas River at t>uran,o 
•12, I Nov. '36 • Sept. ' 4 G + 4, 14 - 1. 08 + 1.42 ·1.40 + I. 49 ·I. 47 .. 38.0 - 34.3 + 13. 7 · 12. I +13. 7 

Sept. ' 46 ·Oct. '53 ... 9. 14 . 8. 13 .. 3. 52 ·l. 41 + 3. 68 ·3. 53 + 85. I • 62. 4 +36. 6 ·26. 8 +36. 6 -z.o. a 
Oct, '53 - Apr!! '57 + 7. 31 . 7. 05 + l. 54 ·3. 42 + 3 , 58 ·3. 46 .. 50. 4 • 40. 5 +24. 6 · 19. 7 +24, 6 ·19. 7 
April '57 • Oct. '6 4 + 2, 29 . 2. ~7 + I, 01 . • 998 . 1.14 · I . 13 .. zz. 9 . 20. 6 + 10. 6 - 9. 58 +10. 6 . 9. 60 

Averqe Values +13. 7 •13, I + 3. 74 -3.58 + 3. az -3. 65 .. 76.9 . 59.6 +21. 3 ·16.9 +ZI. 5 - 16 . 9 
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Fig. 11. Illustration of confidence and tolerance limits on a rating curve. 
(Animas River at Howardsville, June 148 to September ' 52). 

variance of the error in the summation of the two 
estimates may be expressed as, 

where 

IT~ and IT~ are the variances of q 1 and q2, 

r espectively. 
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That is. 

where 

IT ( ~ + l) is the variance of the s um of q1 and q2 . 

Whe n the variance of the errors, and of the discharge, 
is proportional to the square of the discharge, then 
the coefficient of variation of a summed total of esti
mated discharges is equal to that of an individual es
timat e . That is, when the errors are perfectly 
correlated, the percentage error bounds on a summed 
estimate are the same as those on an individual 
estimate . 

then 
If the errors in two estimates are uncorrelated, 

I 

I 
I 



or 

In words, for uncorrelated terms, the variances are 
additive rather than the standard deviations. Further, 
if the variance is proportional to the square of the 
discharge, the coefficient of variation of a summed 
total of estimated discharges may be expressed as, 

c (Q ) : - 1 + C 2 (Q.) * K ...; ~ 
v k Vk v 1 

where 

k 

Qk • L Qi 
i = 1 

K reflects the coefficient of proportion-
ality in cri = K 2 Ql , 

* Cv(Qi) is the coefficient of variation of the 
series of discharge values. 

* If Cv(Qi) is ver~ small, then 

* K 
Cv(Qk) = '"{k 

Therefore, the percentage error bounds on a summed 
estimate are a function of the percentage error 
bounds on a single estimate, the number of estimates 
summed, and the variability of the estimates. 

If the errors are uncorrelated, but the variance 
is constant, then the coefficient of variation of a 
summed total may be expressed as 

C (Q) .. cr Vk 
v k Q 

k 

where cr is the constant standard deviation. 

Now, if there is assumed to be a true stage
discharge relationship at a station for a sufficiently 
long period of time to establish a regression equation 
for the rating curve; and if this single rating curve is 
utilized to estimate a series of discharge values, then 
the errors of the individual estimates are perfectly 
correlated. As shown above, the error bounds for 
the summation of the ser ies is identical to those for 
an individual estimate. This situation may be ex
pected to exist for the estimation of summer flows 
at the mountain stream stations. 

In the case of winter or low flow estimates, 
each daily estimate is often treated individually by 
use of the rating curve, flow measurements, tem
perature information, and inferences from nearby 
stations. As a result, the errors from day to day 
are virtually independent. Further, the absolute 
error bounds may be expected to be constant for the 
low flows . Therefore, the relative error bounds on 
a summed estimate.are influenced by the number of 
estimates summed, their absolute values, and the 
constant absolute error bounds. 

When the true stage- discharge relationship 
undergoes a process of random shifting about a mean 
relationship, t he errors in individual discharge esti
mates may be expected to be highly correlated, al
though not perfectly. The correlation becomes a func 
tion of the nature of the shifting and the variability of 
the parameters of the relationship. When the varia
tion of data about the rating curve is due almost en
tirely to measurement error, then the action of shift
ing can be neglected, and the errors of estimate con
sidered to be perfectly correlated. 

For the case when a shifting, rather than a 
single, rating curve is employed for estimating a 
series of value,s , the errors may be more or less 
correlated depending on the difference between the 
assumed and true shifting of the stage- discharge 
r elationship. Such a curve-shifting procedure is often 
used in practice. Unfortunately. for this case, it is 
impossible to estimate either the correlation between 
errors in individual estimates or the error bounds on 
the summed estimate. They may be smaller or 
larger than the dependent situation would infer. 
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4. 3.4 Monthly discharge estimates 

For stabl e mountain stream sections, it is 
assumed that for the summer months, there i s a true 
stable stage- discharge relationship. Further, a 
single estimated rating curve is used to estimate all 
mean daily flows . As a result, the errors in the 
daily estimates are perfectly correlated. When a new 
measurement is added to the curve, and the entire 
curve is refitted, the correlation between the errors 
before and after the change will be slightly less. 
However, as the one point is only one in many, the 
errors are still virtually perfectly correlated. There
fore, the error bounds on a summer monthly discharge 
estimate are equivalent to those for a single mean 
daily estimate. 

Winter or low flows which are treated as indi
viduals, however, may be considered to be uncorre
lated. Further, the absolute error bounds on these 
low flows have been assumed to be constant, and 
equal to ± Xs Q0 , where Xs represents the percentage 

error bounds on a single summer estimate, and Q0 
is the divisive discharge value. Therefore, the per
centage error bounds on a winter monthly estimate 
may be represented by ± Xw , where 

± Xs QD -..{30 
30 

L Qi 
i= 1 

It can be seen that although the relative error bounds 
on winter mean daily flow estimates may be consid
erably larger than those on summer daily estimates, 
a winter monthly estimate could be better than a 

30 ... 
summer estimate if the term L Q

1
tQ0 is greater 

. i= 1 
than "'{30, and the errors are uncorrelated. 

In practice, the summer monthly estimates 
might be expected to be somewhat better than the con
fidence limits would indicate, if less than perfect 
correlation existed between daily errors. On the 
other hand, winter monthly estimates may not be as 
good as t he independent and constant variance assump
tions would yield. However, since the actual 



correlation between daily errors cannot be deter
mined, there is considerable value in studying the 
bounds and when they might be expected to occur. 

4. 3.5 Annual discharge estimates 

From the previous discussion about daily and 
monthly discharge estimates, the assumptions are 
maintained that all summer flows are predicted from 
a single curve, but the winter flows are treated inde
pendently. Then the error bounds on a total summer 
discharge estimate are equal to those on a single 
s ummer daily estimate. The error bounds on an 
a nnual estimate are perhaps most clearly illustrated 
by a simple example. 

Consider summer flows to (i) occur six months 
of t he year (i. e. , 50 percent of the time) . (ii) exhibit 
errors in daily and monthly flow estimates that are 
perfectly correlated, and (iii) have error bounds for 
a single discharge estimate of ± Xs percent. For the 

winter flows, consider them to (i) occur the other s ix 
months of the year, (ii) be characterized by errors in 
daily and monthly estimates that are uncorrelated, and 
(iii) have absolute error bounds for a single flow esti
mate of ± Xs ~· where Q0 is the divisive discharge 

value. Then the following statements can be made: 

The relative error bounds for a total summer flow 
estimat e are ± Xs. 

The relative error bounds for a total winter flow esti
mate are 

The absolute error bounds for the total annual flow 
are 

* where Q is the estimate of total summer flow. U 
* s * Qa represents the estimated annual flow; and Qw 

represents the estimated winter flow; and Rs / , 
* ~· a the ratio of Qs to Qa, is of the order of O. 9, then the 

following statement can be made: . 

T he relative error bounds for a total annual flow esti
mate are 

which is approximately ± 0. 9 Xs . 

It is evident that the errors in winter flow esti
mates play a negligible role in the e rror of estimate 
of total annual flow. 

On the topic of annual discharge estimates, it 
is interesting to consider another possibility. If the 
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annual estimate were based purely on the summer flow 
r ecords and a predicted val~e of the ratio between 
annual and summer flows, Ra/s, then the equation 
could be written, 

Further, 

* * where R I and Q have been assumed to be inde-
a s s 

pendent, and a product term involving the two vari
ances has been considerd to be negligible in relation 
to the others. Then the relative error bounds on an 
annual estimate would be, 

:t.-\/x~ +C"(R 
1

) 
s v a s 

It can be seen that if the ratio, Ra Is , could be pre

dicted very accurately, either by use of a mean value 
or a correlation with similar ratios at downstream 
stations, then the r elative error bounds would approach 
± Xs . 

Although these latter bounds will be larger than 
those for the estimate on a full year of record, the 
increase i s not very large for mountain streams where 
such a high percentage of flow occurs in the summer 
months . In fact, if only annual flow estimates are of 
importance at a station, the question arises whether 
costly winter measurements, maintenance of records, 
and analysis, are justified for such a small increase 
in accuracy of the estimate. In such cases, it might 
be more important to improve the estimation of 
summer records and forget about regular field work 
in the winter. At least the methodology given above 
affords an approach to a study of the possible increase 
in the accuracy of estimating annual flows by maintain
ing winter records versus the cost of such maintenance. 

4. 3;6 Flow estimates i n general 

The discussion presented on the accuracy of dis
char ge estimates has been rather general in nature 
and based largely on the correlation between errors in 
single estimates. Whether or not the assumptions 
made are strictly applicable to a particular case, the 
approach is considered to give valuable estimates of 
the magnitude of the error bounds which could be ex
pected. The one point that becomes very clear i s that 
the use of a single estimated rating curve to make 
daily flow estimates maintains all estimates at a simi
lar degree of accuracy. It infers that an annual or 
monthly estimate cannot be expected to be any better 
than a single estimate. If the curve has very narrow 
confidence limits, this result is not serious. How
ever, if the limits .tend to be wide, it is important .to 
make many more f1eld measurements to better esh
mate the stage-discharge relationship and to reduce 
the correlation between errors. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

From the results of this study of the accuracy of 
stream discharge determinations, a number of con
clusions can be drawn. They are grouped below 
according to the type of discharge determinations for 
which they are applicable. It i s important that each 
conclusion is considered in its particular grouping. 

In general: 

(i) The error in a discharge determination 
lends itself to a detailed analysis and classification of 
the component errors, their nature, and a considera
tion of their relative importance. Such an analysis 
and classification is an aid to the understanding of the 
problem of errors, and serves as an excellent basis 
for both theoretical and experimental investigations. 

The development of the hypothetical mathe
matical error model for a single discharge measure
ment on a mount ain stream reveals that: 

(ii) Oblique currents, and their variability in 
time, can be a major contributor to bias in a point
velocity measurement. 

An analysis of the effect reveals that there can be a 
bias in the measurement even when the mean oblique 
angle is zero. The bias increases as the angle, and 
its variance, increases. In general, cup- type meters 
may exhibit a positive bias due to obliquity•and pro
peller-type meters exhibit a negative one. Screw
type meters must be studied individually. 

(iii) The method of sampling the vertical distri
bution of vel ocity can also contribute to bias in a 
measurement. The common one- and two-point 
sampling techniques give biased estimates of the mean 
velocity for parabolic, elliptic, logarithmic, and hy
perbolic velocity distributions. Further, a study of ro
bustness of these techniques reveals that failure to place 
the meter at the prescrioed sampling points may serve to 
increase or decrease the bias oft he samrling technique, 
depending on the particular velocity dis ribution. 

(iv) The variance in a point velocity measure
ment, due to sampling velocity in time, is propor
tional to the square of the expected velocity, varies 
parabolically with relative depth, and is inversely 
proportional to the square root of the measurement 
time. 

( v) For other than low flow measurements, 
the standard deviation of the error in a single dis
charge measurement, and of the measured discharge 
itself, is proportional to the discharge. 

(vi) Of the component errors considered, those 
arising from sampling both the vertical velocity dis
tribution and the depth can potentially have the. 
greatest effect on the variance of the measured dis
charge. Since the velocity sampling technique can 
also contribute to bias, as concluded in (iii) above, 
this phase of the measurement methodology requires 
critical appraisal. 

(vii) Subdivision of a stream cross sectioninto 
vertical sections containing approximately equal dis
charges is important for minimizing the variance of 
the measurement. The variability of the n partial 
discharge values is a significant term in the variance 
model for a single discharge measurement. 

(viii} T he variation between the velocities in a 
vertical section can be important in selecting a vel
ocity sampling scheme for minimizing the error in 
the estimate of mean velocity in a vertical. 

(ix) The best measurement technique for a 
particular stream can be determined only after t he 
relative role of each term in the error model has been 
estimated from a detailed study of the stream site. 
For accurate research measurements, such studies 
may be justified and should be undertaken. For 
common stream -gaging practice, mountain streams 
exhibiting similar flow and geometric characteristics 
could be sampled in one manner; and groups of gaging 
sites varying widely in properties could be sampled 
in different ways. 

The study of mountain stream- discharge rela
tionships, including an analysis of data from nine 
representative gaging stations in the mountains of 
Colorado, indicates that: 

(x) The stage- discharge relationship at a sta
tion may be expected to remain stable for a relatively 
long period of time. Major shifts of a relationship 
usually occur only after the passage of extremely high 
discharges. 

(xi) Stage and discharge appear to be function
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ally related as 

where Q is discharge; H is stage; Ho is the stage 
at zero discharge; b 1, b 2 are parameters. Fitted 

rating curves of this form account for upwards of 99 
percent of the variability in the sample data. 

(xii) The least squares fitting procedure, 
applied to the logarithms of the stage and discharge 
values, is a very useful and convenient approach for 
estimating the rating curve for a station. 

(xiii) The concept of a divisiv~ discharge value, 
introduced to divide· the rating curve into two portions 
at a point where the error changes i n nature from a 
constant relative value to a constant absolute value, 
appears to have much merit. For mountain st ations, 
the divisive discharge value also separates the m ean 
daily flow estimates into two groups, each occurring 
about 50 percent of the time. The group including the 
summer flows accounts for approximately 90 percent 
of the total annual flow. 

(xiv) The magnitude of measurement error in a 
single discharge measurement and the degree of 



minor random shifting of a rating curve a re reflected 
i n the coefficient of variation from regression for the 
sample data. The average coefficients for the upper 
portion of the curve are +9. 37 and - 8.40 per cent; and 
the average coefficients are +17, 3 and - 10. 9 percent 
on the lower portion. 

(xv) Summer mean daily discharge values can 
be expected to be estimated within +2,40 and - 2. 33 
percent error bounds, at the 80 percent confidence 
level; and within +3.82 and - 3. 65 per cent, at the 95 
percent level. Mean daily estimates in the winter 
months can be said to be within +8.60 and - 8.34 per
cent error bounds, at the 80 percent confidence level; 
and + 13.7 and - 13.1 percent, at a 95 percent level. 

(xvi) Future summer discharge measurements 
may be expected to lie within + 12,9 and -11. 2 percent 
of the rating curve values, 80 percent of the time; 
and within +21.5 and -16. 9 percent bounds, 95 percent 
of the time. Single discharge measurements made in 
the winter months can be expected to fall within +47 .6 
and - 39. 6 percent of the cur ve, with 80 percent con
fidence; or within + 76.9 a nd - 59.6 percent, with 95 
percent confidence. 

(xvii) If a single rating curve is employed to 
estimate all mean daily discharges during the s ummer, 
the percentage error bounds on the total summer flow, 
on each monthly flow, and on each mean daily value 
are equivalent. 

(xviii) During the winter months, when daily 
flows are estimated independently, the percentage 
error bounds on a monthly flow estimate are a func
tion of the percentage error bounds on a summer 
mean daily flow estimate, and the relative m agnitude 
of the monthly estimate and the divisive discharge 
value. 

(x:ix) The percentage error bounds on an 
a nnual discharge estimate are negligibly affected by 
the errors in winter flow estimates. They are 
a pproximately e qual to the product of the ratio of 
summer to total annual flow and the percentage error 
bounds on a mean daily discharge estimate in the 
summe r months. 

5.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

During this investigation, it has become evident 
that there are a number of areas in which continued 
research would be worthwhile. Topics are suggested 
below under the headings: determination of compone nt 
errors, improvement of sampling techniques, global 
e valuation of errors, and other measurement t ech
niques. 

'5, 2. 2 Determi nation of component errors 

Because insufficient quantitative information is 
presently available for the determination of the vari
ous component error functions in the hypothetical 
e rror model, it remains a qualitative one. Further 
field research and analysis would allow the develop
ment of the components, and render the model a very 
useful tool for the estimation of error in a single 
measurement. The most important component errors 
which require investigation are those arising from the 
effects of turbulence in the flow, and improper s am
pling of the vel ocity distributuion. Suggestions are 
given below. 

(a) Turbulence and its effect 

The first requirement is the development of 

methodology to measure turbulence i n streamflow. 
After such methods are developed, the effect of tur
bulence on cur rent-meter regist ration may be prop
erly evaluated. Also, the level of turbulence in 
mountain streams may be determined in relation to 
measurement positions and flow characteristics. 

(b) Velocity distribution 

Although considerable research has been under
taken in this area, sufficient detail is not available 
for developing impr oved measurement methodology. 
Field experiments involving continuous velocity 
recording for relatively long periods of time at sev
eral points in both the vertical and horizontal direc
tions at stream s ites are needed. Such investigations 
would yield excellent information regarding the distri
bution of velocity, and both its variability in time a nd 
area. Knowledge of these aspects would be invaluable 
for evaluating measurement techniques, and for de
veloping new ones. 

5.2.2 Improvement of sampling techniques 

(a) Velocity distributuion 

In conjunction with the field studies suggested 
above, a theoretical study is required to analyze the 
data with regard to optimizing sampling techniques . 
If a minimum variance,unbiased estimate is to be made 
ofthe mean velocity in a stream section, further con
sideration should be given to sampling of the distri
bution. A fresh l ook at discharge m easuring from the 
sampling point of view 'M>uld be most worthwhile. 

(b) Discharge distribution 

Useful research should be conducted regarding 
the distribution of dischar ge in various shaped cr oss 
sections, and with r espect to the best ways of dividing 
the section for measurement purposes. Further, a 
study of the error induced by a changing stage could 
be undertaken by an analysis of the distribution of 
both the discharge and the percentage changes in par
tial discharge per unit change of stage. 

5. 2. 3 Global evaluation of errors 

In the i ntroduction, the experimental approach 
was suggested as another method for evaluating the 
total or global e rror in discharge measurements. The 
detailed analysis presented in this investigation would 
serve well as a basis for extensive field studies, in
voling the comparison of various gaging t echniques 
employed by different field t eams at controlled gaging 
sites. In the light of the analytical approach, the 
experimental investigation could clarify and extend 
evaluation techniques. As considerable equipment and 
labor would be involved in s uch a s tudy. it is suggested 
that it would be best handled by a large agency that is 
equipped and has had experience in the field. 

5.2.4 Other measurement techniques 

Other techniques, such as those involving dye 
dilution and the use of equal velocity contours , should 
be studied with regard to accuracy and cost. If, in 
comparison with present methodology, other measure
ment approaches prove to be considerably more accu
rate, they should be adopted for use, particularly 
.where improved accuracy i s demanded. Even if t,he 
cost of new techniques is considerable, it may well 
be justified by the increased accuracy for such studies 
as the evaluation of weather modification attainments . 
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PC!7 Words; HydrolOC)': £'1-ron; Olac:huye determlG&tloa.; MouDialn a1rf'ame: ClaJil:etnC'atlo n , M•th~matical 
model; Aanoc curve: Oh1alv-e dll<ha.ra« : Contict.ence lim Ill: Corr.Piatlon. 

Ab.tr&ct: The objectl"-' of th.la .-tudy wu to &Da.b'•e t.he erron that m•1 be lneurred In ctlacharae det t-r• 
miMtione made on mou•aJn l&rta.ma. The poe•lbJe IOUrcea of error were e&re-fully caneider ed and a 
cla•eUJuUoa. of theae ICiurce•. t.Ddudinc DOtatloa. Oft the nature: o l the rewJtlac. e-rro·rs. ,.,... pre-pe.rfll .. 
A m.at.hema.Ucial e rror model for a atncle dacharce NMaure.ment he• bean 1'\)'pothellt.od. a.nd methodoloe.y 
pre• ented for the evaluatlon of dally. monthly. aod annual dlecllar1·• eatlmatea. 

An ~i:h6.U-6Uve Uter a:ture review waa uadertakea regardlna both the qualitative a nd qua ntitative upecta 
or the t·opic. 1bil material wa• e orted in an attempt to divide 1ha. total error in a dlacharre determtnaHon 
into varloue component err Orlil. Each component wu analyze:d eeparately, ond with raapect to the othera, 
tn order t o yield in!ormatlon about the random or eyltemaUc uture of the error, and about poas ible rune· 
tlOM.l relaUouhlpl Mtieh mlcbl be lnvol...ed. Thle inlormatloa hu been aumma.rt.zed ln Ott! form or a claeeffi 
eatloo of errora. 

Upon the (ound&Uoa developed ln the ant pbue. a hypotheUeal error mode.l wa• deYe!oped tor a ai,.Je 
diac:ha.rce meuurement. No attempt hu been made to rend~r thla model a pnctJcal wortdl.tc t ool. Rather, It 
wt.e ea1tentiall7 a quaUtallvl!l unde:.r.talttnc to l"e veallho marmer of comblM.tion of tile- va rlO\UI component arror•. 
end to c larity the nature of IJome of the error a. The expe~ted value and var iance ot the mod:e1 w"re atudlad 
In order that lnlerenc.ea could be m ade retarding the elgn.iftcant error term•. 

Finally. conatderauon waa ctven to the errore arJetnc from u•• of an estimated ratlnc curve. A 
mathematical repre•en.tation wu alven t·o tbe etac;a-dl• charae r@lattonehtp and found to account for .trlua Uy 
aU the v·a.rtabllltyln •UI"'ple data for nine mouatata atream-,..tnr et&Uone ln Colorado. The concept of a 
dlvtatft dl•~Charf• value wa.e lnt.roctueod to aeperate the r atlnc curve lnt.o two portlooe: ooe alon.e which the 
r-ela1lve error wa• virtually conatam: and tbe other alone which the ab.ohrte error remained eon•tant. 8ot.h 
confldeoc:e and tolerarx=e llmlt. were e•t•b:U.bed for the estimated curvea, and ue~d ro·r interenct-s reaardll\l 
the error bouocle on dally d1ach.ara:e utlmates and ruture dlacharse meaeureme.nts. After conalderaUon wa• 
1lven to the c.orrelatlon between e r ror s In •Ingle d.Jacharre eatlmatea, conclualon.s were drawn rftJardJng the 
macnttude o.f the err o r bounds on monthly and annual dl• cha_rge e&tlmatee. 


